OVERVIEW OF ECE THEORY: THE COLLAPSE OF THE STANDARD MODEL.

1. THE SOURCE PAPERS.

The 206 source papers to date of Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) theory are posted on www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org and www.unifiedfieldtheory.info. They are also published in seven volumes to date of M. W. Evans, “Generally Covariant Unified Field Theory” (Abramis 2005 to 2009) and in journals. The appendix shows that the theory has developed into a new school of thought in physics, and is used routinely in all sectors. The www.aias.us site also contains many articles and similar by colleagues who have applied and developed the theory in several directions. This is a brief overview of the papers, showing how the standard model of physics is rendered obsolete. The ECE theory can be applied in physics, mathematics, chemistry and electrical engineering, notably in the search for new energy. During the course of its development, nearly all the main concepts of the “standard model” have been shown to be obsolete. The demonstrations of its obsolescence are straightforward and based on the application of the fundamental commutator method. Each source paper is accompanied by several background notes which give comprehensive detail.

There are about a thousand of these notes posted on www.aias.us. All this material is regularly studied by the international community in all its sectors: academic, corporate, institutional, military, governmental and individual scholars. The Appendix is about 1 - 5% of the unprecedented total interest for the www.aias.us site, recorded from 30th April 2004 to present. These data have been chosen to represent the highest quality interest, which is assumed to be that from universities, institutes, government departments, military facilities, large household name corporations, and organizations and similar. The complete interest is archived on computer from mid 2006 onwards for www.aias.us. The total interest in ECE theory can only be described as astounding, and for the three ECE sites mentioned already runs into many millions of files downloaded (“hits”). The monthly summary of interest is recorded back to the year 2002 on the file monthly.doc attached to this overview file. The relative impact of the theory has been measured against about fifty other commensurable sites and is given in the comparative impact table on www.aias.us. This shows clearly that ECE theory is the one that is making most impact by far at present. The impact is recorded by feedback activity software and is measured in many ways. The feedback archives are available on request. They are analysed daily and the Appendix is the overall result of five and a half years of daily analysis.

It is convenient to give a brief overview of the ECE theory in reverse chronological order. In later papers methods were strengthened and simplified to the point where the fundamental incorrectness and obsolescence of the standard model becomes clear to those with a minimum of mathematical training. A key concept in this development is that of the commutator of covariant derivatives. This is an operator which acts on a vector or any tensor in general to produce the fundamentals of geometry. The ECE theory is based directly on geometry, specifically on the concept of spacetime torsion, ignored incorrectly in the standard model. This basic error persisted throughout the twentieth century, meaning that a great amount of gravitational and cosmological work is incorrect, a major disaster for the old physics. This resulted in an unacceptable waste of public funding, it is estimated that the order of a hundred million dollars has been wasted on incorrect theory.

The overview of the contents of the ECE source papers is given first. Papers 122 and 131 to 134, and the five proofs on the homepage of www.aias.us introduce the
antisymmetry theorem of ECE, and apply it to gravitation and electromagnetism. Both the gravitational and electromagnetic sectors of the old physics (standard model) are shown to be incorrect by straightforward use of the commutator operator in these papers and their background notes. The main result in gravitation is that the connection is antisymmetric in its lower two indices, not symmetric as in the old physics. This alone is enough to show that the whole development of twentieth century cosmology is meaningless. In ECE theory it has been replaced entirely by a development based on the correct use of torsion. In the electromagnetic sector papers 131 to 134 show that the antisymmetry theorem is enough on its own to render the Maxwell Heaviside theory meaningless, and again, this has been replaced entirely by a theory and engineering model based on the correct geometry, and correct use of the commutator. The two sectors are unified naturally by the use of geometry and by a simple fundamental hypothesis. Both sectors are rendered generally covariant as required by the philosophy of relativity. In these papers, the concept of spin connection resonance is shown to be central to energy from spacetime, as is the antisymmetry theorem itself.

Papers 129, 130 and 135 give the ECE equations of the fermion and the SU(2) equations of the electromagnetic field. The main philosophical advance of these papers is the final rejection in ECE theory of unobservables in physics. These are non-Baconian entities that cannot be observed experimentally. In the old physics unobservables proliferated, so that the entire subject became vastly over complicated and almost meaningless to science. Two examples rejected in these papers are the Dirac sea and negative energy. They are replaced by Baconian concepts based on geometry. The Dirac equation is shown to be based on geometry, and is simplified to an equation based on 2 x 2 matrices. The use of the 4 x 4 matrices of Dirac is shown to be over complicated. The anti-fermion is described in a much simpler way than that of Dirac, in accordance with Okham’s Razor of philosophy, the simpler theory is preferred.

Papers 123 to 128 develop new cosmologies based on torsion, and without use of the incorrect Einstein equation. To dedicated scholars, the latter has been known to be incorrect almost since it was first inferred in 1915. For example Schroedinger and Bauer independently pointed out some problems with it as early as 1918. Since then many others have criticised it, notably Eddington, Dirac and Levi-Civita, one of the pioneers of tensors. The equation is based on the incorrect use of a symmetric connection, and the subsequent omission of torsion. In consequence, papers 93, 95, 96, 100, 117 and 120 of ECE theory show through the use of computer algebra that the equation is incorrect, sometimes wildly so. These computer algebra calculations will be collected shortly in a monograph, “Criticism of the Einstein Field Equation”. The Appendix shows that all these papers have been intensely studied since they were posted. The logic behind them is relatively simple and based on the Cartan Bianchi identity of standard differential geometry. The identity has been proven in all detail in papers such as 112, 109, 104, 99 - 103, 88 and 15. Again all these papers have been intensively studied worldwide, some for several years. The proofs are self checking and irrefutable.

Paper 121 gives the conservation theorems of ECE and paper 116 the continuity theorems. The most important result is that spin connection resonance obeys the theorems, so electric power from spacetime can be obtained without violation of any basic conservation or continuity theorem. Spin connection resonance (SCR) is a Bernoulli Euler resonance which does not violate any basic theorem.

Papers such as 49, 76, 77, 105, 106, 108, 110, 111, 114, 117, 118 and 120 deal with cosmology based on torsion and correct geometry, and no longer use the incorrect Einstein field equation. Paper 88 shows that the so called “second Bianchi identity” used by Einstein is incorrect, again because of its use of an erroneous symmetric connection and
erroneous neglect of torsion. Paper 88 gives the correct identity from the Cartan Bianchi identity. The Appendix shows that these key papers are studied routinely throughout the world, so funding of incorrect cosmology and of experiments that are badly designed should be abandoned. The Gravity Probe B experiment was shown in paper 117 for example to have produced no result at the cost of the order of several millions of dollars. The ECE theory gives the order of magnitude of the result without use of the Einstein field equation and without any expenditure of public funds. Any experiment designed to “prove” an incorrect theory is of course obsolete and should not be funded. Again, the antisymmetry theorem of ECE is enough to show that the theory behind CERN is incorrect. The CERN theory is based on electroweak theory which is in turn based on a U(1) sector symmetry for electromagnetism. This sector symmetry corresponds to the thoroughly obsolete Maxwell Heaviside theory. This has been heavily criticized throughout the twentieth century by many dedicated scholars. It was replaced in 1992 by B(3) theory and similar theories due for example to Horwitz et al, Amoroso et al., Lehnert et al., Barrett, and Harmuth et al. The B(3) field is observed in the inverse Faraday effect and is the precursor concept of ECE theory. The Maxwell Heaviside theory does not explain the inverse Faraday effect without the ad hoc introduction of the conjugate product of non-linear optics. All this is well known, and billions are wasted on CERN because it is based on a theory that is not only incorrect but one which is full of unobservables such as the Higgs mechanism and boson, and full of adjustable parameters. There are currently fears that CERN may not reach its specified energy level, and it has been seriously delayed. The Higgs boson was not observed in the LEP cooperation that preceded CERN. The reason made clear by ECE theory and by many other scholars, is that the Higgs boson does not exist.

Papers 63, 94 and 107 are papers in electrical engineering which are among the most read of the ECE papers as the Appendix shows. They use the concept of spin connection resonance introduced in papers 52, 53, 59 - 65, 61, 68 and 74 in response to well developed devices manufactured and sold by the Alex Hill company in Mexico City. The US Navy asked me to come up with a plausible explanation for the unprecedented spikes of electric power observed when it tested these devices, invented by Aureliano Horta and developed by Alex Hill using advanced robotics and microcircuits. It is significant in this context that all the major computer and circuit corporations have been studying ECE theory for nearly six years. For example IBM, Intel, Motorola, Microsoft, Sun, Hewlett Packard and many others. Again the Appendix shows this clearly. A range of devices based on SCR have now been developed and code developed by Lindstrom and Eckardt to simulate them.

Papers 85 to 87 give the ECE theory of the radiative corrections. Here ECE is preferred to QED by Ockham’s Razor. As is typical of the old physics, QED is full of unobservables such as virtual particles, electrons that can go backwards in time, indeterminacy, and adjustable parameters such as dimensional regularization and renormalization. It is not known whether the series used in QED converges even after thousands of terms are used. To any objective scientist, QED is unworkable and QCD more so. During the course of development of paper 85 the disturbing discovery was made that the data of the NIST standards laboratory were wildly self-inconsistent, so the claim to accuracy of QED is false in several ways, In ECE the vacuum is filled with a primordial voltage, which causes the various radiative corrections. This primordial voltage can be amplified by spin connection resonance, and the Tesla resonance is a manifestation of spin connection resonance.

Papers 80 - 84 develop the theory of the inverse Faraday effect (IFE) and radiatively induced fermion resonance (RFR) for one electron. If developed, RFR leads to magnetless ESR, NMR and MRI at ultra high resolution. This would be of immense benefit
to chemistry and medicine. Again we see in the Appendix that the medical community studies ECE papers and articles regularly.

Papers such as 71 replace the obsolete gauge principle by one based on geometry, the invariance of the tetrad postulate under the general coordinate transformation. In the old physics, gauge theory was developed from the Heaviside potentials and elevated incorrectly into a principle of physics. The antisymmetry principle of the latest ECE papers shows that gauge theory is incorrect fundamentally. It is also incompatible with the Proca equation and photon mass theory as is well known to dedicated scholars.

Papers such as 40, 41, 54 to 57 deal with basics such as coordinate invariance in classical and quantum mechanics, geodesic analysis and second quantization in quantum field theory. It is shown in these papers that everything can be developed from geometry, a basic need of relativity. Paper 50 is the first review paper, and paper 48 describes straightforwardly an simply how the interaction of gravitation with electromagnetism can produce a change of polarization, as indeed observed experimentally when light grazes a massive object. This is one of the many experimental confirmations of ECE theory given in a table on www.aias.us and in the books by Kerry Pendergast on www.aias.us. Paper 47 introduces the dielectric version of ECE theory, a simplified version, and papers 45 and 46 give the ECE theory of the Sagnac effect. Papers 43, 44 and 107 give theories of the Faraday disk generator, paper 107 incorporating SCR into the theory to describe experimental reports of surges of electric power observed recently in a variable frequency generator. As can be seen in the Appendix these are always well read papers along with papers 63 and 94, and articles to do with new energy. This area is badly in need of public funding.

Paper 39 replaces the concept of dark matter with torsion based on the correct geometry and papers such as 37 and 38 with aspects of intrinsic spin, strong field theory and similar. Papers 33 - 36 prove the tetrad postulate in about ten different proofs, and prove the ECE Lemma in several ways. The Lemma is the geometrical basis of the wave equations of physics, and of quantum mechanics without indeterminacy. Papers 13 and 32 give a generally covariant commutator equation of wave mechanics which replaces the now obsolete Heisenberg indeterminacy principle. The latter is well known to dedicated scholars to have been thoroughly refuted using microscopy. By advanced optical microscopy in the Croca group, (Lisbon University), and electron microscopy in which atoms are observed directly. The latter was first achieved by Sir John Thomas and his group in the seventies. Kerry Pendergast gives a vivid description of how this was done, he himself being an observer of atoms. According to Heisenberg, Kerry, the measurer, made the atoms exist by invocation of the occult and by supplication to the idols of the cave. This illustrates vividly the grotesque decadence and intellectual dishonesty of the old physics, kept alive as it is by sinecures for the public purse and by attempted suppression of new thought. Mediaeval methods.

Papers 27 and 28 deal with the Aharonov Bohm and inverse Faraday effects, and papers 19 and 20 with electroweak theory and neutrino oscillation theory, both based on geometry. Paper 15 is always well studied because of its detailed and self checking proofs of the mainstays of Cartan geometry.

The first paper of ECE theory was written in March 2003, giving the field equations, and was followed shortly by the ECE wave equation in paper 2. The latter has been studied intensely for nearly six years. Paper 3 gave the basics of the unified field theory, and paper 4 gave the Dirac equation as a limit of the ECE equation. Finally paper 5 gave the theory of the strong and gravitational fields.
2. ARTICLES BY COLLEAGUES.

Over the past few years several articles, overviews and lectures have been prepared by colleagues on ECE theory. As can be seen from feedback these articles are all read each month, and are a valuable contribution to the progress of science. In July 2009 for example the most read articles were as follows.

1) “Devices for Spacetime Resonance Based on ECE Theory” by Dr. Horst Eckardt, AIAS Director and 2009 TGA Gold Medallist. This is an article that has been studied intensively for nearly six years and gives an overview of how devices taking energy from spacetime may be constructed using the principles of spin connection resonance.

2) “Einstein Cartan Evans - a New View on Nature” by Horst Eckardt and Lar Felker. This is a valuable overview of ECE theory which has been translated into several languages, and is always intensively studied each month. (Referred to as ECE).

3) “The ECE Theory, History and Key Persons”, this is a valuable public lecture by Dr. Horst Eckardt, written on a level that the general public can comprehend.

4) “How do Space Energy Devices Work?” by Dr. Horst Eckardt, Spanish translation by Alex Hill. This is an introductory article which along with several other articles, has been translated into Spanish by Alex Hill.

5) “ECE Engineering Model, the Basis for Electromagnetic and Mechanical Applications”, by Dr. Horst Eckardt. These slides give the basic ECE equations of electrodynamics and dynamics.


7) “The Life of Myron Evans”, a biography by Kerry Pendergast, an excellent book, always well read, and scheduled to be made into a film directed by Ken Russell.

8) “Space Time Resonances in the Ampere Maxwell Law” by Dr. Douglas Lindstrom, one of several articles on spin connection resonance with original input by Dr Lindstrom, sometime of the Alberta Research Council.

9) “Comprehensive Advanced Aerospace Program”, by Charles Kellum and Associates, giving a description of a device family for new energy and counter gravitational applications.

10) “Crystal Spheres”, an original and always well read book by Kerry Pendergast which includes a history of the British Civil List scientists and many other things of interest.

11) Spanish translation of article 1.

12) “On the Development of “Spacetime” and a Unified Theory of Physics” by Dr. Gareth J. Evans, an article which gives an excellent overview of ECE theory, pure and applied.

13) Spanish translation by Alex Hill of “The Evans Equations of Unified Field Theory” by Laurence Felker, whose original book was published by Abramis in 2007 and which was a “virtual best seller” on www.aias.us. (Referred to as F4).

14) Spanish translation of ECE.

15) Severe and definitive criticisms of black hole theory by Stephen Crothers, 2008 TGA Gold Medallist. These are given in several of the ECE papers and in an article, “Black Holes, Unicorns and All that Jazz”.

16) “Galaxy Structures described by ECE Theory” by Horst Eckardt, always a well read article in both English and Spanish, giving a popular account of galactic dynamics in ECE theory.
There are about forty of these articles and presentations in all, and every month every article is read worldwide.

3. SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF FEEDBACK PATTERNS.

The feedback patterns in the appendix have been studied over nearly six years and show a steadily increasing and continuous interest in ECE theory, both papers and articles. It can be seen that over this span of time, essentially all institutions to do with theoretical physics have begun to study the theory continuously. This implies an overwhelming rejection of the obsolete standard model among staff and students of several disciplines. The great amount of material downloaded from the site indicates that this is not casual interest, it is deep study. A table of the world's best universities and institutes is available on the internet, so it is possible to deduce objectively that they all study ECE theory routinely. A feature of the feedback is that there is considerable student interest, because of the periodicity of the visits. During semester or term time the number of university visits is greater than during vacation time. Although important, the university and institute sector interest is small compared with the industrial sector. Literally thousands of corporations study ECE theory routinely by now. Sometimes the appendix records major or household name corporations. In the computing sector for example there are repeated visits from IBM, Intel, Motorola, Hewlett Packard, Microsoft and so forth. In the aerospace sector there are repeated visits from Lockheed Martin and Northrop Grumman for example. Again, it is known that these are not casual visits because of the number of gigabytes downloaded and the number of files downloaded. Over nearly six years the latter amount to several million, and the former to several hundred gigabytes. The number of individual visitors per month peaked in June 2009 at over twenty five thousand during the month for all ECE sites: www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com and www.unifiedfieldtheory.info.

A significant feature of the interest is military and governmental. As can be seen from the appendix the US military sector continuously studies ECE theory. All four services have repeatedly visited www.aias.us: Army, Navy, Airforce and Marines. These visits include ones from the Pentagon and Tactical Commands. Many US Departments also study the site continuously, notably Departments of State, Transport, Health, NASA, NOAA, Government Laboratories, Government science agencies such as NSF and NIH, several sections of NASA, and so forth. There have been visits from Head of State staffs of several countries, and from the US Congress. A similar pattern of visits occurs from Europe.

Visits have occurred monthly from up to 116 countries. The leading interest occurs from the major industrialized countries as may be expected. The main areas of research work in theoretical physics may be identified clearly from the Appendix as North and Central America (USA, Canada and Mexico) and Europe. However there is also considerable interest from the Far East: (Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Taiwan and South Korea). The university and institute visits are uniformly distributed in each region, for example they cover the entire United States and the entire area of Western and Central Europe. Visits from the Russian Federation and China occur more rarely but they do occur.
continuously. There are also visits from the near East, notably from India, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia. Visits also occur routinely from the entire continent of South America, notably from Argentina and Brazil.

There is an overwhelming number of visits from individuals. These are not recorded in the Appendix, but are totalled up in the appended file of monthly visits from 2002 to present. The complete feedback data for www.aias.us is backed up on computer from 2006 to present and is available on request. There are also many automated search engine visits, and ECE is picked up by every major search engine.

A significant feature of the feedback is that every month, over 1,500 documents are read off the www.aias.us site, including all the 135 ECE source papers to date, and all the forty or so books and articles written by other ECE scholars. It is also significant that the background notes to each paper are read every month. There are several hundred of these, and give more much more detail than the 135 source papers. This means that the theory is continuously studied in depth.

It may be concluded from every measure of feedback therefore that ECE is a new school of thought by international usage. Conversely the standard model of physics has been rejected as obsolete and unworkable. Government funding should therefore be switched away from expensive white elephants such as CERN to urgent matters of sources of new energy. Quality controlled website publishing has made journal publishing obsolete. Journal citations have been overtaken by measure of actual usage, a far better indicator of relevance, immediacy, timeliness, acceptance and usage. This is especially true when an obsolete elite restricts journal publication to the standard theory. It becomes known over time that this is happening, so confidence in these journals is eroded to almost nothing. Accordingly the readership has turned to the ECE websites, literally in their hundreds of thousands, if not millions. This is an unprecedented event in the history of science.

Evans of Glyneithrym,
British Civil List Scientist,
August 2009.
APPENDIX

SELECTED FEEDBACK INTEREST IN ECE,
APRIL 30th 2004 TO PRESENT

* Denotes Multiple User Visits from Same URL.
   Each URL may denote many visits from an individual user.

April 30th 2004
   Teledynefluid, Ruhr Bochum University, Northern Illinois University, Purdue, Utah,
   Elysee Palace France, Polytechnic University Hong Kong, University College Cork Ireland,
   Chubu Univ. Japan, American Physical Society, KBSU Russia, University of Cambridge.

May 1st 2004 (137 1574)
   Bochum, Univ Texas, Trinity College Dublin, Univ Pisa, Navy (NMCI).

May 2nd 2004 (144 1808)
   KU Leuwen Belgium, Teledynefluid, Colorado, Duke, Louisville, Louisiana State,
   CCF France, NASA (Lerc), NIST, Gov. Virginia, Univ. Pisa.

May 3rd 2004 (113 607)
   HWCDSB Ontario, Univ British Columbia, Univ Calgary, York Univ. Toronto,
   Motorola Corp., Colorado, Georgia State, Princeton IAS, Indiana, Univ. Michigan, U. Penn.,
   Univ San Francisco, Wisconsin, Univ Pisa, Sandia, HQ European Space Organization.

May 4th 2004 (145 811)
   Gov. Alberta, CERN, Motorola*, Teledynefluid Corp., Ruhr Univ. Bochum, Denver,
   Oklahoma State, Penn State, Rowan, San Jose State, Texas A and M, Univ. Chicago, Univ Texas,
   CNRS Grenoble, INPG France, INSA Lyon, Lorraine, Toulouse, CNR (RM) Italy,
   Pisa, Navy (NMCI), Maastricht Univ., American Physical Society, Trinity College Cambridge,
   Heriot Watt, Luton, St Andrews.

May 5th 2004 (162 1321)
   DCC Gov. New Zealand, EPF Lausanne, Microsoft, Motorola*, Ruhr Univ Bochum,
   Georgia Tech., UCLA, ENSC Rennes, SNEF France, ENEA Italy, Army (ARL), KAU
   Sweden, Open University.

May 6th 2004 (140 892)
   Australian National Univ., FPMS Belgium, UNESP Brazil, EPF Lausanne, ETH
   Zurich, Algonquin College, Microsoft, Teledynefluid, KFA Juelich, TU Cottbus*, Berkeley*,
   Caltech*, Central Michigan, Michigan State, Stonybrook, Utah, Wisconsin*, WUSTL,
   Xavier, CERMEP France, NASA (JPL), Army Medical Corps, Navy (NCSC), Sandia, NU
   Singapore.

May 7th 2004 (140 798)
   Motorola*, Philips, HU Berlin, Univ Frankfurt, Havercord, MIT, Illinois Chicago,
   Texas, William and Mary, BIPM France, Paris Sud, NASA (LERC), Trieste, Pisa, VSU
   Russia, British Gov.*, BIPM France.
May 8th and 9th 2004 (221 1536)
    Latrobe Univ Australia, TU Cottbus*, St Andrews, Caltech, Zaragoza, Leiden, LTH
    Sweden, Bristol, Melbourne, Merck, Mainz, Union College, TEE Greece, Latrobe Univ
    Australia, Teledynefluid.

May 10th 2004 (165 1631)
    William and Mary, Liege, Valle Univ. Colombia, Motorola, Teledynefluid, TU
    Cottbus, Heidelberg, Bowdoin, Brandeis, Cornell, Harvard, UWM, Williams, Wisconsin,
    Yale, Valencia, Southampton.

May 11th 2004 (150 980)
    Citicorp, Motorola, Hanover, Heidelberg, Stuttgart, Denver Univ., Temple, UCLA,
    BIPM France, UJF Grenoble, US Bureau of Land Management, Univ Patras, Army EPG,
    Liverpool, Southampton, Swansea, British Government.

May 12th 2004 (149 1000)
    Kuyshu Univ., UNP Argentina, York Univ. Canada, Boeing, Shell, Teledynefluid,
    Cornell, Newhaven, Ohio State, U. Mass., Univ Texas, UJF Grenoble, Univ Poitiers, Sandia,
    Univ Kyoto, NTNU Norway, NTHU Taiwan, Southampton, BBC, British Gov.*

May 13th 2004 (138 417)
    Univ Western Ontario, Gov. Canada, Kodak*, Motorola, Rockwell, FGAN
    Germany, Univ California system, Georgia State, MIT, New York Univ., Rockefeller Univ.,
    Univ Nevada Reno, UM Spain, Oak Ridge, Pisa, US Airforce Pik., US Army EPG, UIO
    Norway, British Gov.

May 14th 2004 (96 451)
    Dalhousie Univ., Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, Jena, Washington, INRA
    Bordeaux, INSA TLSE France, Tohoku Univ., US Army EPG, Gov. Taiwan.

May 15th 2004 (86 320)
    Teledynefluid, Iowa State, Christ’s College Cambridge.

May 16th 2004
    Hamburg, Weizmann, Pisa, Tohoku, Waikato Univ., Bristol, BOR Tech. South
    Africa.

May 17th 2004 (145 1100)
    UIBK Austria, ARC Alberta, Motorola, Teledynefluid, LRZ Munich, Munster,
    Monroe, Washington, CNAM France, Poitiers, Toulouse, ICTP Trieste, Univ. Tokyo, US
    Airforce AFIT, US Edwards Airforce Base, Airforce RL, Army EPG, Leiden Univ., TU Delft,
    USU Russia, Bristol.

May 18th 2004 (153 932)
    Buffalo, Melbourne, NRC Canada, Calgary, CERN, Motorola, Pfizer, Ruhr Univ
    Bochum, TU Darmstadt, Tuebingen, CTC Univ., GASOU Univ., Kansas State, Univ.
    California Riverside, Univ Iowa, Univ Maryland, Toulouse, Univ Patras, Pisa, KNCT Japan,

May 19\textsuperscript{th} 2004 (139 584)  

May 20\textsuperscript{th} 2004 (109 734)  
Georgia Tech., Penn State, Stanford, UV Spain, US Army EPG, Univ. Luton
May 21\textsuperscript{st} 2004 (105 331)  

May 22\textsuperscript{nd} 2004 (74 965)  
Murdoch Univ., Australia, US Army EPG.

May 23\textsuperscript{rd} 2004 (82 543)  
Australian National Univ., CERN.

May 24\textsuperscript{th} 2004 (123 389)  
Australian National Univ., Univ Sidney, Lockheed Martin, Motorola, Teledynefluid, Heidelberg, Mississipi, UCHSC, Michigan, Texas, USAL Spain, Caen, Technion Israel, US Army EPG.

May 25\textsuperscript{th} / 26\textsuperscript{th} 2004  
Lockheed Martin, Motorola*, Teledynefluid, TU Cottbus, CSUN, Florida State, Indiana, Temple, UC San Diego, U Texas, NASA (Lerc), Weizmann Institute, Univ Turin, UIO Norway, American Physical Society, Metu Univ. Turkey, Oxford, Hampshire County Council, Australian National Univesity, Lockheed Martin, Motorola, Teledynefluid, Heidelberg, Mississipi, UCHSC, Michigan, U Texas, CSIC Spain, USUAL Spain, Caen, Technion, US Army (EPG), ARIS Romania, Cankaya Univ Turkey.

27\textsuperscript{th} May 2004 (118 1316)  
ESI Austria, Latrobe Univ Australia, Univ Freiburg, Teledynefluid, Wuppertal, KB Denmark, Florida Tech., Harvard, UMBC, Toulouse, KTH Sweden, Sheffield.

28\textsuperscript{th} May 2004 (116 711)  

29\textsuperscript{th} May 2004 (77 332)  
Max Planck Dresden, Princeton, Chapel Hill, TEE Greece.

30\textsuperscript{th} May 2004 (172 974)  
Teledynefluid, Duke, OTE Greece, KTH Sweden, NTHU Taiwan.
31st May 2004 (117 358)
TPL Toronto, Cornell, Harvard, City Univ Hong Kong, Pavia, Kaiyodai Univ.
Japan, NU Singapore, CU Turkey.

1st June 2004 (138 1464)
Latrobe Univ. Australia, Teledynefluid, Ruhr Univ Bochum, Paderborn, ESF,
UCLA, Maryland, Kentucky, Washington, JYU Finland, Bordeaux 2, US PLK Airforce Base,
Bristol, Cambridge.

2nd June 2004 (119 714)
UC Riverside, Lockheed Martin, Cedar Crest, Ohio, Stanford, Valdosta, JYU
Finland, INSA Lyon, US Randolph Airforce Base, US Military DARPA, American Physical
Society, KOU Turkey, Imperial College.

3rd June 2004 (139 784)
FUNDP Belgium, Motorola, FU Berlin, CSU Ohio, De Paul, Denver, Fullerton,
NEIU, UCLA, Indian Statistical Institute, US Wright Patterson Airforce Base, UJ Poland,
Imperial, Lancaster, Oxford.

4th June 2004 (118 771)
Australian National University, EPF Lausanne, Motorola, Max Planck Mainz, US
School of Economics, Hampshire County Council.

5th June 2004 (117 1016)
Univ Waterloo Canada, IBM Almaden, FU Berlin, Georgia Tech., TEE Greece,
UNN Russia, NTU Singapore.

6th June 2004 (149 738)
City University Hong Kong, Indiana Tech., U Chicago, NTUA Greece, Tel Aviv,
Kobe Univ Japan, Univ York, ULA Venezuela, National Tech. Univ. Athens.

7th June 2004 (192 635)
Defence Department Canada, Univ. Calgary, EPF Lausanne, Hewlett Packard,
Lockheed Martin*, Motorola, NKTRC Denmark*, Berkeley, Columbia, CSU Fresno, Florida
Tech., Stanford, SUNY Stonybrook, UV Spain, IAP France, French Particle / High Energy
Lab., TEE Greece, GARR Italy*, Pavia, Kyushu, Sandia, Victoria Univ New Zealand, UJ
Poland.

8th June 2004 (160 672)
Oregon State, Vienna, UNICAMP Brazil, Motorola, Philips, TUBS Germany,
Karlsruhe, Johns Hopkins, Urbana Champaign, HUT Finland, Univ Patras, Kyushu, UJ
Poland, Oxford (physics), Southampton, British Government, PUK South Africa.

9th June 2004 (174 984)
Queensland, NS Canada*, Motorola, Polaroid, Munich, Arizona State, Indiana,
North Carolina State Univ., Purdue, Rutgers, Univ South Carolina, Williams, UPM Spain,
AMI Finland, TREAS, GARR Italy*, INFN Italy, Postech South Korea, Nottingham
University.
10th June 2004 (168 880)
Queensland, Intel, Institute of Physics, Motorola, Sun, Munich, Duke,
Maryland, Vermont, NASA (GSFC), DUTH Greece, CU Hong Kong, Weizmann, Victoria
Univ NZ, American Physical Society, KTH Sween.

11th June 2004 (130 493)
McGi ll, Motorola, Maricopa County California, US Gov. PNL, EWHA South
Korea, HIS Iceland, NTU Singapore, OCMS Oxford.

12th June 2004 (116 309)
TU Vienna, Jena, Ege Turkey, Cranfield, Exeter College Oxford.

13th June 2004 (102 653)
Phelps Dodge, Georgia Tech., U Connecticut, Saunalahti Finland, Univ
Tokyo, Ege Turkey, Gantep Turkey.

14th June 2004 (150 620)
Univ Ottawa, Motorola, Univ Trier Germany, Australian National Univ.,
Berkeley, Penn State, Purdue, Urbana Champaign, Vermont*, UV Spain, KFKI Hungary,
European Space Agency, ICTP Trieste, Kyoto Univ., US Military DCAA, US Naval Research
Laboratory, American Physical Society, NTU Singapore, Heriot Watt, Southampton.

15th June 2004 (136 693)
FH Aargau, Motorola, GWDG Germany, Hannover, Leipzig, Paderborn,
Middlebury, Ohio State, UCLA, UV Spain, BIPM France*, Patras, KUN Netherlands,
Imperial College.

16th June 2004 (146 574)
Brigham Young, Univ Western Australia, ETH Zurich, Teledynefluid,
Paderborn, Columbia, Harvard, Hawaii, New York Univ., University College Cork, Pisa,

17th June 2004 (153 989)
Hewlett Packard, TU Cottbus, Colby, Case Western Reserve, Urbana
Champaign, UV Spain, NASA (GSFC), US Airforce DM, PUK South Africa.

18th June 2004 (146 1485)
HCRC Taiwan, Freiburg, Motorola, Teledynefluid, NKTRC Denmark, LeHigh,
AFKI Hungary, INFN Italy, Victoria Univ New Zealand, TU Kielce Poland.

19th June 2004 (106 1003)
Leipzig, Univ Swabia, Valdosta, US Gov PTO.

20th June 2004 (125 806)
NTU Singapore, Honeywell, Teledynefluid, CLU, Univ Tokyo, Oxford.

21st June 2004 (154 829)

22nd June 2004 (157 487)
Gov. Australia, Univ of Zurich, Motorola, Teledynefluid, Jena, SUNY Stonybrook, UC Santa Barbara, UPC Spain, INLN France, NASA (Lerc), CEC European Govt., INFN Milan, Univ Venice, Navy (NSWC), BUAP Mexico, MSUIIT Philippines, Univ York.

23rd June 2004 (138 1139)
Western Ontario, Heidelberg, Motorola, Deutsches Museum, CSU Ohio, MIT, Fort Smith, Vermont, Xavier, UV Spain, ONERA France, Perpignan, Fermilab, Jerusalem, INIT Latvia, American Physical Society, Iyute Turkey, BBK Britain.

24th June 2004 (148 670)

25th June 2004 (109 376)
Lausanne, Arizona, Caltech, FHDA, Stanford, Unican Spain, ENAC France, ONERA France, Trinity College Dublin, US Army (EPG), Metu Turkey, Aberdeen, Imperial, Italian Academic and Research Network.

26th June 2004 (83 353)
Teledynefluid, Charles Univ. Prague, INLN France, PUK South Africa.

27th June 2004 (92 477)
Caltech, Sydney, General Electric, Essen, Auburn, Purdue, HUT Finland, NTU Taiwan, Oxford.

28th June 2004 (230 707)
NU Singapore, Siemens Austria, Queen's Univ. Canada, Boeing, Disney, General Electric, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, Teledynefluid, Charles Univ. Prague, Columbia, ECU, Humboldt, Nevada Reno, Utah, Kentucky, William and Mary, Washington, UGR Spain, UV Spain, Italian Academic and Research Network, Messina, YLC Taiwan, Derby College (Britain).

29th June 2004 (276 853)

30th June 2004 (152 1273)
Sydney, Motorola, Teledynefluid, Heidelberg, Florida Atlantic, PUC, Rutgers, SWT, Minnesota, UV Spain, CEA Saclay France, ESPCI France, KYU Tech Japan, KTH Sweden, Mahidol Thailand, KOU Turkey, SCU Taiwan.
1st July 2004 (172 1167)
IBM Almaden*, Motorola, Volvo, MIT, STTHOM, Texas Tech, Valdosta*,
UV Spain, HUT Finland, Argonne, Milan, RUG Netherlands, American Physical Society, ICI
Romania, NU Singapore, NCTU Taiwan, NTU Taiwan, Cambridge, Imperial, Zululand South
Africa.

2nd July 2004 (154 627)
TU Vienna, New Brunswick, Motorola, Maryland, UV Spain, P and M
Curie, Nice, INFN Italy, UTL Portugal, Oxford.

3rd July 2004 (96 497)
TIE Chile, NTUA Greece, Technion, National Technical Univ. Of Athens.

4th July 2004 (86 250)
Royal Military College of Canada, NJUST China, Trieste, DLSU Philippines.

5th July 2004 (127 556)
CERN, Basel, TIE Chile, General Electric, Max Planck Heidelberg, NKTRC
Denmark, Purdue, Valdosta*, Washington, UPC Spain, UPM Spain, UV Spain, HUT Finland,
NTUA Greece, INFN Italy, Osaka, Tokyo, NU Singapore, Oxford, Warwick.

6th July 2004 (135 633)
Australian National Univ., Boeing*, German Synchrotron Facility,
Konstanz, Southern Illinois, UPS, UV Spain, US DoE, NUI Galway, INFN Italy, Utrecht,
Bydgoszcz, Anadolu, Cardiff. SUN South Africa.

7th July 2004 (152 456)
ETH Zurich, CLU, Pittsburgh, Renselaer, SDSC, Arkansas, Xavier, UV
Spain, INSA Lyon, French Polytechnique System , US Gov BLM, NASA (Larc), Technion,
Milan Tech., Rome 1, IJS Slovenia, KH Taiwan, Southampton.

8th July 2004 (142 545)
CERN, Basel, ETH Zurich, Lockheed Martin, Bremen, Heidelberg, Indian
NREL, Oak Ridge, INFN Italy, Trieste, Sandia, Porto, BBC.

9th July 2004 (191 566)
TIE Chile, Nissan, Shell US, Max Planck Heidelberg, TU Berlin, Swabia,
Georgia Tech., Princeton IAS, Minnesota, Xavier, Yale, INPL Nancy, US Gov DOEAL, Honk
Kong Tech., Univ College Cork, RUG Netherlands, DLSU Philippines, TCRC Taiwan,

10th July 2004 (128 533)
Max Planck MPIS, Florida State, Univ. F. Comte, Strathclyde.

11th July 2004 (93 602)
City Univ Hong Kong, Simon Frazer, TU Ilmenau, SUNNY Stonybrook,
NTUA Greece, TMN Russia, Univ Ljubliana Slovenia.

12th July 2004 (129 715)

13th July 2004 (143 1074)

14th July 2004 (187 553)

15th July 2004 (167 753)

16th July 2004 (151 422)
Univ Victoria Canada, Basel, Motorola, IFH Germany, Erlangen, Florida State, Johns Hopkins, KSBE, Princeton, URV Spain, Fermilab, NASA (Lerc), UST Hong Kong, INFN Italy, Milan Tech., ICTP Trieste, Ibaraki Univ. Japan, Metropolitan Univ. Japan, American Physical Society, Jefferson National Laboratory, Univ. Anglia, Univ Surrey, British Govt.

17th July 2004 (121 365)

18th July 2004 (109 868)
Florida State, Lousiana State.

19th July 2004 (172 1513)

20th July 2004 (211 775)
Brigham Young, Australian Gov. Defence, Sao Paolo, Victoria, AT and T, IBM Almaden, Motorola, Paderborn, American Univ Cairo, Central Michigan, Florida Atlantic, LCC, MIT, Chicago, Minnesota, Washington, Wayne State, UV Spain, HTV Finland,

21st July 2004 (190 576)

22nd July 2004 (154 681)

23rd July 2004 (148 498)
Manitoba, Motorola, Stanford, Texas A and M, Dallas, UNED, UNICAN Spain, UV Spain, BIPM France, ENS CACHAN France, INFN Bologna, US Navy NRL, Imperial.

24th July 2004 (125 494)
Manitoba, Teledynefluid*, Paderborn, UCLA, Yale, UTH Greece, ICM Poland.

25th July 2004 (129 1379)
IBM Almaden*, MIT, Bordeaux 1, NTUA Greece, Massey Univ. NZ, NTU Singapore.

26th July 2004 (152 789)
Defence Gov Australia, ISI, MSUIIT Philipines, IIHE Belgium, CERN, Motorola, Teledynefluid, Thyssen, German Synchrotron Facility, Mainz, Penn State, Kentucky, SCS Spain, UV Spain, US Dept of State, European Govt. CEC, Trieste, NTU Singapore, NCL Britain.

27th July 2004 (154 644)

28th July 2004 (162 1149)

29th July 2004 (153 1001)
Australian National Univ., Gov British Columbia, Motorola, Indian River CC, ISI, Urbana Champaign, Wisconsin, UV Spain, Lawrence Livermore, Technion, Univ Trieste, Univ Tokyo, NTU Japan, FSA British Govt.

30th July 2004 (167 785)
Linz, Simon Frazer, Boeing, Hewlett Packard, Motorola, Teledynefluid, Thyssen, Pittsburgh, American Physical Society, NTHU Taiwan, Univ College London, Romanian Educational Network.

31st July 2004 (135 684)
Sandia, Bath.

1st August 2004 (154 748)
Teledynefluid, Wuppertal*, Michigan, Sheffield.

2nd August 2004 (164 1056)

3rd August 2004 (180 832)

4th August 2004 (157 601)

5th August 2004 (158 722)

6th August 2004 (169 563)

7th August 2004 (153 486)
Sydney, Motorola, Teledynefluid*, Texas Lutheran.

8th August 2004 (135 500)
CERN, Texas Arlington.
9th August 2004 (145 435)

10th August 2004 (179 1443)
   UNS Argentina, Manitoba, Heidelberg, Intel, Lockheed Martin, Motorola, Dartmouth, OU, Purdue, Stanford, Chapel Hill, ICTP Trieste, American Physical Society, Lubljana, NTCB Taiwan.

11th August 2004 (168 477)
   Chiba Univ Japan, Tsinghua China, Heidelberg, Colorado, Georgia Tech., Purdue, Stanford, Florida, Michigan, Pasteur Univ France, City Hong Kong, Yamaguchi Univ Japan, US Military USCG, Massey Univ. NZ, Jefferson National Lab., NTU Taiwan, Doncaster, Manchester, St Andrews.

12th August 2004 (167 511)
   CERN, Motorola, Dortmund, Schwabia, Tuebingen, Columbia, MIT, Nevada Reno, Washington, Xavier, INM Spain, Helsinki, Fermilab, ELTE Hungary, Mathematical Institute Hungarian Academy, Tel Aviv, Technion, KYU Tech Japan, Victoria Univ NZ, American Physical Society.

13th August 2004 (176 700)
   NIST, UNAL Colombia, Hewlett Packard, Philips, Tuebingen, Ulm, CORD, Princeton, Chicago, BIPM France, Lawrence Berkeley, NASA (NAS), NIST, City Hong Kong, Warsaw, AIT Thailand, Imperial.

14th August 2004 (140 450)
   Gov Wisconsin, Motorola, Fermilab, ICTP Trieste, CCU Taiwan.

15th August 2004 (135 980)
   Motorola, Munich, OU, Washington, CCU Taiwan, PUK South Africa.

16th August 2004 (163 1256)
   UNICAMP Brazil, Western Ontario, EPF Lausanne, Motorola, Michigan, UOPHX, Ericsson Sweden, Cambridge Univ. Press, Sheffield.

17th August 2004 (236 1096)
   Feedback Site down.

18th August 2004 (209 889)
19th August 2004 (219 822)  

20th August 2004 (225 1052)  

21st August 2004 (180 644)  
Lockheed Martin, Buffalo, CSU Hayward, Cambridge particle physics.

22nd August 2004 (160 537)  

23rd August 2004 (206 1743)  
Michigan*, Sydney, Liege, ETH Zurich, IBM Almaden, IBM (USF), Motorola, Max Planck Bonn, Stuttgart, SUNY Stonybrook, Florida, Kentucky, MAP Spain, Amiedu Finland, Oak Ridge, SWU Thailand, Manchester, Sheffield.

24th August 2004 (211 876)  

25th August 2004 (248 1028)  
Motorola, Harvard, New Mexico State, Penn State, UCAR, UC Irvine, UCLA, Michigan, Kentucky, Washington, HUT Finland, NASA Ames, Sheffield.

26th August 2004 (265 1246) - New record number of visits per month.  

27th August 2004 (213 988)  
Washington, USP Brazil, UTA Chile, Motorola, AUN Denmark, New Mexico State, Purdue, UC Santa Barbara, Michigan, UCM Spain, UJF Grenoble, NASA (GSFC), US Gov USDA, Dublin City, NGI Italy, Trieste, KYU Tech Japan, Kluwer, Norwegian Military, Anadolu Univ, Turkey.

28th August 2004 (183 988)
IBM Almaden, Teledynefluid, Rice Univ., Stanford, Washington, Xavier, HTK Finland, Hong Kon Tech., Sandia, GDA Poland, NU Singapore.

29th August 2004 (182 839), New record gigabytes downloaded.

30th August 2004 (244 1646)

31st August 2004 (221 942)
UIBK Austria, Motorola, Hannover, Georgia Tech., MIT, Purdue, SELU, Michigan*, Washington State, USC Spain, CEA France, Rennes 1, Los Alamos, Dublin IAS, CNR ITIA Italy, Massey Univ NZ, CCU Taiwan, Swansea.

1st September 2004 (210 1479)

2nd September 2004 (244 1176)
ASN-KTN Austria, Linz, USP Brazil, EPF Lausanne, Buffalo, Florida State, Rutgers, SELU, Arkansas, UC Santa Barbara, Urbana Champaign, Michigan, UC3M Spain, UPM Spain, Finn Tech., Paris Psnd, Marseilles, Fermilab, US Gov NREL, Sandia, Toshiba, Kluwer, YLC Taiwan, Bristol.

3rd September 2004 (162 556)

4th September 2004 (164 1677)
KMUTT Thailand, Columbia, Stanford, UC Santa Barbara, William and Mary, ACN Greece.

5th September 2004 (151 676)

6th September 2004 (217 1790)
Frankfurt, Heidelberg, Regensburg, Florida State, Kansas State, SUNYIT, Connecticut, Delaware, South Carolina, Texas, Washington, Zaragoza, UC Spain, Technion, LEARN Sri Lanka, RCS engineering Britain, Bor Tech South Africa.
7th September 2004 (205 2378)
TU Graz, Sydney, Newfoundland, Quebec, UNAL Colombia, IBM Almaden, IT and T, Motorola, Philips, Teledynefluid, FHG Germany, Arizona, LTU, Michigan State, new Mexico State, Oklahoma, UAB, Connecticutt, Omaha, South carolina, Wisconsin, Xavier, APIC France, US Gov. BLM, NASA (JPL), INFN MIB Italy, TU Szczecin Poland, KTH Sweden, KMUTT Thailand, Cambridge.

8th September 2004 (205 648)

9th September 2004 (214 1393)

10th September 2004 (181 807)
Curtin Univ Australia, Gov. Brazil, Alberta, Toronto, SLUB Dresden, Bonn, Clark, North Dakota, Ohio State, South Carolina, YSU, UV Spain, Oak Ridge, City Univ Honk Kong, Indian Statistical Institute, Bologna, TNRC Taiwan, Bristol.

11th September 2004 (158 926)
OEAW Austria, Motorola, Teledynefluid, Niels Bohr Institute, Colby, Oklahoma State, Hebrew Univ Jerusalem, UWC South Africa.

12th September 2004 (158 691)

13th September 2004 (164 527)

14th September 2004 (208 1258)
Latrobe, Frankfurt, Gov Australia, Gov. Alberta, Motorola, Zlin, Charles Univ. Prague, Schwabia, Berkeley, MIT, New York Univ., Syracuse, UC Santa Barbara, New Mexico, UC Spain, Paris Psud, Rennes 1, Patres, CNS ITIA, Genoa, KAIST S.

15th September 2004 (194 1269)

16th September 2004 (223 615)

17th September 2004 (244 1099)
Princeton IAS, ADFA Australia, UNICAMP, Motorola, Charles Univ Prague, Boston, Pittsburgh, Central Florida, Delaware, Maryland, Indian Statistical institute, Chubu, US Army Research Laboratory, TU Delft, Massey NZ, NPIC Taiwan, National Health Service.

18th September 2004 (175 993)

19th September 2004 (195 1403)
Texas, Teledynefluid, Princeton, Kentucky, Vermont, Wisconsin, UCM Spain, IRFU Sweden.

20th September 2004 (279 2981)

21st September 2004 (246 854), New Monthly Record of Gigabytes downloaded.

22nd September 2004 (209 1052), New Monthly Record of Previews
Monash, Melbourne, Newfoundland, Belfort, Northrop Grummond, Max Planck MPIKG-GOLM, Leipzig, Mainz, Boston, Caltech, Clark, Cornell, North Carolina State, Northwestern, Iowa, Michigan*, New Mexico, Los Alamos, CNR ITIA Italy, TU Delft, Massey NZ, Jefferson National, CCU Taiwan, NTU Taiwan, NCL, Southampton.

23rd September 2004 (233 721), New Monthly Record of Hits. 

24th September 2004 (233 933)
UNIMEP Brazil, Motorola, TU Chemnitz, Kassel, Leipzig, Brockport, ECU, Oregon State, Penn State, Chicago, UNLV, ESA Italy, CNR ITIA Italy, Trieste, American Physical Society, NU Singapore, Aberystwyth.

25th September 2004 (206 898) New Daily Record of Mbytes Downloaded.
Regensburg, MIT, Teledyne/FLUID, Leipzig, Rostock, Grayson, MIT, Rice, Swarthmore, Xavier, Lawrene Berkeley, Thessalonika, Yamamashi.

26th September 2004 (179 1610)
Georgia Tech., RMIT Australia, McMaster, Leipzig, Regensburg, Georgia Tech., Rutgers, Michigan, Washington, CNRS INLN, Thesalonnika, UST Hong Kong, Technion.

27th September 2004 (251 2137)
Berkeley, Purdue, UNESP Brazil, USP Brazil, Quebec, Calgary, York Univ Toronto, IBM Almaden, Motorola, Charles Univ Prague, TU Berlin, Heidelberg, Leipzig, Regensburg, Louisiana State, MIT, North Carolina State, NIU, New York Univ, Renselaer, Rutgers, Houston, Michigan*, UV Spain, F Comte, Indian Statistical Institute, ENEA Italy, Trieste*, Strathclyde.

28th September 2004 (225 1300)

30th September 2004 (285 925)
    NCU Taiwan, IBM Almaden, IBM Thomas J. Watson, Motorola, Zlin,
    Leipzig, Cornell, Harvard, New Mexico State, Ohio State, Pittsburgh, Rose Hulman, Stanford,
    U Mass., Michigan*, Thessalonika Greece, BARC India, IUCAA India, European Space
    Agency KAIST S. Korea, US Military NIPR, TU Delft, Twente, Methodist Health, NU
    Singapore, CCU Taiwan, British Parliament.

1st October 2004 (235 1291)
    Linz, IBM Almaden*, IBM Thomas J. Watson, TU Chemnitz, Leipzig,
    Regensburg, Arizona, Harvard, NAU, UC Santa Barbara, UI, Michigan, U Pennsylvania, UV
    Spain, Marseilles, Thessalonika, IUCCA India, CNR RTIA, US Navy NMCI, Hacettepe
    Turkey, UP South Africa.

2nd October 2004 (183 853)
    Massey NZ, HTLWRN Austria, IBM Almaden*, Teledynefluid,
    Leipzig, Regensburg, Harvard, Maine, South Carolina, Thessalonika, Milan Tech., US
    Airforce AORCENTAF, LUMS Pakistan, NTU Singapore.

3rd October 2004 (194 1999)
    Leipzig, Caltech, Duke, Florida State, Georgia Tech., Hawaii, Iowa
    State, MIT, Florida, UNC Asheville, TCRC Taiwan, UCT South Africa.

4th October 2004 (232 1593)
    California Lutheran, North Dakota, UCLA, Vienna, Adelaide, Ghent,
    Toronto, ETH Zurich, Motorola, TU Cottbus, Leipzig, Schwabia, Alaska, IUN, Louisiana
    State, MIT, Michigan State, US Gov BLM, Milan Tech., Pisa, Perugia, Rome 2, Utrecht,
    Jefferson National Laboratory, Tubitak Turkey.

5th October 2004 (228 960)
    Australian National University, Glechenberg Austria, MQ Australia,
    UNICAMP, Monsanto, Teledynefluid, Zlin, Charles Univ. Prague, Leipzig, Regensburg,
    Appalachian State, Arizona, California Tech., Colorado, Harvard, Longwood, Louisiana,
    Michigan State, Stanford SLAC, SUNY Institute of Technology, Michigan, French particle
    high energy national lab., OBSPM France, Brookhaven, INFN Turin, US Airforce Aorcentaf,
    Linkoping Sweden, Cambridge, British National Physical Laboratory.

6th October 2004 (246 1389)
    Leipzig, Regensburg, Toronto, Boeing, Philips, Toyota, Heidelberg,
    Leipzig, DTU Denmark, Caltech, Iowa State, MU, SFSU, Michigan, US Airforce Academy,
    Vermont, HTV Finland, CNRS INLN, SISSA Italy, US Airforce Lackland, US Army Reserve,
    TU Delft, BTH Sweden, Linkoping, NU Singapore, SWU Thailand, Metu Turkey, TYRC
    Taiwan, Sheffield.

7th October 2004 (308 2102)

8th October 2004 (241 1768)

9th October 2004 (222 3076)
Leipzig, Texas Arlington, UC Santa Cruz, Michigan, UST Hong Kong, St Andrews, Arellano Philipines.

10th October 2004 (200 1640)

11th October 2004 (265 1507)

12th October 2004 (264 1098)

13th October 2004 (245 939)

14th October 2004 (223 784)
TU Graz, Gov. Alberta, Simon Frazer, Calgary, Daiwa Tokyo, TU Dresden, Karlsruhe, Stuttgart, AUC Denmark, Arizona State, Indiana, Missouri, Michigan State, ORST, Illinois Urbana Champaign, Williams, UAB Spain, UV Spain, IMAG France,

15th October 2004 (238 844)

16th October 2004 (266 1064)
ASN-KTN Austria, USP Brazil, Lockheed Martin, Charles Univ. Prague, Schwabia, Berkeley, Michigan, U Penn., JNCASR India, KTH Sweden, UTFORS Sweden.

17th October 2004 (181 875)
Kentucky, Memorial Newfoundland, Colorado State, F Marion, Wright, IBCP France, Waseda, US Navy NMCI, Brookes, Swansea.

18th October 2004 (261 1044)

19th October 2004 (279 1199)
QUT Australia, ETH Zurich, Mircrosoft, Northrop Grummon, KFA Juelich, Ulm, Purdue, Stanford, UC San Diego, Texas Arlington, UAM Spain, LPTHE France, Lyon 1, UTH Greece, US Military NIPR, Kluwer, Metu Turkey, Academica Sinica, Durham, Univ. College London.

20th October 2004 (259 1422)

21st October 2004 (255 1596)

22nd October 2004 (218 10667) New Hits Daily Record.

23rd October 2004 (183 604)
Ghent, Alberta, Florida International, Renselaer, SJCSF, USU, Toledo, Yale, CPL Industries Britain.

24th October 2004 (229 1228)

25th October 2004 (316 1612)

26th October 2004 (268 1756) New Monthly Records Set.

27th October 2004 (328 693)

28th October 2004 (261 1020)
Newcastle Australia, Gov British Columbia, British Columbia, Montreal, Honeywell, Teledynefluid, JBC, MTU, Ohio State, Rutgers, SIUE, Texas A and M, Michigan, Minnesota, Kyoto, UIO Norway, American Physical Society, Methodist Health, Bristol, Queen Mary College, St Andrews, Parliament.

29th October 2004 (270 773)
IMEC Belgium, UNICAMP, McMaster, Montreal, Max Planck MPIWG Berlin, Caltech, Sheperd, Temple, TU Varna, Michigan, Minnesota, Williams,

30th October 2004 (191 638)

31st October 2004 (272 1395) Five Monthly Records Set.
MSVU Canada, Ohio State, Stanford, NTUA Greece, Jerusalem, University College London.

1st November 2004 (309 1122)

2nd November 2004 (271 937)

3rd November 2004 (212 521)

4th November 2004 (245 1413)
Australian National University, Ghent, Gov. Alberta, McMaster, Calgary, Saskatchewan, TU Darmstadt, Augsburg, Colby, Harvard, MIT, Ohio, Oregon State, SFUSD, UC Santa Barbara, Maryland, Helsinki, UTU Finland, RAIN France, Paris Psud, BARC India, CNR CBF Italy, KAIST S. Korea, US Military NIPR, American Physical Society, ADMU Philippines, NU Singapore, TCRC Taiwan, Cambridge, Napier, Queen Mary College.

5th November 2004 (176 9804)
6th November 2004 (160 639)  
ARCS Austria, McMaster, UNBC Canada, OU, SUNY Stonybrook, Williams, Jagielonski, Croydon.

7th November 2004 (196 2033)  
TU Cottbus*, CLU, Hawaii, JMU, MIT, MU, Renselaer, St Mary's, UCOK, Minnesota, Metu Turkey.

8th November 2004 (238 914)  
ARCS Austria, Vienna, UTS Australia, Waterloo, EPF Lausanne, Lockheed Martin, Teledynefluid, MUNI Czechia, IFW Dresden, TU Cottbus, American, Drexel, Penn State, St Thomas, U California system, Michigan, Minnesota, Wyoming, Vermont, UV Spain, Tellas, Trieste, US Edwards AF Base, Bristol, UMIST.

9th November 2004 (200 1418)  

10th November 2004 (241 822)  

11th November 2004 (206 829)  
Tulane, Gov. Australia Defence, Sao Paolo, York Univ. Canada, National Univ Colombia, Motorola, Teledynefluid, Zlin, MBI Berlin, TU Cottbus, Dortmund, Frankfurt, Tuebingen, Boston, Central Michigan, Georgia State, MSOE, Ohio State, SIU, SUNY Stonybrook, Syracuse, Delaware, Michigan, UNL, UV Spain, Lawrence Livermore, US Airforce Tinker, Methodist Health, PK Poland, Bilkent, BBSRC Britain, Bristol, Swansea, York.

12th November 2004 (140 643)  
UERJ Brazil, UNICAMP, British Columbia, Calgary, CERN, Valle Colombia, Kodak, Lockheed Martin, Merck, Duisburg, Indiana, Missouri, New Mexico Tech., Michigan, U Penn., UCM, UV Spain, Poitiers*, Trieste, HVA Netherlands, Jefferson National Laboratory, NU Singapore, Gov Slovakia, TNRC Taiwan, BBSCR Britain, Cardiff, St Andrews, Univ. College London, BBC.

13th November 2004 (180 944) Feedback Website Down.

14th November 2004 (192 1453)
15th November (249 1373) Feedback Website Down.

16th November 2004 (260 1670)

17th November 2004 (255 1555)

18th November 2004 (238 1347)

19th November 2004 (221 1013)

20th November 2004 (184 1890)
MQ Australia, Laval Canada, Frankfurt, Mainz, CSU Hayward, Ohio, Illinois Chicago, UTU Finland, US Gov. NOAA, HVA Netherlands, Cambridge, RDG Britain.

21st. November 2004 (208 1089)
New Mexico, Linz, ETH Zurich, EMU, Cornell, Georgia Tech., LeHigh, Purdue, Michigan, Williams, Aberdeen, Oxford.
22nd November 2004 (245 2262)
Stanford, Linz, Gov Brazil, Toronto, Geneva, Intel, Northrop Grummond,
Max Planck CPIFS, Max Planck Duesseldorf, AUB Denmark, Clemson, Case Western
Reserve, MIT, MU Ohio, Princeton, UCLA, South Florida, Kentucky, Zaragoza, Poitiers*, US
Gov Maricopa County, ACN Greece, Weizmann, Indian Statistical Institute, HQ of the
European Space Agency, US Hill Airforce Base, US Army USACE, Linkoping, Bristol,
Durham, Imperial, Lancaster, RDG Britain.

23rd November 2004 (297 5077)
Melbourne, McGill, British Columbia, Toronto, CERN, Northrop
Grummond, Shell, TU Cottbus, Erlangen, Heidelberg, AUC Denmark, BGSU, UC Davis, UC
Santa Barbara, Florida, Texas, UTSI, UV Spain, IAP France, KLTE Hungary, University
College Dublin, ESA HQ, INFIN Florence, ICTP Trieste, Univ Trieste, Titech Japan,
Yamanashi Medical, Glasgow, Oxford.

24th November 2004 (259 2618)
Gov. Australia, Linz, Vienna, Concordia, Saskatchewan, Toronto, Boeing,
Lockheed Martin, KFA Juelich, Ruhr Bochum, Springer, Regensburg, CSUS, Ohio State,
UCLA, UI, Maryland, UM Spain, UV Spain, Helsinki, INPG France, Bourgogne, Poitiers,
NTUA Greece, TEE Greece, Parma, Hiroshima, Univ Tokyo, UEC Japan, UIB Norway,
Aberystwyth, Bristol, Cambridge, Durham, Liverpool, Hertford, Queen's University Belfast,
Strathclyde, UCL.

25th November 2004 (311 1365)
Columbia, Delaware, Curtin, IMEC Belgium, Alberta, Calgary, Toronto,
York Univ. Toronto, Neufchatel, Max Planck MPIS, TU Cottbus, Leipzig, Delaware,
Kentucky, UNED, TEE Greece, Trinity College Dublin, Tel Aviv, NTU Taiwan, Cambridge,
Cardiff, Exeter, Glamorgan, Portsmouth.

26th November 2004 (219 1261)
U. Connecticut, GSI Germany, Ruhr Univ. Bochum, Fullerton, Iowa
State, UC Davis, IISC India, CNR ITIA, FUW Poland, Linkoping, MDH Sweden,
Cambridge*, Lancaster, Queen's Univ. Belfast, RL Britain, Royal Society, Southampton.

27th November 2004 (167 1408)
ESI Austria, Charles Univ. Prague, Egmont Denmark, Iowa State*,
Kentucky, Chapel Hill, William and Mary, Wellesley, US Navy Pacific South West, Bath,
Oxford.

28th November 2004 (199 2337)
MIT, OU, Linz, UWS Australia, TU Cottbus*, Konstanz, BGSU,
Colorado, Memphis, SUNY Stonybrook, Syracuse, Washington State, LAAS France, City
Hong Kong, IASBS Iran, HIG Sweden, IRFU Sweden, Cambridge, Derby, Leeds,
Southampton.
29th November 2004 (257 1445)

30th November 2004 (265 1896)

1st December 2004 (234 2159)

2nd December 2004 (258 1377)

3rd December 2004 (233 1612)

4th December 2004 (183 1024)
Sydney, UFPE Brazil, WH Stuttgart, Auburn, Berkeley, Brigham Young, CSU Pomona, Swarthmore, UAF, UC Riverside, Minnesota, Kentucky, TUT Finland, Turin Tech., Linkoping.
5th December 2004 (213 887)

CSUMB, Michigan State, New York Univ., UTK, Australian Gov
BOM, Saskatchewan, Potsdam, Ruhr Univ. Bochum, BGSU, Caltech, Colby, Drexel, Harvard,
Missouri State, New York Univ., Penn. State, Stanford, Minnesota, South Florida, Texas

6th December 2004 (371 1676)

Rowan, Linz, UNICAMP, McGill, Simon Frazer, Toronto,
Hewlett Packard, IBM Almaden, LRZ Munich, AU Denmark, NIU, SWRI, UCCS, UCLA, UC
San Diego, U Mass., Minnesota, Texas, Wiliam and Mary, Western Washington, French
national particle laboratory, INSA Lyon, Lemans, NTUA Greece, FSB Hungary, UNFN
Florence, American Physical Society, Opole Poland, Chalmers Sweden, NTU Taiwan,
TCRC Taiwan, Manchester, NTU, Oxford, Swansea, Univ College London, York.

7th December 2004 (305 1626)

Vienna, Australian Gov. BOM, UNESP Brazil, UNICAMP, AEI
Canada, Queen's Canada, Toronto, CERN, Basel, Jena, Columbia, Cornell, CSUS, Harvard,
JMU, Louisiana State, Montana, North Carolina State, NIU, New York Univ., Princeton,
Stanford, Texas Tech., ITPS, Michigan, UNO, Wellesley, HUT Finland, INPL Nancy,
Poitiers, Sandia, US Treasury, Technion, Trieste, Genoa, US Eglin AF Base, US Wright
Patterson AF Base, US Army PICA, US Military Central Command, Utrecht*, Massey NZ,
LUMS Pakistan, NTHU Taiwan, PICA, US Military Central Command, Utrecht*, Massey NZ,
LUMS Pakistan, NTHU Taiwan, Aberystwyth, Durham, SHU, York.

8th December 2004 (270 1574)

Fermilab, Ghent, Winnipeg, McMaster, British Columbia,
Montreal, EPF Lausanne, Motorola, UO Cuba, Bosch, TU Chemnitz, Frankfurt, WH Stuttgart,
DDRE Denmark, Brigham Young, Central Michigan, Iowa State, Kent State, Kansas State,
NAU, PDX, Pittsburgh, Princeton, Urbana Champaign, Michigan, U. Penn., South Florida,
Texas, Wellesley, Argonne, US BLM, US Dept. of Energy, NASA (Jpl), Szeged, Jerusalem,
INFN LNF, INFN Rome 1, Univ. Tokyo, US Airforce AORCENTAF, Chalmers Sweden,
Physto Sweden, Heriot Watt, Imperial, King's College London, Liverpool, Oxford*, Queen's
Univ. Belfast.

9th December 2004 (238 981)

BARC India, WAU Netherlands, Graz, Gov. Australia ANSTO,
Alberta Research Council, Mcgill Tech. Guelph, Boeing, Siemens, Leipzig, Mainz, SDU
Denmark, Columbia, New Mexico State, Ohio State, Salem, Texas A and M, Chicago Illinois,
Chapel Hill, South Florida, William and Mary, Xavier, UAM Spain, Helsinki, Finnish
Military, CNES France, French national particle lab., Poitiers, NASA (gsfc), Catania,

10th December 2004 (406 1441) New daily visitors record.

UAF, ASN-KTN Austria, TIE Chile, Lockheed Martin, Charles Univ.
Prague, TU Cottbus, Karlsruhe, Niels Bohr Institute, Amherst, Berkeley, Colorado State,
CSUN, Johns Hopkins, Montana, Pace, Rutgers, Texas Lutheran, Chicago, Minnesota, U Penn., Yale, CSIC Spain, UV Spain, NIH, Hong Kong Tech., Technion, INFN LNGS, Rome 1, Physsto Sweden, TCRC Taiwan, Durham, Imperial, Oxford, Queen's Mary London, Swansea.

11th December 2004 (236 1624)
Winnipeg, Teledynefluid, TU Cottbus, IOT Denmark, UC Davis, Connecticut, UCRA, Urbana Champaign, UKY, Washington State, Genoa, UCV Romania, NTHU Taiwan, Manchester, St Andrews.

12th December 2004 (214 1328)
LRZ Munich, Studentwhonheim, HMC, Missouri State, NCSU, OU, SUNY Stonybrook, UMBC, URI, Massey NZ, UMIST Britain, Warwick.

13th December 2004 (273 956)

14th December 2004 (273 1604)

15th December 2004 (231 1092)


17th December 2004 (185 937)
ATI Austria, UNB Brazil, CERN, ETH Zurich, Freiburg, Honeywell, Max Planck Heidelberg, TU Cottbus, MIT, North Carolina State, New Mexico State, Penn

18th December 2004 (156 965)

19th Dec. 2004 (193 1521)
UWS Australia, TU Hamburg, Frankfurt, BU, Harvard, Minnesota, US Gov TVA.

20th December 2004 (260 1275)

21st December 2004 (339 1174)
IBM Almaden, Massey NZ, ASN KTN Austria, Queensland, Sydney, Gov Australia MUS, Sao Paolo, TIE Chile, CUJAE Cuba, Springer, Potsdam, Georgia Tech., Oregon State, Pittsburgh, Purdue, Arkansas, St Etienne, Gov Maryland Dept of Energy, INFN Turin, Rome 1, Kyoto, US Airforce Headquarters, US Army PICCA, Leiden, LUMC Netherlands, Kluwer.

22nd December 2004 (232 1079)

23rd December 2004 (237 1753)

24th December 2004 (240 1759)
DUTH Greece, NTUA Greece, NCTU Taiwan.

25th December 2004 (146 962)

26th December 2004 (165 1056)
27th December 2004 (294 1164)

28th December 2004 (217 1799)

29th December 2004 (252 1683)
Winnipeg, RWTH Aachen, Leipzig, NEIU, Texas Medical Center, Medical Michigan, Xavier, Poitiers, US Gov BLM, NASA (Lerc), Jerusalem, PRL India, Postech S Korea, Methodist health, Hacettepe.

30th December 2004 (209 1029)
TU Vienna, IBM (USF), Microsoft, Creighton, Harvard, New Mexico State, Urbana Champaign, French national particle lab., Univ College Cork, US Airforce Kirtland, Porto, IRFU Sweden, Hermes Slovenia, NTHU Taiwan, NERC-BAS British Gov., Queen's Univ. Belfast.

31st December 2004 (163 689) New record number of monthly visitors.
Colorado State, Medical Michigan, Tartu Estonia, EDF France, NIH, Jerusalem, National Health Service.

1st January 2005 (223 843)
NRC Canada, TIE Chile, Arizona, Boston Univ., Yale.

2nd January 2005 (213 1276)
Leipzig, Kyoto, STW Bonn, Univ. Bonn, Berkeley, Princeton, Yale, Imperial.

3rd January 2005 (331 1861)
South Australia, ETH Zurich, Bosch, Max Planck Halle, TU Cottbus, TU Darmstadt, Duke, Maine, Mississippi, UC Irvine, UCLA, Michigan, Poitiers, Fermilab, Us Gov USITE, HKBU Hong Kong, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, CNR ITIA, Kyoto, Uppsala, Metu Turkey, TCRC Taiwan.

4th January 2005 (235 1849)
Springer Austria, City of Winnipeg, General Electric Power, IT and T, Leipzig, Berkeley, Drexel, Florida International, Harvard, Mew Mexico State, Ohio State, UC Santa Barbara, Michigan, UWM, Washington, Tartu, Helsinki, Poitiers, Fermilab,

5th January 2005 (250 2194)

6th January 2005 (270 3201)

7th January 2005 (270 2794)

8th January 2005 (177 1104)
STW Bonn, LAPL Organization, WAT Poland.

TIE Chile, AUB Denmark, CSU Pomona, Princeton, Chicago, USC, Gov. Estonia, UAM Spain, Gov Hong Kong, Sienna, US Army Medical Corps, Metu Turkey, TCRC Taiwan, BBC.

10th January 2005 (441 3481) New Record of Daily Visitors
Renselaer, Sydney, UNICAMP, McMaster, NRC Canada, Wellington CSSb Ontario, Toronto, GWDG Germany, TU Cottbus, Dusseldorf, Hamburg, Schwabia, Tuebingen, Harvard, OGI, Ohio State, Renselaer, SHIP, Delaware, Michigan, UNO, Vermont, WHOI, UV Spain, HUT Finland, ENST France, Paris Psud, Poitiers, US Gov. BNL, Patras, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, JNCASR India, INFN Naples, INFN Turin, Pavia, Osaka FU, UAM Mexico, TU Delft, Free Univ Amsterdam, US Gov. CBI, Gdynia, Lodz, LTH Sweden, IATP Ukraine, Queen Mary London, UKC, WYKE.

Sydney, UA Belgium, Memorial Newfoundland, British Aerospace, Honeywell, Hughes, Philips, Heidelberg, Regensburg, Arizona, Boston College,

12th January 2005 (404 2234)

13th January 2005 (429 2087)

14th January 2005 (377 1452)

15th January 2005 (311 3834)
Toronto, WH Stuttgart, Oklahoma State, Princeton, Penn State, U Penn., Texas, UTU Finland, IISC India, Kanazawa, NKI Norway, Cambridge.

16th January 2005 (361 2104)

17th January 2005 (406 1357)
NU Singapore, Linz, Latrobe, British Columbia, ETH Zurich, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, TU Cottbus, Leipzig, DTU Denmark, Georgia Tech., Penn State, Rutgers, Michigan, U Penn., UAB Spain, Vigo, JYU Finland, UTU Finland, Poitiers, CEU Hungary, Technion, CNR ITIA, Tsukuba, Groningen, PAP Poland, Aberystwyth, Birmingham, Durham, Nottingham, Swansea, Belgrade.
18th January 2005 (393 1947)

19th January 2005 (367 1897)

20th January 2005 (381 3028)

21st January 2005 (370 1741)
Erlangen, UTK, UNISA Australia, Disney, Teledynefluid, TU Cottbus, Kassel, Arizona State, Caltech, Colorado, Georgia Tech., Kansas, Northwestern, Pittsburgh, UC Santa Cruz, Chapel Hill, Washington, WPI, UV Spain, French national particle lab., Lawrence Livermore, NASA (Lerc), NIH, CNR ITIA, SISSA Italy, Kyoto, UNAM Mexico, Leiden, US Gov CBI, Torun Poland, Physto Sweden, Bilkent, TNRS Taiwan, Bristol, Cranfield, Durham, Oxford, Sussex.

22nd January 2005 (393 1758)

Memorial Newfoundland, Queen's Canada, CERN, Caltech, Marietta, ODU, Michigan, Wyoming, WCUPA, ENS France, IITB India, NAU Ukraine, St. Andrews.
24th January 2005 (510 2929), New Record of Daily Visitors.


26th January 2005 (499 2122)


Arizona State, St Vincent, Starman, ASN-KTN Austria, UNICAMP, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Northrop Grummond, Teledynefluid, DTU Denmark, Colorado, Iowa State, Oklahoma State, Chicago, UC Irvine, Connecticut, Houston, Michigan Medical, Minnesota, North Carolina Charlotte, Vanderbilt, URV Spain, UV Spain, UTU Finland, UPS Toulouse, Los Alamos, NCMR Greece, Weizmann, CNR ITB Italy, INFN Pisa, INFN Turin, Trieste, US Military Fusion, US Naval Research Laboratory, Gov. Mexico, KUN Netherlands, Lodz, Chalmers Sweden, Physto Sweden, Ljubljana Sweden, MOE Taiwan, TTRE Taiwan, Kyiv, Imperial, Kent Canterbury.


TU Berlin, Marylad, IATP Ukraine, ASN-KTN Austria, MQ Australia, Acad. Canada, Alberta, Lockheed Martin, Wolfram, Xerox, Charles Univ. Prague, Max Planck Heidelberg, TU Cottbus*, Freiburg, Heidelberg, Rostock, Central Michigan, Columbia, Duke, MIT, Ohio State, Rutgers, UC Davis, UCLA, U Conn., UC Riverside, Delaware, Florida, Michigan, Minnesota, UNLV, Utah, West Virginia, EHU Spain, UM

British Columbia, ASN-KTN Austria, Winnipeg, Max Planck MPPMU, Boston University, Buffalo, Rochester, SISSA Italy, UKIM, IIMCB Gov Poland, Oxford*, St Andrews.
Teledynefluid, Stuttgart, UUC Denmark, Boston Univ., JSUMS, Rutgers, U Conn., UC Riverside, Florida, NIH, Tohoku, Newman Foundation, SPBU Russia, MOE Taiwan, Nottingham.

31st January 2005 (476 1542)

1st February 2005 (518 2221).
ASN-KTN Austria, UNICAMP, Alberta, Calgary Disney, IBM Thomas J. Watson, TU Cottbus, Erlangen, Leipzig, Rostock, Berkeley, City Univ New York, Dartmouth, Georgia Tech., MIT, Michigan State, PISD, Rochester, Santa Fe, Chicago, Michigan Medical, Minnesota, Chapel Hill, Oregon, Yale, UV Spain, INRIA France, Strasbourg, Poitiers, Rennes 1, Thessalonika, TIN Italy, Milan, Unimo Italy, Nagoya, KNU S Korea, US Navy NUWC, Gov. Mexico, UANL Mexico, NU Singapore, NCTU Taiwan, TTRC Taiwan, Bath, Essex, Manchester, Oxford*, RL Britain, St Andrews, Univ College London.

2nd February 2005 (500 3533)

3rd February 2005 (428 2997)
Nagoya, ASN-KTN Austria, UIA Belgium, UFPE Brazil, UQAM Canada, Raytheon, STW Bonn, Cornell, Embry Riddle, Georgetown, North Dakota, New Mexico Tech., Oregon State, Rutgers, Samford, SUNY Stonybrook, Florida, Urbana Champaign Michigan Medical, U.S. Naval Academy, USU, Texas, UWM, WVSC, Xavier,

4th February 2005 (316 1401)

5th February 2005 (407 1896)
ASN KTN Austria, Teledynefluid, Colorado, Indiana, SP College, U Mass., UAM Spain, Perugia, Yokohama CU, NTNU Norway, Lisbon, NAU, Bristol, Jesus Colleeg Oxford.

6th February 2005 (314 2591)
Missouri, UC San Francisco, Stuttgart, Minnesota, Vanderbilt, Marseilles, Technion, Tsukuba, Univ Tokyo, LUMS Pakistan, NAU Ukraine, Huddersfield, BNC Oxford.

7th February 2005 (394 2178)

8th February 2005 (643 2203) New record of visits per day.
SIT NZ, ASN - KTN Austria, Free Univ Brussels, UIA Belgium, McGill, McMaster, Laval, UQAM Canada, Western Ontario, Boeing, Nokia, SUN, Teledynefluid, Charles Univ. Prague, Max Planck, TU Cottbus, Central Michigan, Columbia, City Univ. Ne York, GAC, Michigan State, Najah, Pittsburg, Penn State, SUNY Stonybrook, UMDNJ, UAM Spain, UV Spain, ENAC France, Bordeaux 1, Poitiers, NIST, Technion, IASBS Iran, CNR ITIA, INFN Rome 1, Rome 1, US Army Research Laboratory, HIN Norway, UIO Norway, US Gov CBI, MOE Taiwan, TTRC Taiwan, Bristol, Cambridge, Durham, Heriot Watt, Kingston, Manchester, MAGD, Swansea College.

9th February 2005 (367 1731)
Harvard, Tsukuba, Loeben Austria, SBS Germany, TU Cottbus, Munich, IOT Denmark, Arizona, Brigham Young, Caltech, Indian River CC, Michigan State, OU,
Pomona, SIU, Urbana Champaign, Michigan, Washington, CSIC Spain, UPC Spain, UV Spain, Helsinki, Gov of New York City, Trinity College Dublin, NIC India, Univ Tokyo, US Army Research Laboratory, US Army SILL, Twente, Otago NZ, LUMS Pakistan, NU Singapore, Ljubljiana, SWU Thailand, NAU Ukraine, Manchester, Warwick.

10th February 2005 (288 2092)

11th February 2005 (268 2180)
Alberta, British Columbia, Boeing, Merck, Teledynefluid, LRZ Munich, Cottbus, Essen, Goettingen, Colorado, Cornell, Georgia Tech., Penn State, UC Santa Cruz, Florida, Michigan, Washington, UV Spain, ENSAM France, Fermilab, CNR ITIA Italy, CSI Italy, INFN Milan, ICTP Trieste, Utrecht, HIN Norway, UMU Sweden, Aberdeen, Birmingham, City.

12th February 2005 (329 1180)
ASN-KTN Austria, Goettingen, Boston University, Colorado, Cornell, Johns Hopkins Medical Institute, New Mexico State, Texas A and M, UC Santa Cruz, U Mass., New Hampshire, US Navy Pacific South West, LUTH Sweden, Metu Turkey, NCTU Taiwan, Univ College London.

13th February 2005 (331 1578)
Caltech, US Navy ONR, Montreal, FU Berlin, Central Michigan, Colorado, MIT, Penn State, UC Santa Cruz, Minnesota, Utah, Texas, Szeged, Jerusalem, Linkoping, Bilkent, Cambridge.

14th February 2005 (473 2246)

15th February 2005 (523 3351)
ASN-KTN Austria, TU Vienna, IMEC Belgium, UNICAMP, Memorial Newfoundland, Montreal Tech., Victoria, Mobile Gas, Northrop Grummond, Sun, Palacky, FGAN Germany, FHG, Hannover, Jena, Arizona, ATU, Brown, Columbia, CSU Ohio, CUP, Georgia Tech., Iowa State, JMU, MS State, North Dakota, Northwestern, New

16th. February 2005 (505 2231)


17th. February 2005 (498 1947)


18th February 2005 (475 1848)


19th February 2005 (453 2533)


20th February 2005 (359 1137)

Toronto, Charles Univ. Prague, AU Denmark, Brown, Harvard, HMC, Hope, Missouri, MSOE, MS State, MU, MWSU, Princeton, Toronto, Tufts, Chicago,
Delaware, Vermont, NIPS Japan, Porto, ITTI NZ, FUW, Umea, MOE Taiwan, Cambridge, Hull.

21st February 2005 (481 2691)


22nd February 2005 (700 1854) New Record of Daily Visits.


23rd February 2005 (410 1552)

TNRC Taiwan, UIBK Austria, McMaster, Alberta, Windsor, Raytheon, Mac Planck MPI-SB, TU Cottbus, Berkeley, Caltech, Central Michigan, CSU, CSU Ohio, Georgia Tech., Indiana, Johns Hopkins, Louisiana State, North Carolina State, North Dakota, ONU, Princeton, Penn State, Purdue, Sabanci, St Cloud, SVSU, Tufts, Florida, Michigan Medical, WOU, WVU, Andalucia Gov., USC Spain, UV Spain, OULU Finland, CNRS Director France, Poitiers, NASA (GSFC), Oak Ridge, UOA Greece, Dublin City, CNR ITIA Italy, US Army Research Laboratory, UNAM Mexico, NTNU Norway, FUW Poland, UTL Portugal, CMB Romania, Saratov Russia, Cambridge, Glasgow, Imperial. LEA Vale of Glamorgan.

24th February 2005 (378 2211)

Birmingham, Cambridge, Durham, Edinburgh, Leeds, Southampton, Warwick, British Gov
DERA, Kings Ely School Cambridge.

25th February 2005 (302 1344) UTAS Austria, KF Graz, Flinders, UFU Brazil, Alberta,
York Univ Toronto, UNAL Colombia, Max Planck Mainz, TU Darmstadt, Berkeley, Caltech,
Florida International, Indiana, IWU, Louisville, MSU, OU, UC Santa Barbara, UMBC, UMR,
U Penn, UV Spain, US Gov Federal Aviation Authority, Trinity College Dublin, NTNU
Norway, KTU Turkey, MSU Turkey, MOE Taiwan, NETU Taiwan, Cambridge*, King's
London, Oxford, RDG.

26th February 2005 (276 1012) City of Winnipeg, IBM Thomas J. Watson, Berkeley,
Evergreen, Rice, Texas A and M, Delaware, UST Hong Kong, NTNU Romania, PK Poland,
Cambridge, Imperial, ULA Venezuela.

27th February 2005 (438 1183) ASN-KTN Austria, Memorial Newfoundland, Alberta,
Toronto, Leipzig, Oldenburg, Buffalo, Cornell, MIT, MS State, New Mexico State, Urbana
Champaign, Wisconsin, WPI, NASA (LARC), Cambridge*, Edinburgh.

28th February 2005 (362 1359) Appointed to the British Civil List
Unesp Brazil, Brock, Bayreuth, Brigham Young,
Caltech, Colorado, Connecticut College, Drexel, MU Ohio, South Florida State, Stanford,
Stonybrook, Texas A and M, Michigan Medical, Virginia, UV Spain, Poitiers, US Gov BLM,
AUTH Greece, TEE Greece, UST Hong Kong, Gov Latvia, US Army Research Laboratory,

1st March 2005 (448 1979) Brigham Young, Australian National, Queensland,
Laurentian, McMaster, British Columbia, Ford, Motorola, TU Cottbus, Greifswald, Berkeley,
Brown, Boston Univ., Columbia, EOU, Indian River CC, Montana, MS State, Northwestern,
Ohio State, ONU, UA, UC Santa Barbara, Michigan Medical, Washington State, USAL Spain,
UV Spain, ONERA France, Poitiers, Argonne, UOC Greece, Dublin City, TIN Italy, Pisa,
Kyoto Univ., UNAM Mexico, Groningen, Twente, Kluwer, Jefferson National Laboratory,
Bristol, Cambridge.

2nd March 2005 (498 2656) Defence Gov. Australia, New Brunswick, NS, Simon
Frazer, ETH Zurich, Canon, IU Bremen, TU Darmstadt, Frankfurt, Muenster, Stuttgart,
Amherst, Brandeis, Boston Univ., Caltech, CWRU, Emporia, Hertford, Indiana, Maine,
Missouri, Michigan State, Northwestern, Ohio State, Stanford, TMC, UALR, Chicago,
California University System, Houston, Michigan, U Penn, Texas, Vermont, Washington,
Wisconsin, UCM Spain, Lawrence Livermore, NASA JPL, Oak Ridge, Thessalonika, Rome 2,
Kanazawa, Metropolitan Univ., Torun, IJS Slovenia, MOE Taiwan, Bristol, Cambridge, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Oxford.
3rd March 2005 (479 2896)
Australian NLA, Waterloo, ETH Zurich, Ford, Palacky, Max Planck Immunobiology, Mainz, Brandeis, Buffalo, Embry Riddle, MIT, Morehouse, Mississippi, Princeton, SMSU, Stillman, Stonybrook, TCU, California System, UC Santa Cruz, Delaware, Michigan, Michigan Medical, Chapel Hill, Texas Dallas, Texas, Xavier, HTK Finland, French national particle lab., ISEN France, Lille 1, ELTE Hungary, ICRA Italy, TIN Italy, Trieste, JAIST Japan, Tohoku, KAIST S. Korea, NTNU Norway, Massey NZ, Lisbon, KTH Sweden, UDSM Tanzania, Aberystwyth, Bristol, Cambridge, Imperial, Leeds, Manchester, Napier, Oxford.

4th March 2005 (420 2217)
Vienna, JCU Australia, Leuven, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo, Memorial Newfoundland, UCV Chile, Berkeley, Bridgew, BSU, Georgia Tech., Louisville, MIT, NEU, OU, Stanford, Stevens, Toronto, Texas Tech., UC Santa Barbara, UC San Diego, Urbana Champaign, Maryland, Chapel Hill, U Penn., Vanderbilt, Wayne State, EBSC Rennes, ICTP Trieste, Pisa, NTNU Norway, Massey NZ, LTH Sweden, LUTH Sweden, Ljubljiana, Bristol, Essex, Lancaster, Leeds, Manchester, Oxford*.

5th March 2005 (372 2349)
Unilever, RWTH Aachen, Amherst, DU, MIT, Najah, Renselaer, Stanford, Stonybrook, KAIST S. Korea, UTCLUJ Romania, Novosibirsk, Manchester.

6th March 2005 (274 1643)

7th March 2005 (382 1464)

8th March 2005 (348 1903)
9th March 2005 (324 1554)

10th March 2005 (340 1681)

11th March 2005 (356 1425)

12th March 2005 (307 2529)
Linz, Shell, Berkeley, CSU Pomona, Miami, RIT, St Olaf, TCU, UIC, Michigan Medical, NTNU Norway, MOE Taiwan, Durham, Imperial, Nottingham.

13th March 2005 (366 3032)

14th March 2005 (428 2645)

15th March 2005 (419 1770)


16th March 2005 (353 2393)


17th. March 2005 (384 1433)


18th March 2005 (372 1573)


19th March 2005 (292 1590)
Oregon, NTNU Norway, UIB Norway, BBK Britain, Bristol, Cambridge, Winchester College.

20th March 2005 (351 3438)
Haverford, ASN KTN Austria, Monash, Melbourne, Central Michigan, MIT, South Florida, Hanyang Korea, NTNY Norway, Jefferson National, NSYSU Taiwan.

21st March 2005 (434 2892)
National Univ. Singapore, Linz, Swinburne, VU Australia, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo, Gov. Quebec, Queen's Canada, Disney, Rockwell Collins, TU Cottbus, Ulm, Brandeis, Central Michigan, Colorado, Emory, Florida State, Lehigh, NOAO, St Cloud State, Stonybrook, SUNY Stonybrook, Dayton, Michigan, UV Spain, F. Comte, Poitiers, US Gov JCCBI, City Hong Kong, IED Hong Kong, Tel Aviv, MRI India, HQ European Space Agency, Hanyang, US Military JCSE, Twente, NTNU Norway, Massey NZ, Jefferson National, Royal Society of Chemistry, PIT Poland, Torun, Physto Sweden, NTU Singapore, SU Thailand, NDHU Taiwan, Bangor, Bristol, Cambridge.

22nd March 2005 (383 2128)

23rd March 2005 (352 1390)

24th March 2005 (507 2113)
NTNU Norway, ASN KTN Austria, GU Australia, ULB Belgium, Dow, FH Kiel, MIT, Michigan State, Santa Fe, SIU, SPSU, UC Irvine, Utah, CNES France, Fermilab, NASA (Lerc), TEE Greece, Perugia, US Army MSL, KTH Sweden, NU Singapore, Kiev, Cardiff, Cranfield, King's College London.

25th March 2005 (469 2047)

26th March 2005 (285 1320)

27th March 2005 (308 2925)

28th March 2005 (278 1731)
Buffalo, UNICAMP, Charles Univ. Prague, Danish Tech., Bellamine, Iowa State, IWU, Colorado School of Mines, Ohio State, Renselaer, SUNY Stonybrook, Michigan, NASA JPL, Hong Kong Univ., Hanyang.

29th March 2005 (310 1807)

30th March 2005 (289 1553)

31st March 2005 (338 1672)
Western Ontario, North Carolina State, ASN KTN Austria, TU Vienna, Centennial College Canada, Waterloo, Motorola, Philips, Giessen, Kaiserslautern, Mainz, Berkeley, Caltech, Cornell, CSUN, Duke, Indian River CC, Louisville, Nebo, Ohio State, Oklahoma, Penn State, Purdue, Renselaer, Rutgers, SINTE, Stonybrook, Michigan Medical, Western Florida, Wisconsin, Xavier, Jussieu LPTL, TVT Finland, Rennes 1, UST Hong Kong, UIO Norway, Massey NZ, Methodist Health, Ljubljiana, Academica Sinica, Cambridge, NERC Monkwood, Royal Society, Southampton, UMIST, Wolverhampton.

1st April 2005 (292 1235)
2nd April 2005 (311 2369)
ASN KTN Austria, Saskatchewan, IBM Thomas J. Watson, FU Berlin, IU Bremen, Galileo, North Carolina State, Rutgers, Dublin City Univ., KNU Korea.

3rd April 2005 (209 1349)
Calgary, Curtin, Conordia, Alberta, Toronto, Caltech, Embry Riddle, Nwheathe, ONU, ICU Korea, Twente, NU Singapore, Institute of High Energy Physics Russia, Cambridge, Imperial

4th April 2005 (302 1440)

5th April 2005 (246 1082)
Latrobe, Curtin, KU Leuven, Calgary, Nine Chile, Northrop Grummond, Bosch, FH Jena, Leipzig, Arizona State, CSU Ohio, Denison, HMC, Johns Hopkins, Louisiana State, MIT, Princeton, SWRI, Urbana Champaign, Maryland, Western Michigan, Vermont, Yale, UCM Spain, UV Spain, Hong Kong Univ., IPN Mexico, UNAM Mexico, KUN Netherlands, Massey NZ, NTU Singapore, UPJS Slovakia, Cambridge, UMIST.

6th April 2005 (263 1448)

7th April 2005 (282 2225)

8th April 2005 (234 1940)
TU Vienna, Australian Gov. BOM, Shell, TU Cottbus, Leipzig, Boston University, Galileo, Princeton, SDSC, Florida, Maryland, Michigan Medical, Yale, UAM Spain, UPM Spain, CEA France, CNRS Grenoble, Paris Psud, UHB France, Glasgow, Nottingham, Oxford, Queen Mary College, Sheffield, Sussex, Swansea, USB Venezuela.

9th April 2005 (198 1915)
NTNU Norway, UCL Belgium, EPF Lausanne, TU Cottbus, Leipzig, Boston University, Paris Psud, Argonne, Hiroshima CU.

10th April 2005 (209 809)
Merck, British Columbia, Calgary, Leipzig, Danish Tech., Caltech, Clerkson, Colorado State, Indiana, Maine, McKenna, Rutgers, Stanford, UCLA, Wayne State, Jerusalem, NTNU Norway, Sheffield, Sheffield Hallam.

11th April 2005 (335 1440)
KF Graz, Swinburne, Sydney, USP Brazil, Gov. British Columbia, Carleton, Manitoba, McMaster, Gov. Quebec. Ottawa, Cisco, Lockheed Martin, Qinetiq, Raytheon, Dortmund, Leipzig, Albany, Berkeley, Buffalo, COA, Johns Hopkins, Maine, North Dakota, Northwestern, Purdue, RIT, Sheperd, Stanford, SUN Stonybrook, Temple, Chicago, UC Santa Barbara, UC Santa Cruz, Iowa, Michigan Medical, Union, Catalonia, UCM Spain, UV Spain, HUT Finland, Lille 1, Argonne, IUST Iran, Rome 3, US Navy NMCI, US Naval Research Laboratory, Twente, Ericsson Sweden, Ljubljiana, Metu Turkey, FJU Taiwan, Kiev, Bangor, Bristol, North East Wales Tech., Oxford, St Andrews, York College.

12th April 2005 (279 1127)

13th April 2005 (301 1132)

14th April 2005 (349 1572)
Adelaide, AEI Canada, Toronto, Lockheed Martin, Merck, Northrop Grummond, German Synchrotron Facility, IKS Jena, Max Planck MPL, Freiburg, Caltech, CSU Chico, Georgia Southern, Hawaii, Lehigh, Louisiana State, MIT, Michigan State, Ohio State, Santa Fe, SUNY Stonybrook, Houston, Minnesota, NC Charlotte, Chapel Hill, US Naval Academy, Texas, Yale, TVT France, Weizmann, SISSA Italy, Univ. Tokyo, KUN Netherlands, Twente, NTNU Norway, UIO Norway, AGH Poland, Bangor, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Imperial, Queen's Univ Belfast, Southampton, Sussex, Warwick, Westminster, BK Yugoslavia.
15th April 2005 (299 1720)
Free Univ. Brussels, NRC Canada, Laval, Victoria, CERN, Max Planck
MPIS, Bonn, Hannover, Munich, Albany, Arizona, A RTIC, Colorado State, Columbia, City
Univ. New York, FIT, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Maine, North Dakota, Rochester, Santa Fe,
TMC, Michigan Medical, UNO, Texas, Wisconsin, NASA (gsfc), NIH, Patras Greece, Hong
Kong Univ., PHY Croatia, Weizmann, INFN Turin, Umea, NU Singapore, Bolton, Oxford,
Queen's Univ. Belfast, Southwark, Surrey, Univ, College London.

16th April 2005 (264 1157)
Berkeley, U Penn, Washington State, ADFA Australia, IAS, Michigan,
UML, USF, NTNU Norway, Aberystwyth.

17th April 2005 (301 1450)
Florida Atlantic, KF Graz, Monash, Melbourne, Australian Gov. BOM, IU
Bremen, Leipzig, Embry Riddle, Holy Cross, Maryland, Omaha, Willamette, NTNU Norway.

18th April 2005 (390 1887)
ESI Austria, Monash, Queensland, UFMG Brazil, British Columbia,
CERN, Basel, Lockheed Martin, Max Planck Berlin, TU Cottbus, TU Darmstadt, TU Dresden,
Kassel, Caltech, Central Michigan, Columbia, Duke, Georgia Tech., Indiana Tech., MIT,
Monroe County CC, NAZ, Pittsburgh, Simmons, St Cloud State, Stonybrook, TTU, Iowa,
Michigan Medical, Michigan, Texas, Washington, Williams, HUT Finland, GSFC NASA
France, Hiroshima CU, Groningen, Twente, Auckland, US Gov. CBI, Chalmers Sweden,
UWCM Britain.

19th April 2005 (409 1681)
MTU, Washington, DYU Korea, Curtin, Simon Frazer, Calgary, UNAL
Colombia, canon, Microsoft, LRZ Munich, Max Planck Garching, Jena, Kaiserslautern,
Lueneburg, IOT Denmark, Arizona, Central Michigan, Columbia, Fort Lewis, Georgia Tech.,
Montana, MS State, New Mexico State, Princeton, Penn State, Rutgers, TCNJ, UC Davis,
Iowa, Maryland, Michigan Medical, U Penn., Washington, Williams, Yale, UV Spain, HUT
Finland, INRIA France, Fermilab, Oak Ridge, AUTH Greece, Titech Japan, Tohoku Japan, US
Turkey, Metu, Bangor, Birmingham, Glamorgan, Liverpool, Southampton, Belgrade.

20th April 2005 (553 1580)
Stanford SLAC, ASN KTN Austria, SCC Australia, Sydney, Sao Paolo,
Geneva, IU Bremen, TU Darmstadt, Brandeis, Caltech, Choate, Georgia Tech., Illinois Tech.,
New Mexico State, Princeton, Rice, UC Davis, Maryland, Michigan Medical, Montana, UMR,
Chapel Hill, Utah, Wyoming, Vanderbilt, Washington, UCM Spain, UV Spain, Montpellier 2,
NASA (Larc), University College Dublin, IUCAA India, Pisa, Tohoku, US Army TACOM,
Groningen, Twente, US Gov CBI, Royal Society of Chemistry, Lisbon, Chalmers Sweden,
Metu Turkey, Aberystwyth, Liverpool, UEL.
21st April 2005 (423 1269)
Vienna, Australian Gov. BOM, British Columbia Hydro, Dehavilland,
Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Charles Univ. Prague, Leipzig, Amherst, Angelo, Indiana Tech.,
LETU, Missouri, MNSCU, Penn State, STSCI, U. Conn., US Naval Academy, Virginia,
Washington Univ St. Louis, UCM Spain, UPM Spain, UV Spain, Fermilab, US Gov INEL,
Los Alamos, NASA JPL, NIST, Sandia, Jerusalem, Florence, Titech Japan, US Navy UAR,
TU Delft, Utrecht, Umea, AIC Thailand, Aberdeen, Oxford, SHU, York, NHS.

22nd April 2005 (434 1588)
ASN KTN Austria, Linz, Calgary, Max Planck IPP HGW, AUC Denmark,
Central Michigan, Georgetown, Haystack, Indian River CC, Lousiana Tech., Northwestern,
New York Univ., Oregon State, Rochester, Trinity College, Michigan Medical, UPM Spain,
French particle laboratory, NASA (gsfc), IRB Croatia, Univ. College Cork, US Army Pica,
Twente, Kluwer, FUW Poland, Wroclaw, Bilkent, Bangor, Imperial, Nottingham, Swansea,
Univ. College London, Warwick, York.

23rd April 2005 (272 1585)
Clarkson, Mount Holyoke, New York Univ., Penn State, Purdue,
Rochester, Kentucky, UV Spain, US Army PAC, Sterling Students, Twente, Liverpool.

24th April 2005 (224 967)
Cornell, Georgia Tech., Vanderbilt, Tel Aviv, RSSI Russia, Bilkent
Turkey, Cambridge, Cranfield, Herts, Liverpool.

25th April 2005 (349 2574)
UCLA, CSIRO Australia, KU Leuven, UNICAMP, Canadian Govt.
UCDSB Ontario, West Ontario, CERN, BAO China, Albert Einstein Institute, Max Planck IPP
HGW, Siemens, Cornell, CTC, Duke, Indiana, IWU, KUSD, Lehigh, Connecticut, Kentucky,
UN Charlotte, Texas Arlington, Virginia, Wednet, Wisconsin, UV Spain, CEA France, ELF
Atochem France, Nantes, Arqonne, Univ College Cork, Hosei Japan, US Navy NMCI, US
Military NIMA, Twente, Utrecht, NTNU Norway, Poznan, RSSI Russia, NU Singapore,
Cambridge, Durham, Gold, Oxford, Queen's Univ. Belfast, UMIST.

26th April 2005 (386 1867)
Melbourne, VC Graz, Adelaide, ANU, McMaster, Alberta, Zurich,
Amgen, Intel, DKFZ Heidelberg, IU Bremen, Hannover, Heidelberg, AUC Denmark, Arizona
State, Brigham Young, Cornell, Harvard, Haystack, MIT, North Dakota, Pittsburgh, RPCLSMC,
Swarthmore, Texas A and M, Michigan Medical, Minnesota, Nevada Reno, Washington St.
Louis, UMA Spain, UPC Spain, UV Spain, NASA JPL, US Gov. OSIS, Univ. College Cork,
Tel Aviv, CNR ITIA Italy, INFN Bari, Sardegna, Medina, Milan, Baika Japan, TUS Japan, US
Army Monmouth, Leiden, Twente, Massey Univ. NZ, BUU Thailand, Bangor, Imperial,
Keele, Liverpool, Luton, Swansea.

27th April 2005 (395 1416)

28th April 2005 (337 1102)

29th April 2005 (277 2141)

30th April 2005 (233 1919) : ONE YEAR of feedback
ANU, New South Wales, Embry Riddle, MIT, Purdue, UC San Diego, ENS France, City Univ Hong Kong, NTNU Norway, Oxford.

1st May 2005 (240 795)

2nd May 2005 (336 1567)
ASN KTN Austria, CSIRO Australia, UNICAMP Brazil, Toronto, ETH Zurich, Boeing, Bosch, Oldenburg, Boston University, Caltech, Kansas, Loyno, Milligan, UMBC, Michigan, Williams, Western Kentucky, Yale, French national particle lab., FDA, US Gov. Lib, NASA (Larc), Perugia, US Army Lid, Twente, NTNY Norway, Porto, Tuiaisi, KTH Sweden, Physto.

3rd May 2005 (335 4070)
Delaware, Liege, Sao Paolo, Concordia, Gov. Quebec, CERN, General Electric, Intel, Lockheed Martin, TU Munich, Bayreuth, Karlsruhe, Leipzig, Wuerzburg, Arizona, Arizona State, Berkeley, Bryn Mawr, Caltech, Columbia, Emory, Maine, Potsdam,
Rutgers, UCLA, UWM, WPI, UV Spain, CNRS Grenoble, F Comte, NASA (gsfc), Sandia, NC Ireland, Univ College Dublin, Technion, INFN Milan, US Airforce Scott, TU Delft, Twente, NTNU Norway, Massey NZ, KTH Sweden, NU Singapore, Bradford, Cardiff, St Andrews.

4th May 2005 (385 1287)

5th May 2005 (335 2361)
Hewlett Packard, Northrop Grummond, Columbia, Cornell, Georgia Tech., MIT, New Mexico Tech., Oklahoma, Penn State, SPSU, TMC, Chapel Hill, Connecticut, UC Riverside, Urbana Champaign, Maryland, UWM, William and Mary, UV Spain, Lawrence Berkeley, INFN Bologna, Modena Gov., Catania, US Naval Research Laboratory, Twente, Durham, Imperial, St Andrews.

6th May 2005 (306 1475)

7th May 2005 (220 1921)
Newcastle, CERN, Columbia, Davidson, MIT, UC Santa Cruz, Florida, U Mass., JNCASR India, Sterling Students, Oxford.

8th May 2005 (268 2517)
Australian National University, ASN KTN Australia, Caltech, COD, New York Univ., Chicago, Texas, Rennes 1, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Technion, KAIST, Twente, BI Norway, Torun, Ljubljiana, Bristol, Cambridge, Imperial, York.

9th May 2005 (399 2526)
10th May 2005 (342 1809)
ANU, CRC Canada, ETH Zurich, BMW Group, Hewlett Packard,
Thyssen, Niels Bohr Institute, Arizona, Armstrong, Berkeley, Northwestern, Oklahoma, SJSU,
Stanford, U Mass., Minnesota, UCM Spain, UV Spain, Trinity College Dublin, Turin Tech.,
TIM Italy, Perugia, Leiden, Physio Sweden, Edinburgh, Leeds, NCL.

11th May 2005 (335 3568)
Leuven, UNICAMP, Calgary, CERN, Hewlett Packard, Xerox, HU
Berlin, TU Dresden, Arizona, Berkeley, Caltech, Colorado, ECW, GWU, Princeton Institute
for Advanced Study, Illinois Tech., MIT, Purdue, Stanford, Tenet, New Mexico, U Penn.,
Washington, Williams, Velenciennes, NIST, US Gov WA, NUI Galway, Trinity College
Dublin, UPC, NTNU Norway, Physio Sweden, Edinburgh, Open.

12th May 2005 (371 3130)
ASN KTN Austria, CSIRO Australia, Monash, KU Leuven, IT and T,
Charles Univ. Prague, FH Aachen, HU Berlin, TU Cottbus, Magdeburg, IHK Denmark,
Cornell, CTC, Drexel, Johns Hopkins, Northwestern, PDX, SJSU, UC Irvine, UC Santa
Barbara, Michigan, UV Spain, Poitiers, ELTE Hungary, Indian Statistical Institute, JNCASR
India, CNR IFAC Italy, INFN Pavia, Trieste, Ocha Japan, Tohoku, Univ Tokyo, Aizawa, US
Airforce Wright Patterson, NTNU Norway, Tuaisi Romania, Ljubljiana, Bath, Coleg Sir Ga’r,
Imperial, Strathclyde, UWC.

13th May 2005 (305 3489)
Gov. New South Wales, Sao Paolo, Hewlett Packard, Canadian MDA,
Amgen, Hewlett Packard, Charles Univ. Prague, TU Cottbus, Schwabia, Central Michigan,
Miami, MIT, Rutgers, TNTech, UC Davis, Washington, Wisconsin, UV Spain, Poitiers,
AUTH Greece, Hiroshima, US Army USMA, Massey NZ, Bath, Cambridge, ICR, Manchester,
Imperial, NTU, Strathclyde.

14th May 2005 (295 1925)
Lawrence Berkeley, BC Hydro Canada, Concordia, McGill, Calgary,
CSUS, MIT, Maryland, NTNU Norway, Tuaisi, Cambridge.

15th May 2005 (255 2369)
Leipzig, Concordia, Tsinghua China, Texas A and M, Maryland, UST
Hong Kong, NTNU Norway, Chalmers, Durham.

16th May 2005 (361 2402)
Northwestern, ASN KTN Austria, KU Leuven, Gov. Alberta, Alberta,
IHEP China, Boeing, IBM Thomas J. Watson, Wells Fargo, Schwabia, Arizona, Coleman,
Johns Hopkins, MIT, UNL, UAL Spain, ENS Cachan, U Cergy France, Strasbourg, NASA
(Lerc), CNR IRA Italy, INFN Naples, UITM Malaysia, NTNU Norway, Massey Univ. NZ,
Confederation of British Industries, Porto, Birmingham, Cambridge*, Edinburgh, Manchester,
Sheffield, Sheffield College, Southampton.

17th May 2005 (340 4788)
New South Wales, Alberta Research Council, ETH Zurich, Lockheed Martin, Dortmund, Frankfurt, Buffalo, Caltech, Georgia Tech., Haystack, North Carolina State, Ohio State, Rutgers, Salk, Stanford, TMC, U Connecticut, UC Santa Barbara, Florida, Idaho, Maryland, Oregon, HTV Finland, TUT Finland, ESPCI France, French national particle laboratory, Sandia, CNR ISOF Italy, IDS SPA Italy, INFN Milan, INFN Naples, Wright Patterson Airforce Base, Groningen, Utrecht, VU Netherlands, NTNU Norway, Confederation of British Industries, KMITNB Thailand, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Heriot Watt, Imperial, Southampton, British Gov. DERA.

18th May 2005 (334 3378)

19th May 2005 (299 1628)

20th May 2005 (335 2708)

21st May 2005 (303 1728)

22nd May 2005 (316 2845)

23rd May 2005 (338 3437)

24th May 2005 (368 3103)

25th May 2005 (338 2799)

26th May 2005 (334 3022)

27th May 2005 (265 3045) New Record of Hits per Month

28th May 2005 (268 3605)
Bonn, Berkeley, Caltech, Cedarsville, Ithaca College, MIT, Northwestern, Minnesota, Yale Medical, ENS France, IITB India, US Airforce Wright Patterson, NTNU Norway.

29th May 2005 (125 1791) Feedback site partially down
ENAC France, CSIRO Australia, HU Berlin, Northwestern, ESA Spain, UCM Spain, UV Spain, HUT Finland, Lorraine, NAO Japan, Twente, Lisbon, Imperial.

30th May 2005 (307 3571)
Australian Gov BOM, Montreal Tech., Manitoba, UQAM, Chile, Max Planck Bonn, Erlangen, Muenster, US Gov, NOAO, Pomona, Yale Medical, UAL Spain, Montpellier 2, INFN LNF Italy, NTNU Norway, Strathclyde.

31st May 2005 (321 5118)


1st June 2005 (284 4520)


2nd June 2005 (277 4324)


3rd June 2005 (242 2449)

WYD Australia, Queensland Australia, Memorial Newfoundland, UQAM Canada, Usherbrooke, Toronto, Boeing, Raytheon, Shell, Albert Einstein Institute, Frankfurt, BW Munich, Embry Riddle, Hawaii, MIT, SIU, UB Spain, Canadian Gov., Lawrence Berkeley, NASA (Gsfc), Postech Korea, US Army Monmouth, NTNU Norway, Imperial, Birkenhead, Wrexham, NS Yugoslavia, SUN South Africa.

4th June 2005 (217 4093)

Sydney, RWTH Aachen, Bonn, Lehigh, Northwestern, Ohio State, Florida, Maryland, Union, Yale Medical, Ibaraki, NTNU Norway, Joint Institutes of Nuclear Research Russia, Ege Turkey, NTU Taiwan, Oxford.

5th June 2005 (267 3654)

British Columbia, Botevgrad, Microsoft, Berkeley, MTU, Yale Medical, Nagoya, NTNU Norway, Massey NZ, PK Poland, Cambridge*, Luton.

6th June 2005 (331 3711)

KF Graz, Canning College Australia, Australian Gov. BOM, UNICAMP, McMaster, Montreal Tech., EPF Lausanne, Charles Univ Prague, Max Planck MPIM Bonn,
TU Berlin, Hannover, Jena, Columbia, Georgia Tech., Ohio State, Yale Medical, French national particle lab., Nancy, Canadian Dept. of Transport, Trieste, Kyoto, Tsukuba, Postech, US Army Research Laboratory, Twente, NTNU Norway, Royal Society of Chemistry, MSUIIT Philippines, Porto, Lisbon, Bristol, Sheffield.

7th June 2005 (308 3000)

8th June 2005 (335 3497)

9th June 2005 (295 3039)
Queensland, Liege, UNICAMP, Canadian Dept. of Defence, Toronto, Chile, Honeywell, Northrop Grummond, Philips, Kaiserslautern, Brigham Young, Maine, Texas A and M, Urbana Champaign, IUCAA India, CNR IFAC Italy, Kyushu, NTNU Norway, Massey NZ, Royal Society of Chemistry, Lisbon, KTH*, HWLC Britain, Imperial.

10th June 2005 (323 3344)
Alberta Research Council, EPF Lausanne, Univ. Chile, Boeing, Botevgrad, Browning, Duke Energy, SBS Germany, Heidelberg, Bates, Brown, Ohio State, Chicago, Urbana Champaign, YU, UAB Spain, UPC Spain, UPS Toulouse, INFN Milan, Milan Tech., Pisa, Pavia, Groningen, Twente, NTNU Norway, ITT Romania, Imperial.

11th June 2005 (219 3061)
Max Planck RZ Berlin, Leipzig, UAH, Tel Aviv, IMSC India, Imperial. British Gov., Wrexham Gov.

12th June 2005 (237 2650)
FH Aachen, Florida, Vermont, NU Singapore, NTHU Taiwan, SUN South Africa.

13th June 2005 (269 2753)
UNICAMP, Calgary, Botevgrad, Pfizer, FHG Germany, Marshall, New York Univ., UCLA, Michigan, HTV Finland, CEA Saclay, INFN Ts Italy, US Airforce PLH, US Army Research Laboratory, Massey NZ, JINR Russia, FOI Sweden, KTH Sweden,
21st June 2005 (257 4791)

UNICAMP, Alberta, Saskatchewan, CERN, Browning, Hewlett Packard,
TU Darmstadt, Frankfurt, Danish Tech., Harvard, Indian River CC, Oberlin, UC Davis,
Central Florida, UC San Diego, Illinois Chicago, Michigan Medical, Oregon, Washington,
OBSPM France, Fermilab, INFN LNF Italy, UNIBG Italy, Naples, Hitachi, US Naval
Research Laboratory, Groningen, Twente, Lublin, Szczecin, Gliwice, Chula Thailand, NCU
Taiwan, Cambridge, Durham, Southampton, York.

22nd June 2005 (276 2822)

ULB Belgium, Calgary, CERN, Browning, Charles Univ. Prague,
Erlangen, Magdeburg, MUM, Penn State, U Penn., INS Rennes, ONERA France, IITB India,
ICTP Trieste, Kyoto Univ., NHS.

23rd June 2005 (266 3205)

ETH Zurich, Freiburg, Air Products, Boeing, Browning, Dow Corning, IT
and T, Lockheed Martin, Solvay, Charles Univ Prague, NRI Czechia, Bosch, IU Bremen,
Stuttgart, Berkeley, Georgia Tech., North Carolina State, Rochester, Houston, Urbana
Champaign, UMR, Chapel Hill, U Penn., South Florida, Helsinki, Onera France, IRB Croatia,
IISC India, Tohoku, US Navy Naskw, Twente, LTH Sweden, NU Singapore, Bath, Imperial.

24th June 2005 (226 1896)

Alberta, Waterloo, York Univ Toronto, Boeing, Browning, RWTH
Aachen, Goettingen, Colorado State, LCC, MU, New York Univ., Purdue, UC Davis, ONera
France, Poitiers, NASA (Grc), NASA (Jpl), NASA (Larc), NIST, Oak Ridge, Gov. Virginia,
ENEA Frascati National Lab., INFN Milan, ICTP Trieste, Calabria, Tohoku, Royal Society of
Chemistry, Edinburgh, NCL.

25th June 2005 (174 1530)

UNICAMP, Caltech, Raytheon, Central Michigan, Mercy, ORST, Urbana
Champaign, OU Hong Kong, IMSC India, KAIST Korea, Postech Korea.

26th June 2005 (244 2095), New record number of hits per month.

South Australia, Sydney, Defence Gov. Australia, Botevgrad,
Kaiserslautern, Berkeley, Houston, Urbana Champaign, Virginia, Paris Psud, Los Alamos,
Weizmann, Free Univ. Amsterdam.

27th June 2005 (263 3324)

Laval, Toronto, UTA Chile, Tsinghua China, Browning, Calltech, Duke
Energy, IBM Almaden, Arizona, Berkeley, CSUDH, Drexel, Harvard, Rutgers, UC Los
Angeles, UMDNJ, Minnesota, Uni2 Spain, BIPM France, NASA, Oak Ridge, Twente, Lisbon,
PSU Thailand, KOU Turkey, Menai, Guardian.

28th June 2005 (253 4662) New record of gigabytes downloaded.

TU Graz, JKU Austria, UNICAMP, Memorial Univ. Newfoundland,
Yukon Gov., Canada, Browning, Duke Energy, IBM Almaden, Lucent, Cornell, CSUDH,

29th June 2005 (280 4477)

30th June 2005 (274 4486) Two New Records Set for the Month.
TU Graz, Queensland, UFMG, Memorial Newfoundland, Queen's, BMW Group, Botevgrad, Browning, Raytheon, Albert Einstein Institute, Colorado, Iowa State, TVI, Maryland, UV Spain, Lawrence Livermore, Hokudai, US Military Difas, US Navy NUWC, Groningen, Utrecht, UNAC Peru, Lisbon, NTUST Taiwan, Bangor, Cambridge, Southampton.

1st July 2005 (258 1871)

2nd July 2005, stats site down.

3rd July 2005 (211 2237)
Queensland, Canadian NRC, IBM Almaden, TU Berlin, Iowa State, Johns Hopkins, New York Univ., Renselaer, IITM India, Okayama, Univ Tokyo, US Army, ITRI Taiwan.

4th July 2005 (326 1947)

5th July 2005 (302 3302)

6th July 2005 (312 1773)

7th July 2005 (338 3568)
CERN, Botevgrad, Browning, Calltech, Hewlett Packard, Lockheed Martin, Albert Einstein Institute, Heidelberg, GPC, Marshall, Purdue, SUNY Stonybrook, UC Santa Barbara, Iowa, Urbana Champaign, Wright, Strasbourg, Trinity College Dublin, PRL India, ENEA Casaccia, Tohoku, Postech Korea, Samsung, US Navy NUMC, Massey NZ, Mahidol Thailand, Imperial.

8th July 2005 (244 1897)

9th July 2005 (263 1819)
Botevgrad, TU Berlin, Northwestern, Ohio State, BNE Spain.

10th July 2005 (244 3309)
TU Vienna, Alberta, Botevgrad, IBM Almaden, Stonybrook, South Carolina, Szeged, INFN LE Italy.

11th July 2005 (279 1800)

12th July 2005 (287 3395)

13th July 2005 (308 2518)
14th July 2005 (323 2604)
Melbourne, UFPB Brazil, Alberta Research Council, Canadian Defence Dept., Alberta, Saskatchewan, CERN, Valle Colombia, Botevgrad, Browning, Auburn, Brigham Young, Fisk, Florida State, MU, Ohio State, Santa Fe, Chicago, Union, Wisconsin, UB Spain, UV Spain, Los Alamos, Aok Ridge, Jerusalem, Titech, US Army Sill, UITM Malaysia, Royal Society of Chemistry, Iyte Turkey, King's College London, Liverpool.

15th July 2005 (227 1800)
USQ Australia, UFAL Brazil, Alberta Research Council, McGill, CERN, Botevgrad, Browning, General Electric, IBM Almaden, Berkeley, Bridgew, Cornell, Princeton, Rutgers, Illinois Chicago, Virginia, Washington, UTU Finland, CNR Bologna, SISSA Italy, Titech, SNU Korea, Groningen, National Health Service,

16th July 2005 (274 4153)

17th July 2005 (335 2226)

18th July 2005 (333 4513)

19th July 2005 (309 2823)

20th July 2005 (323 3330)

21st July 2005 (269 2204)
New South Wales, IBM Almaden, Raytheon, Bosch, IU Bremen, Augsburg, Niels Bohr, A RTIC, Florida Atlantic, Kutztown, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Stevens Tech, Toronto, TVI, UC Santa Barbara, Florida, Maryland, Virginia, INSA Lyon, US Army Research Laboratory, US Naval Research Laboratory, TU Delft, TCU Taiwan, London School of Economics.

22nd July 2005 (247 1707)


23rd July 2005 (214 1727)

Botevgrad, IBM Almaden, Lepzig, TVI, ILL Grenoble, Univ Tokyo, TCU Taiwan, Lees, Oxford.

24th July 2005 (188 1082)

Gov British Columbia, Botevgrad, IBM Yamato, Central Florida, UC Santa Barbara, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, Fujitsu, SUN South Africa.

25th July 2005 (290 4031)

CNA Austria, Canberra, UNICAMP, Memorial Newfoundland, IBM Thomas J. Watson, IT and T, Kodak, Microsoft, Nokia, Munich, Harvard, UC Davis, New Hampshire, UPV Spain, UV, AGNS France, Lyon 1, Fairfax County Gov., Los Alamos, NASA (Jpl), Indian Statistical Institute, BARC India, ICTP Trieste, Univ Trieste, Univ Tokyo, US Naval Research Laboratory, Govt of Mexico, Groningen, VU Netherlands, AERO, TCU Taiwan, Bangor, Cranfield, Swansea.

26th July 2005 (289 3055)

Hewlett Packard, IBM Almaden, Microsoft, Siemens, Heidelberg, AFIT, MIT, Stanford, UC San Diego, Michigan, UMR, TVO Finland, USP Fiji, ACN Greece, GAU Hungary, Jerusalem, Keio Univ Japan, NIFS Japan, US Army NAMRL, Gov. Mexico, TCU Taiwan, Bolton.

27th July 2005 (300 2745)

Gov. Western Australia, Siemens Canada, Browning, IBM Almaden, IBM Yamato, Turin Tech., FU Berlin, Max Planck MPIS, Albany, Caltech., Georgia Tech., Haystack, Indian River CC, UPV, OTE Greece, Univ College Dublin, CNR ITIA, US Navy NMCI, Medu Turkey, Glasgow.

28th July 2005 (266 1815)


29th July 2005 (288 2970)

30th July 2005 (320 1978)
IBM Almaden, Microsoft, Chicago Illinois, Minnesota, Oner France, Gov. Mexico, TCU Taiwan, King's College London, Manchester.

31st July 2005 (208 1781)
Calltech, IBM Almaden, IBM Yamato, Florida Atlantic, Ohio State, Ohio, Rowan, Western Michigan, IITM India, Fuji Electric, Belgrade.

1st August 2005 (316 2644)

2nd August 2005 (322 4370)

3rd August 2005 (303 2908)

4th August 2005 (350 2324)
5th August 2005 (273 1943)
Neufchatel, Calltech, IBM Almaden, IBM Colorado, KFA Juelich, Indiana, Rochester Institute of Technology, Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, Unibs Italy, US Naval Research Laboratory, Lisbon, National Univ Singapore.

The method of recording feedback is changed at this point and is eventually systematized to half monthly for the USA, Europe and the Rest of the World.

August 12 - 24, 2005 Universities and Similar.

August 2005, Small Selection of Household Name Corporations.
Boeing, Botevgrad, Browning, Duke Energy, Hewlett Packard, IBM Almaden, IBM Yamato, Intel, Lockheed Martin, Motorola, Philips, Qinetiq, Raytheon, Yahoo, Siemens, Hitachi.

First Two Weeks of September 2005

US Universities.

British Universities.
Bristol, Cambridge, Cranfield, Glasgow, Napier, Oxford, Queen Mary College London, Univ. College London.
German Universities and Institutes
Max Planck MPI-SB, Max Planck Stuttgart, Bochum, Leipzig, Mainz, Ulm, Wuerzburg.
French Universities and Institutes
ENS, ENSMA, OBSPM, F. Comte, Poitiers.
September 2005, Universities and Similar Worldwide.
TU Graz, McQuarrie Australia, QUT Australia, Melbourne, New South Wales,
Sydney, Belgian Royal Military Academy, Ghent, UFC Brazil, UNICAMP, Alberta Research
Council, McGill, NCF Canada, National Research Council Canada, Montreal Tech.,
Saskatchewan, Zurich, UO Cuba, German Synchrotron Facility, IU Bremen, Albert Einstein
Institute, Max Planck MPI, Max Planck Stuttgart, Ruhr Bochum, Siemens Company, TU
Cottbus, TU Darmstadt, Leipzig, Mainz, Manheim, Saarland, Ulm, Wuerzburg, CVT
Denmark, Arizona, Boston Univ., SUNY Buffalo, Colorado State, Columbia, Cornell, Fresno,
Drexel, Emporia, Georgia Tech., Georgetown, Harvard, Harvey Mudd, Indiana, Kansas State,
Kansas, Lane, Maine, MIT, Montgomery College, Mount St. Vincent, MTU, North Carolina
State, North Dakota, New York Institute of Technology, Oakton, Oklahoma State, Penn State,
Purdue, Radford, Rice, Saddleback, San Jose State, Stanford, SUNY Stonybrook, Stonybrook,
TMCC, Texas Tech., UAH, Central Florida, UC San Diego, Urbana Champaign, Kentucky, U
Mass., UMBC, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, UNMC, Oregon, U Penn, South Florida,
USU, Texas, UTHSCSA, Kentucky, VCU, Vermont, Washington, Washington State, Xavier,
Yale, UCM Spain, UPV Spain, LUT Finland, UTU Finland, AGNS France, CEA France,
CNES France, ENS France, ENS France, ENSMA France, OBSPM France, F Comte, Lemans,
Poitiers, US Gov BLM, Brookhaven, US Dept. of Energy, Federal Aviation Authority,
Fermilab, Lawrence Berkeley, NASA (Larc), NIST, US Gov. NOAA, Oak Ridge, US Dept. of
State, AUTH Greece, NTUA Greece, Patras, ELTE Hungary, Bose India, CNR ITIA Italy,
INFN LNF Italy, INFN Perugia, INFN Milan, Bari Tech., Trieste, Genoa, Padua, TUS Japan,
SNU Korea, US Army AMRDEC, US Military DTIC, US Military OSD, Gov. Mexico,
UNAM Mexico, HVU Netherlands, Nijmegen, Groningen, TU Eindhoven, Twente, Utrecht,
Free Univ Amsterdam, UIO Norway, Philippines, Krakow, Poznan, Warsaw, UCV Romania,
KSTU Russia, LU Sweden, Chula Thailand, KMITL Thailand, Mahidol Thailand, PSU
Thailand, NTNU Taiwan, NTUST Taiwan, Bristol, Cambridge, Cranfield, DMU, Napier,
NERC Wallingford, Oxford, Queen Mary London, Univ. College London, Hampshire County
Council, Belgrade.

4-26 October 2005

British Universities.
Aberdeen, Bath, Birmingham, Bradford, Bristol, Cambridge, Cardiff, Dundee,
Durham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Greenwich, Imperial, Lancaster, London Business School,
Liverpool, Llandrillo, Manchester, Menai, Nottingham, Balliol Oxford, Physics Oxford,
Queen's Belfast, Sheffield, St. Andrews, Strathclyde, Swansea.

German Universities and Institutes.
FU Berlin, Albert Einstein Institute, Max Planck Stuttgart, Max Planck
MPPMI, Cologne, Ruhr Bochum, TU Cottbus, Bonn, Dortmund, Frankfurt, Freiburg,
Heidelberg, Leipzig, Magdeburg, Mainz, Munich, Oldenburg, Potsdam, Saarland, Siegen,
Stuttgart, Tuebingen, Wuerzburg.
US Universities and Similar.
  Arizona, Arizona State, Austin CC, Bellevue, Berkeley, Brandeis, Brown,
  Boston Univ., Brigham Young, Caltech, CCC, Central Michigan, Colorado, Colorado State,
  Columbia, California Tech. CP, CSUN, CSU Ohio, CUNY, Denver, Duke, Florida Atlantic,
  FHSU, Florida Institute, FRC, GCC, Harvard, Hawaii, HMC, Illinois Tech., JMU, McKenna,
  Missouri, MIT, Montana, MUM, North Carolina State, Newchurch, New Jersey Tech.,
  New Mexico State, Mew Mexico Tech., Northwestern University, ODU, Ohio,
  Oklahoma State, Mississippi, Pittsburgh, Pratt, Princeton, Penn State, Radford, Rice,
  Rochester, Rockefeller, Rutgers, South Carolina, SJCA, Stanford, Stonybrook, SWU, Texas A
  and M, Central Florida, Chicago, UC Irvine, UC Merced, UC Santa Cruz, Delaware, Florida,
  Idaho, Urbana Champaign, U Mass., Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, UMSL, North Carolina
  Charlotte, UPC, U Penn, South Carolina, South Florida, USM, US Naval Academy, USU,
  Texas Arlington, Utah, Texas, UTHSCSA, Kentucky, Washington, Wesleyan, Wisconsin,
  WPI, Yale; US Gov BLM, US Gov CDC, Fermilab, US Gov INEL, Lawrence Livermore,

Other European Universities and Institutes.
  ARCS Austria, OEAW Austria, Linz, Leuven, Royal Belgian Military Academy,
  CERN, EPF Lausanne, ETH Zurich, Lausanne, Zurich, Charles Univ. Prague, Palacky, CVT
  Denmark, Danish Tech., UAM Spain, UCM Spain, UDL Spain, Uni2 Spain, US Spain, UV
  Spain, UVA Spain, Vigo, Helsinki, Stat Finland, TUT Finland, ENS Cachan, CEA France,
  CNRS GIF France, ECP France, ENS Lyon, INPG France, INRIA France, INSA Lyon, AOMC
  Jussieu, LPTL Jussieu, NOOS France, ONERA, Bourgogne, Paris Psud, Strasbourg, Univ
  MLV France, Marseilles, Nantes, Pottiers, Rennes 1, Tours, AUTH Greece, NTUA Greece,
  TEE Greece, Patras, UTH Greece, IRB Croatia, ELTE Hungary, MIE Ireland, ENEA Italy,
  INFN Bari, INFN LNF, INFN TS, ICTP Trieste, Trieste, Bari, Bologna, Padua, Pisa, Pavia,
  Turin, Nijmegen, Leiden, Groningen, Delft, Eindhoven, Twente, Utrecht, UIB Norway, UJO
  Norway, ICM Poland, IFPAN Poland, UWM Poland, Wroclaw, Porto, UTGJIU Romania,
  Novosibirsk Academy of Sciences, Chalmers Sweden, KTH Sweden, LIU Sweden, LU
  Sweden, Space Institute Sweden, SU Sweden, UMU Sweden, UU Sweden, ARNES Slovenia,
  MB Slovenia, Anadolu Turkey, Bilkent, Ege, Itu, KOU Turkey, Gov. Turkey, TBMM Turkey,
  PTT Yugoslavia.

Australian, Canadian and Japanese Universities and Similar.
  Hiroshima, Hue, Osaka, Tokyo Tech., TUS, Tokyo, Monash, Melbourne, New South
  Wales, Wollongong, AMSTO, Alberta Research Council, Canadian Dept. of Defence, British
  Columbia, Gov. Canada, McGill, National Research Council, Queen’s, Simon Fraser, Alberta,
  Montreal, New Brunswick, Regina, Toronto, Wightman, York Univ. Toronto.

Central and South America.
  UFC Brazil, UNESP Brazil, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo, Chile, UO Cuba, BUAP Mexico,
  Gov. Mexico, UAM Mexico, UNAM Mexico.

Asia Minor and Asia.
UGM Indonesia, Jerusalem, Indian Statistical Institute, BARC India, Bose India, PDN Sri Lanka, MMU Malaysia, KAIST Korea, AIT Thailand, PSU Thailand, CCU Taiwan, NCTU Taiwan, NTHU Taiwan, ITP China.

November 2005

British and Commonwealth Universities and Institutes.

US Universities and Institutes.

US Government and Military

Continental Europe, Ireland and Turkey

At this point the feedback is recorded systematically every two weeks up to present (August 2009). From mid 2006 it is posted on the blog of www.aias.us, every two weeks. It is collected here.

1-15 December 2005

US Universities and Similar

Britain and Commonwealth, Universities and Institutes.

Continental Europe, Ireland and Asia Minor, Universities and Institutes..

Far East, Universities and Institutes.
Dendai, Kindai, Kobe, Kwanse, Kyoto, Nagoya, Tohokai, UEC Japan, PCJ Japan, GIST Korea, Postech Korea, NCTU Taiwan, Academica Sinica Taiwan, TNRC Taiwan, Philippines.

South American Universities.
UNICAMP, Sao Paolo.
15-30 December 2005

US Universities and Similar.

AUB, Berkeley, Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Cornell College, Georgia Tech.,
Mexico State, Oklahoma, Princeton, Stanford, Tufts, Univ. California System, UC Irvine,
UCLA, UIS, Urbana Champaign, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada Reno, South Florida, Utah,
UTC, Texas, UWEC, Western Michigan, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin, WITC,
Washington St. Louis, Xavier, Yale, US Gov. BLM, Brookhaven, Fermilab, US Gov. GSA,
NASA (JSC and LARC), NIH, NSF, Oak Ridge, Sandia, USAAF Wright Patterson, USAAF
Yokota, Army Research Laboratory, US Army Monmouth, US Navy NCSC, US Navy NMCI,
US Navy NUWC.

15-30 December Europe and Asia Minor, Universities and Institutes.

Vienna Tech., CERN, ETH Zurich, Charles Univ. Prague, Max Planck
Heidelberg, Max Planck MPPMU, TU Chemnitz, TU Ilmenau, Greifswald, Karlsruhe,
Leipzig, Regensburg, Saarland, Siegen, Madrid 2, UPV, Valencia, CEA Saclay France,
Polytechnique, SHON France, Bordeaux, Poitiers, NTUA Greece, NUIIM Ireland, Univ
College Dublin, Jerusalem, Weizmann, Reykjavik, INFN Genoa, INFN Naples, INFN Rome 3,
SISSA Italy, SNS Italy, ICTP Trieste, Florence, Perugia, Pavia, Delft, Twente, Utrecht, HIST
Norway, NTNU Norway, UIB Norway, Gdansk, Wroclaw, Lisbon, HTU Sweden, Gov.
Slovakia, TRNI Slovakia, Agric. Slovakia, Ankara, Ege, KSO Turkey, Metu, Engineering
Cambridge, Particle Cambridge, Durham, Glasgow, Heriot Watt, King's College London,
Manchester, MMU, Oxford Isis, South, Univ College London, Warwick, British Gov., British
Gov NICS, Belgrade.

Asian University

RUH Sri Lanka.

January 2006

U.S.A, Universities, Institutes and Similar.

SUNY Albany, Appelachian State, Arizona, Arizona State, Berkeley, BHC,
Brooklaw, Boston, SUNY Buffalo, Butler, Brigham Young, Caltech*, Citrus College,
Central Michigan, Columbia, Cornell, CTC, CWRU, Dartmouth, Denison, Drexel, Duke,
EOU, ESU, ETSU, Evergreen, Florida Atlantic, Florida International, Florida State, Georgia
Tech., Georgetown, Hamilton, Harvard, Howard, Indiana, Indian River CC, Princeton
Institute for Advanced Studies, Indiana, Johns Hopkins, Lousiana, Lousiana State, LTU, JWU,
MC3 McKendree, Memphis, Missouri, Missouri State, Michigan State, MIT, Michigan State,
NAU, North Carolina State, New Mexico State, North Dakota, NOVA, New York Institute of
Technology, NY University, Oberlin, Ohio State, Oswego, PDX, Phoenix, Pittsburgh,
Princeton, Princeton Institute for Advanced Studies, Purdue, Rochester Tech., Rochester,
Roosevelt, Renselaer, Rutgers, Sabanci, SCCNC, Stanford*, SUNY Stonybrook, U Mass.,
Maryland, Texas A and M, Texas Tech, UC Davis, Central Florida, Chicago, U Conn., UC

1-14 January 2006

Europe and Asia Minor Universities, Institutes and Similar.


15 - 31 January 06

Europe and Asia Minor Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Durham, Edinburgh, Glasgow Caledonian, Imperial, Lancs. NGFL, Leicester, Liverpool, Manchester, Nottingham, Oxford*, ROE, Sheffield*, St Andrews, St David's, Stirling, Surrey, Swansea, Univ College London, UK, UMIST, Warwick, BBC, NHS.

1-14 January 2006

Rest of World Universities and Institutes

Australian National University, RMIT Australia, Melbourne, Gov. Victoria, Gov. of Canada, Laurentian, New Brunswick, Olds College, Maplesoft, Gov. of Quebec, Royal Military College, Calgary, Montreal, Victoria, York Univ. Toronto, Keio, Titech, Univ. Tokyo, KEK Japan, NAIST Japan, Dongeui Korea, KNU Korea, NU Singapore, NCTU Taiwan, NCU Taiwan, NTU, Academica Sinica, TYC Taiwan.

15 - 31 January 2006

Rest of World Universities and Institutes.

Melbourne, Queensland, Australian Research Council, Centennial College Canada, Canadian Dept of Defence, Gov. Quebec, Lakehead, McGill, McMaster, National Research Council of Canada, Perimeter, Queen's, British Columbia, Calgary, Laval, Toronto, Windsor, Western Ontario, York Univ Toronto, DU India, IITB India, IITHGP India, NU Singapore, Agric Sri Lanka, Uitm Malaysia, Jaring Malaysia, Kyoto, Nagasaski, Univ Tokyo, Yamagata, CIT, Hitachi, Postech, Academica Sinica*, Gov Brazil*, UFPA, UFPB, Sao Paolo, UO Cuba, IPN Mexico, CIO Mexico, ULA Venezuela.

1-14 February 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities and Institutes.

Rest of World: Universities and Institutes
Australian National University, Queensland, Australian Gov. BOM, Univ. British Columbia, NCF Canada, Sheridan College Ontario, Perimeter, Queen's, Manitoba, Sherbrooke, Toronto, Victoria, Waterloo, York Univ. Toronto, Pune, IMSC India, City Hong Kong, UST Hon Kong, Massey NZ, National Univ. Singapore, KMITL Thailand, KMITNB Thailand, RU South Africa, NIFS Japan, Osaka, Tokyo Tech., Univ. Tokyo, ULIS Japan, Waseda, KAIST Korea, NTU Taiwan, UNLP Argentina, UNRC Argentina, UFF Brazil, UNICAMP Brazil.

14-26 February 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor, Universities and Institutes and Similar.
TU Vienna, KU Leuven, Belgian RMA, Free Univ. of Brussels, Ghent, CERN, ETH Zurich, Basel, Palacky, GFZ Potsdam, Max Planck MPI-SB, MPI-CBG, RWTH Aachen,

Rest of World, Universities, Institutes and Similar.


1 -14 March 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


European Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World Universities, Institutes and Similar
UNLP Argentina, Australian Ministry of Defence, Gov Brazil, UFMG Brazil, UFPB, UNICAMP Brazil, Sao Paolo, AEI Canada, Dalhousie, Gov. Quebec, Hydro Manitoba, McGill*, Memorial Univ. Newfoundland, NS Health Canada, HPCDSB Ontario, Montreal Tech., Hydro Quebec, Queen's, Alberta, Laval, Saskatchewan, Usherbrooke, Toronto*, Waterloo, IUCCA India, IASBS Iran, Hokudai Univ Japan, Kanazawa, Kobe, Kyoto, Tokyo, Postech Korea, SLT Sri Lanka, Auckland NZ, AUT, Massey NZ, CCU Taiwan, NTU Taiwan.

15 - 29 March 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar
ASN Vienna, HTL Salzburg, KF Graz, WU Vienna, Salzburg Research, RMA Belgium, Free Univ Brussels, Province of Liege, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Swiss Federal Govt., CERN, EPF Lausanne, ETH Zurich*, Bern*, Palacky, Max Planck Stuttgart,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UNER Argentina, UNRC Argentina, Gov. Argentina, ARA Military Argentina, CSIRO Australia, Adelaide, ANU, Griffith, Sidney, Tasmania, Defence, Gov Brazil, INPE Brazil, RSI Brazil, UFRGS Brazil, UNICAMP, Unisul, Sao Paolo, Alberta Research Council Canada, Gov. British Columbia, Dalhousie*, McGill*, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Toronto*, Gov. Quebec, Queen's, Simon Frazer*, Manitoba, Montreal, Guelph, Saskatchewan*, UIFSM Chile, Tsinghua China, IIIT India, IMSC India, IASBS Iran, Hiroshima, Kyoto, Tohoku, Tokyo, KAIST Korea, Postech*, Woosuk* Korea, UTBB Mexico, ITESM Mexico, UTM Mexico, Monash Malaysia, ISU Saudi Arabia, SU Thailand, NCTU Taiwan, YLC Taiwan, ULA Venezuela, Massey NZ, SQU Oman.

1 - 14 April 2005

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Vienna*, WU Vienna, Graz, RMA Belgium, Liege, Free Univ Brussels, Ghent, CERN, EPF Lausanne, ETH Zurich, Charles Univ. Prague, UNA Cyprus, Ruhr

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Gov. Argentina, Adelaide, Monash, Swinburne, Gov. Victoria, UFC Brazil, UFG, UNICAMP, Carleton, Concordia, McGill, McMaster, NRC Canada, Simon Frazer, Alberta, British Columbia, Montreal, Quebec, Toronto*, Waterloo, UNAL Colombia, Bose India, IIITB India, IITD India, Chuo Univ. Japan, Tohoku, Tokyo, UEC, Kobe, CAU Korea, SNU and UIITM Malaysia, Massey NZ, AIT Thailand, NSRRC Taiwan, UDSM Tazmania, MOET Venezuela.

15 - 28 April 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

APRA Australia, ANU, Griffith, Swinburne, Queensland, Western Australia, Gov. Brazil, UFU Brazil, Alberta, AEI*, British Columbia, McGill*, Toronto*, Western Ontario, York Univ Toronto, TIY Chile*, Tsinghua China, UNAL Colombia, City Univ. Hong Kong, Hokudai Japan, Kyushu, Osaka, Shizuoka, Univ Tokyo*, Yamagata, KAIST Korea, UNAM Mexico, USON Mexico, UITM Malaysia*, Auckland NZ, Waikato, Indian Statistical Institute, JNCASR India, JNU India, NCTU Taiwan, ULA Venezuela.

THIS COMPLETES TWO YEARS OF FEEDBACK

1- 15 May 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.  

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar


Rest of the World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Gov Brazil, UNICAMP, Murdoch, Swinburne, Queensland, Gov Victoria, Gov. British Columbia, Gov. Canada, Toronto, BIC Pune India, IUCAA India, SBU Iran,
Nittai Japan, Univ Tokyo*, KAIST Korea, SLT Sri Lanka, UAM Mexico, UNAM Mexico, Manukau NZ, Otago, ADNU Philippines, NTHU Taiwan, TNRC Taiwan.

16 - 30 May 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

June 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   KG Graz, Vienna, CU Leuven, RMA Belgium, Free Univ, Brussels, OMA Belgium, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, ETH Zurich, Charles Univ. Prague, German Synchrotron Facility (DESY), Max Planck Garching, Max Planck Heidelberg, TU Darmstadt, Erlangen, Freiburg, Leipzig, Munich, Muenster, Aarhus Denmark, AUB Denmark, UAM Spain, Uni2, URV, Helsinki, TUT Finland, CEA France, EMN, NOOS, Polytechnique system, Poitiers, UTT Greece, Technion Israel, INFN Bologna, Turin Tech., Trieste, Calabria, Rome 2, Salerno, Uniud Italy, ITI Latvia, KLI Latvia, Anna Maria Netherlands, IPACT, NMI, ONS Net students, Groningen, Eindhoven, Twente, Utrecht, Free Univ Amsterdam, UIT Norway, UJ Poland, ISTS Poland, Wroclaw, ONI Portugal, UC Portugal, Porto, Lisbon Tech., Ministry fo
Industry Romania, Lipetsk Russia, LTH Sweden, Agric Univ. Slovakia, Metu Turkey, Omu Turkey, Odessa Ukraine, VN Ukraine, Aberystwyth, Birmingham, Dundee, EPSRC, King's College London, London School of Economics, Magdalen College Oxford, Queen's College Oxford, Portsmouth, Sheffield, Southampton, York.

Rest of World : Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Southern Queensland, Australia Gov. BOM, New South Wales, UFPB Brazil, UNICAMP, Alberta Research Council, Simon Frazer, Toronto, Victoria, Windsor, IMS India, IMS Japan, Keio Univ., Kobe, Kyoto, KAIST Korea, UAM Mexico, UITM Malaysia, Polytechnic Nepal, Massey NZ, UNAC Peru, ISU Saudi Arabia, NTHU Taiwan, Fisica Uruguay, MOET Venezuela.

1 - 26 July 2006
US and European Major Corporations

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
KF Graz, Vienna, Australian Univ. of Applied Sciences, Belgian RMA, CERN, Basel, Geneva, Neufchatel, Charles Univ. Prague, German Synchrotron Facility (DESY), FHT Stuttgart, IU Bremen, Max Planck Dortmund, Nord Akademie, RWTH Aachen, TU Ilmenau, Duesseldorf, Essen, Heidelberg, Jena, Kassel, Koeln, Leipzig, Oldenburg, Regensburg, Saarland, CVT Denmark, Elion Estonia, AENA Spain, ICIA Spain, Madrid Autonomous, Madrid 2, UPC, Salamanca, HTV Finland, UTU Finland, CEA France, NOOS France, SHOM France, Lille 1, Poitiers, DUTH Greece, Patras, Trinity College Dublin, Technion, Netherimur Iceland, ENEA Italy, SISSA Italy, Trieste, Bologna, Catania, Genoa, Milan, Turin, Parma, Utrecht, Free Univ. Amsterdam, FFI Norway, PT Lithuania, Szczecin Poland, Warsaw, Lisbon, ASTRAL Romania, HITV Russia, Chalmers Sweden, KTH, LTH, EUBA Slovakia, Siberian Academy of Sciences Novosibirsk, Anadolu Turkey, Gyte, Kiev Ukraine, Clare College Cambridge, Trinity College Cambridge, Particle Cambridge, Cardiff,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
    CSIRO Australia, Adelaide, Eastern Queensland, Queensland, Australian Gov. Defence, Gov Western Australia, Rio de Janeiro Brazil, UNICAMP, Canadian Gov. Defence, Gov. Canada*, Simon Frazer, Alberta, Toronto, York Univ. Toronto, UCT Chile, UCV Chile, IMSC India, TIFR India, IMS Japan, Kobe, Univ. Tokyo, GIST Korea, ENS Malaysia, UNAM Mexico, KMITL Thailand, NCTU Taiwan, TNRC Taiwan, MOET Venezuela, FPT Venezuela.

1-27 August 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
    UNT Argentina, MQ Australia, New South Wales, Queensland, Sydney, Australian Gov. Defence, Canadian Gov. Defence, Gov. Canada, Canadian NCF, US Navy Military, US Navy NUWC, Montreal Tech., Toronto, Waterloo, IIIT India, IMSC India, Hue Univ Japan IMS Japan, Kyoto, Titech, Tokyo, Postech Korea, Auckland, Massey NZ,
UNESCO, Univ Philippines, NU Singapore, PSU Thailand, Academica Sinica Taiwan, NTNU Taiwan, UFG, UFPB, UNICAMP Brazil.


1-14 September 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
East Queensland, Melbourne, UOW, Australian Gov. Defence, Gov. Brazil CNEN, Gov Brazil IRD, UNICAMP, Alberta, Moncton, Gov. Canada, UNAL Colombia, U Cuba, IUCAA India, KAIST Korea, Gov. Mexico, Univsity system Malaysia, BUU Thailand, NCTU Taiwan, Academica Sinica Taiwan, VUT South Africa.

Major US Corporations
Amazon, Amersham, Apple, Boeing, Browning, Ford, General Electric, Honeywell, IBM, Intel, Layered Technologies*, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Motorola, Raytheon.

15 - 29 September 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

US, Europe, Japan: Major Corporations
   Amazon, Browning, General Electric, Goodyear, IBM Almaden, IBM UK, IBM Germany, Intel, Layered Technologies*, Lucent, Microsoft, Motorola, Northrop Grummond, Siemens, Sony, Sun.

1 - 14 October 2006
US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Arizona, Berkeley, Buffalo, Cal Polytech, Cal Tech, CCSU,
Colorado*, Drake, Duke*, Harvard, Hawaii, Princeton Institute for Advanced Studies, IC,
Indiana, LETU, LTU, LUC, Maine, Miami, MIT*, NCAT, North Dakota*, New York Univ*,
Ohio State, Penn State*, Purdue*, SJSU, Stanford, Stonybrook, Texas A and M*, TCU,
California system, Chicago, UCLA, UC Santa Barbara*, UC Santa Cruz, UC San Diego,
Florida, Iowa, Urbana Champaign*, Michigan, Minnesota* North Carolina Charlotte, U Penn.,
Utah, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin*, Yale, Lawrence Berkeley,
NASA (Jpl), St Lucie County, US Army ARO, US Military DLA Headquarters,
US Naval Research Laboratory, US Military USCG.

Major US Corporations.

Adobe, Amazon, Boeing, IBM Almaden, Layered Technologies*,
Lockheed Martin, Midland Steel, Motorola, Northrup Grummond, Philips, Raytheon.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Belgian Royal Military Academy, Ghent, Intech Bulgaria, EB
Zurich, Charlescs Univ. Prague*, Palacky, FU Berlin, Max Planck MPPMU, TU Darmstadt,
Bielefeld, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Heidelberg*, Karlsruhe, Koeln, Leipzig, Munich, Saarland,
Tuebingen*, KU Denmark, UDG Spain, Madrid 2, UV, JYU Finland, TUT Finland, Jussieu
LISIF, Louis Pasteur, Polytechnique system, SHOM, Unilim France, Lemans, Poitiers, Tours,
Tellas Greece, BMF Hungary, Haifa, Aruba italy, Rome 2, INFN Turin, INFN Trieste,
Bologna, Pisa, Rome 1, Turin, KUN Netherlands, Groningen, Eindhoven, Twente,
Amsterdam, NTNU Norway, UJ Poland, Poznan, Szczecin, Warsaw, Wroclaw, UMA
Portugal, Lisbon Tech., Iasi Romania, SUSU Russia, Joint Institutes for Nuclear Research
Russia, NSC Russia, ACS Slovakia, Agric. Univ., Slovakia, Bilkent, Gantep Turkey, Kkarkov
Ukraine, Kiev, Odessa, Bucks. County Council, Bristol, Brunel, City, Durham, Edinburgh,
Imperial, NCL, Oxford, Sheffield, Southampton, Sunderland, Sussex, Univ. College London,
Warwick, York, Belgrade.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Murdoch, QUT, Tasmania, UNICAMP Brazil, Dalhousie Canada,
Manitoba, McMaster, Montreal, Saskatchewan, Toronto*, York Univ. Toronto, UNAL
Colombia, IED Hong Kong, Indonesia, Hiroshima, Kyoto, Osaka, Tokyo, Chonnarn,
Chungbuk Korea, RUH Sri Lanka, KAIIST Korea, Gov. Mexico, IPN Mexico, Massey NZ,
MSUIIT Philippines, BUU Thailand, KU Thailand, CHU, NUST, NCTU*, NTNU Taiwan,
MOET Venezuela.

15 - 30 October 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Arizona State, Auburn, Boston, BYUH, Caltech, Central Michigan,
CC, Kansas, Lehigh, Maine*, Mississippi State, Northwestern*, Oregon State, Penn State*,
PUPR, Purdue*, Rowan, South Carolina, SP College, SPSU, Stanford, STSCI, SUNY

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
  Gov. Argentina, Adelaide, Victoria, AEI Canada, Carleton, McGill, Alberta, Toronto, Waterloo, York Univ Toronto. PUC Chile, Biobio Chile, Gov Colombia, UO Cuba, KGV Hong Kong, UI Indonesia, NITK India, IACS India, Hue Univ. Japan, Osaka, Saga, Tohwa, Univ Tokyo, KAIST Korea, ENSMA Malaysia, Gov. Mexico, UNI Peru, NUS Singapore, CHU, DWU. KH, NTNU, TPC, YLC Taiwan, FHUCE Uruguay, ULA Venezuela, UFC, UFAL, UFG, UFMG, UNICAMP Brazil.

US and Europe: Major Corporations
  Amazon, Bank of America, Daimler Chrysler, Honeywell, IBM Almaden, IBM Australia, IBM Britain, Jensen, Layered Technologies, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Motorola, Philips, Siemens (various countries), Raytheon.

1-14 November 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Latrobe, Gov. Australia ACT, UFG, UFMG, UFPB, UFRGS, UNICAMP Brazil, AEI Canada, TCC Ontario, Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Victoria, ITP China, UP Cuba, IUCAA India, Tohoku Univ. Japan, Tokyo, KAIST Korea, Gov. Mexico, UDG Mexico, Uitm Malaysia, TOPNZ New Zealand, UNAC Peru, HLC Taiwan, NTU Taiwan, UCT South Africa.

US and Europe: Small Selection of Major Corporations
Amazon, AOL, AT and T, Boeing, Botevgrad, Dell, Hewlett Packard, Kodak, Microsoft, Motorola, Northrop Grummond, Sun, Siemens.

15 - 29 November 2006

US: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Ukraine, particle Cambridge, Chester, Durham, physics Oxford, Queen's Univ. Belfast, Southampton, St Andrew's, British Gov GSI, Hillingdon Council, Belgrade.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
CSIRO Australia, UFG, Unesp, UNICAMP Brazil, Manitoba, Montreal, New Brunswick, Victoria, IGIDR India, JNCASR India, BARC India, IMS Japan, Osaka, Saitama, Tsukuba, Univ. Tokyo, Hokkaido, Tokyo, KAIST Korea, UOS Korea, TOPNZ New Zealand, PSU Thailand, KH, MLC, NCTU, NTHU, NTTU, TP, TPC, YCRC, YLC Taiwan, Univ Zululand.

US and Europe: Small Selection of Major Corporations.

1-15 December 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
STH Pfeilheim Austria, KU Leuven Belgium, RMA Belgium, BAS Bulgaria, EPF Lausanne, Charles Univ. Prague, HU Berlin, RWTH Aachen, TU Berlin, TU Munich, Augsburg, Bonn, Freiburg, Cologne, Leipzig, Mainz, Munich, Paderborn, Saarland, Ulm, Leon Univ Spain, Ovi, URJC, HUT Finland, ENS Lyon France, Jussieu IHP, Marseilles, Poitiers*, ADSL Hungary, NUIM Ireland, Univ College Cork, Aruba Italy, INFN Milan, TurinTech., TIN Italy, Genoa, Messina, Milan, Pavia, Rome 1, Rome 3, Turin, Trento, School werkplek Netherlands, TNO, Utrecht, UIB Norway, UIO Norway, UJ Poland, Warsaw, MPEI Russia, Krasnoyarsk, Sakhalin, Chalmes Sweden, KTH, Umea, Gymzh Slovakia, TT net Turkey, Aberystwyth, Birmingham, New Hall Cambridge, Newton Institute Cambridge, particle Cambridge, Cardiff, chem Cardiff, Liverpool, Manchester, Porstmouth, Reading, Southampton, Swansea, UKC, Warwick, National Health Service.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Swinburne Australia, Sydney, Australian Gov. Scita, UNICAMP, AEI Canada, McMaster, Ottawa, Toronto, TJ China, Norte Colombia, UO Cuba, BARC India, Tenet India, Hokudai, IMS, Titech, Univ Tokyo*, KAIST Korea, UAM Mexico, Massey NZ, Otago, NCTU, NSYSU, NTCU, TPC Taiwan.
US and Europe: Small Selection of Major Corporations
Adobe, Amazon, Dell, IBM Almaden, Layered Technologies*, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Motorola, Northrop Grummond, Raytheon, Siemens, Sun, Wells Fargo.

13 - 29 December 2006

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
AKH Vienna, AIC Austria, Belgian RMA, Ghent, ETH Zurich, Freiburg, Charles Univ. Prague, Palacky, HU Berlin, FFA Juelich, Augsburg, Bonn, Dortmund, Cologne, Leipzig, Munich, GLD Denamrk, UGR Spain, Juan Carlos, Valencia, HTV Finland, Metz, Poitiers, Marseilles, Patras Greece, Unified Campi Hungary, Weizmann Israel, CNR IGI Italy, INFN Calabria, Genoa, Twente, Karkow Poland, Kielce, Porto Portugal, TIM Romania, Joint Institutes for Nuclear Research Russia, Sakholin, Chalmers Sweden, Umea, Bilkent and Gazi Turkey, Lvic Ukraine, Poltava, Aberystwyth, Birmingham, Cardiff, chem Cardiff, Cranfield, Imperial, physics Imperial, Liverpool, Portsmouth, St Andrews, Swansea, UKC, Belgrade.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
New South Wales, Sidney, UNICAMP Brazil, Sao Paolo, Alberta Research Council, Quebec, Toronto, City Univ. Hong Kong, Indian Statistical Institute, Kyoto, Univ Tokyo, KAIST Korea, UITM Malaysia, INP Mexico, Otago NZ, AIT and BUU Thailand, NCTU, NCU, NSYSU, TP2RC Taiwan.

US and Europe: Small Selection of Major Corporations.

END OF YEAR 2006

1 - 16 January 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Austin College, Berkeley, Buffalo, Brigham Young, CNM, Drexel, EDP College, Harvard, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics, MIT, North Dakota, Northwestern, Princeton, Penn State*, Rice, UAH, UC Davis, UCLA, UC Santa Cruz, Kentucky, U Penn.,
Washington, Yale, Los Alamos, Jefferson Particle Laboratory, USAAF Wright Patterson, USAAF Monmouth, US Military MDA, US Military NGA.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
  UBA Argentina, Western Power Australia, Flinders, Laurentian Canada, McMaster, TPL Toronto, British Columbia, Univ. Toronto, Waterloo, IITM India, Riken Japan, HanYang Korea, KAIST, Sejong, Sook Myung, Yonsei Korea, IPN Mexico, BUU Thailand, KU Thailand, YZU Taiwan, Unexpo Venezuela, USP, UNICAMP Brazil, Gov. Bhutan.

Small Selection of Major US and European Corporations.
  Amazon, General Electric, Layered Technologies, Mobile Gas, Motorola, Siemens, Fujitsu (US).

Most Read Papers: 72, 63, 75, .........
Leading countries: USA, Russia, Italy, France, Belgium, Germany, Netherlands, .... 82 countries in two weeks.

15 - 30 January 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Australian National, Griffith, MQ, Melbourne, New South Wales, Gov. Rio Branco Brazil, UFPB, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo, National Research Council of Canada, NS Health Canada, Simon Fraser*, Montreal, Western Ontario, IITM India*, IUCAA India, PRL India, Univ. Tokyo, Waseda, Hanyang Korea, KAIST Korea, Sejong, SNU, UM Malaysia, Gov. Malaysia, Otago NZ.


1 - 14 February 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor; Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
INPE, UFF, UNESP, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo Brazil, McGill Canada, Ontario, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Toronto, JMI India, PRI India, Tokyo Tech., Tokyo, YITJC, KRUS Korea, KAIST Korea, Postech, Sejong, UAM Mexico, UET Taxila Pakistan, Andes Colombia, Chula Thailand.

Leading Papers: 63, 76, 50, 15, 72.
Leading Articles: Lar Felker's book (virtual best seller, well over a million hits).
Leading Countries: USA, Germany, Britain, France, Canda, Belgium, ........ 70 countries.

15 - 27 February 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
New South Wales, Gov. Brazil, UNICAMP, Gov. British Columbia, Canada, McGill, McMaster, Memorial Newfoundland, Alberta, Toronto, IITM India, Nagoya Univ. Japan, Oska, Ritsumei, Yamagata, Kaist Korea, Academica Sinica Taiwan.

1- 15 March 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

  ANU Australia, Michelangelo Brazil, UNICAMP, Memorial University Newfoundland, YRBE Canada, Simon Fraser, York Univ. Toronto, Quebec, Puhep India, Kobe Japan, Chiba, Osaka, Tokyo, UNAC Peru, Massey NZ, SIT NZ, Kaist Korea, NCTU, NTU, TNIT Taiwan, FPT Venezuela, PTT Yugoslavia.

16 - 30 March 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

  Plovdiv, CERN, Charles Univ. Prague, Plzen, Palacky, Leitstern, Max Planck MIS, TGZ Ilmenau, Cologne, Leipzig, Munich*, Oldenburg, Stuttgart*, CVT Denmark, KU Denmark, Andalucia Govt., UCM, USC Spain, JYU Finland, ENIB France, French particle lab., SHOM France, Strasbourg, Montpellier 2, Poitiers*, Athens, GSRT Greece, Dublin City Univ., BGU Israel, Jerusalem, CNR IMM Italy, ENI Italy, INFN Florence,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Queensland Australia, McMaster Canada, Memorial Univ.
Newfoundland, Queen's Univ., Royal Military College of Canada, TJ China, Escuelaing Colombia, Andes Colombia, IITM India, Hokudai, Kishou, Mexico, Malaysia, Massey NZ, UNAC Peru, UC Venezuela, MCRNS Korea, NCTU, PSG Korea, NCTU Taiwan.

During March 2007 visits from 85 countries led by US, France, Britain, Germany, Czechia, Belgium, Italy, .......
Leading Interest: Palacky, Motorola, Texas A and M, KAIST, Poitiers, Multivac, Theoretical Physics Munich, Poitiers, Pittsburgh, Varian, Clark Univ.

1 - 15 April 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
CQU Australia, Monash, Gov. Brazil, UENF, UNEP, UNICAMP Brazil, EPL Canada, Toronto, Kyoto, Postech Korea, Massey NZ, Otago, NCU, NTU, SCU Taiwan, FPT Venezuela.

Leading Papers: 63, 81, 2, 77, 9, 76, 12, 70, 68, 6.
Leading countries: USA, France, Czechia, Belgium, Britain, Japan, Australia, ... 58 countries
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

   New South Wales Government, UFSJ Brazil, UFSC, Sao Paolo, UNICAMP, New Brunswick, Biobio Chile, AMT China, IITM India, Oita Univ. Japan, Waseda, Chiba, BUAP Mexico, UAM Mexico, Massey NZ, Otago.

April 2007 Summary

Leading Papers: 63, 15, 16, 17, 19, 11, 76, 81, 6, 9, 8, 2, 13, 12, 77, 10, 23, 7, 4, 83, 50.
Leading Articles: Felker book, ECE, Workshop overview, Space Energy, Hehl rebuttal, Workshop history, Pendergast, ...
Leading Countries: USA, Canada, France, Britain, Australia, Belgium, Russia, ... 68 countries.
Leading Interest: KAIST, Brigham Young, UQAC, Bologna, Swansea, Motorola, UPV, Stanford, Vanderbilt, Columbia, .........

THREE YEARS OF HIGH QUALITY FEEDBACK RECORDED.

1 - 16 May 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

KF Graz Austria, Charles Univ. Prague, German Synchrotron Facility (DESY), Max Planck SB, Max Planck MPIMF Heidelberg, TU Berlin, Bielefeld, UCM, UPC, UPV, UV Sapin, HUT Finland, CNRS CRHEA France, INSA Lyon, Perpignan, Jerusalem, INFN Florence, Bologna, Messina, Twente, Utrecht, FUW Poland, ICM Poland, UA Protugal, Lisbon Tech., Ljubljiana, Agric Univ. Slovakia, Bilkent, Uludeng Turkey, Kiev, ARTS Britain, BSFC, Particel Cambridge, Coleg Sir Ga`r, EPSRC, Imperial, Leeds, NCL, Swansea, Gov. Yugoslavia.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

ANU, MQ Australia, Defence Australia, UQAC Canada, IITM India, Ibaraki Japan, Osaka, Aizu, Univ. Tokyo, KAIST Korea, Auckland NZ, Massey, NCU Taiwan, FPT Venezuela, UGTO Mexico.

Lead Papers: 63, OO161, 83, 84, OO593, OO585, OO582, 8, .........
Lead Articles: Felker book, ECE, Munich Workshop Slides, Overview, Space Energy, Pendergast, Numerical Methods, Workshop History, .......
Most Interest: Luxembourg Ministry of Education, KAIST, Brigham Young, ..... 66 countries.
Leading countries: USA, Britain, Belgium, France, Italy, Australia, ......

16 - 30 May 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of the World: Universities, Institutes and Similar
UNICAMP*, Gov. British Columbia, Quantum Foundations
Canada, Laval, TJ China, UO Cuba, IACS India, TIFR India, Himeji Japan, Ibaraki, Aizu,
KAIST, Pusan Korea, Auckland, Philippines, AIT Thailand.

May 2007 Summary of Interest.
Lead Papers: 63, OO591, OO161, 84, 83, 2, OO591, OO572, OO594, OO401e, ......
Lead Articles: Felker book, ECE, Workshop overview, Pendergast, Space Energy, ......
Lead Interest: Luxembourg Energy Ministry, Brigham Young, Fukuoka, Motorola, Towy
Aberystwyth, ......
Lead Countries: USA, Britain, France, Belgium, Italy, germany, Australia, Japan, Canada, ..... 73 countries in the month.

1 - 15 June 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   BVB, Brigham Young, GAC, LLUMC, North Dakota, Northwestern, Purdue, Rice, Roosevelt, Stanford, Texas A and M, UC Davis, Chicago, UC Irvine, UC Santa Barbara, Idaho, Urbana Champaign*, UNL, South Carolina, VCU, Wisconsin, US Gov FDA,

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   TU Vienna, FUNDP Belgium, CERN, Charles Univ. Prague, RWTH Aachen, Siemens, STW Bonn (students), Cologne, Leipzig, Schwabia, UCM Spain, Helsinki, SHOM France, Paris 3, Poitiers, NTUA Greece, Mathematics Institute Croatia,
   ELTE Hungary, INFN Bologna, SISSA Italy, TIN Italy, ICTP Trieste, Pisa, Sardinia, Utrecht, IFJ Poland, Krakow, Lisbon Tech., NSC Russia, KTH Sweden, LU Sweden, Joseph Stefan Institute Slovenia, Ljubljiana, Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff, Hull, Imperial, Leicester, Sussex,
   Swansea, Univ College London, BBC, Ceredigion, Welsh Office.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   Sydney, UNICAMP, Gov. Alberta, Toronto, TIFR India, Japan, KAIST Korea, Sogang Korea, NU Singapore.

Lead Papers: 63, 25, 21, 22, 24, 50, OO421, 16, 23, 2, 1, ......
Lead Articles: (Felker book published by Abramis and removed from site), ECE, Workshop Overview, Filtered feedback data, Hehl rebuttal, Pendergast, Workshop History, Space
   Energy, Galaxies, Royal Decrees on Civil List pension, ......
Lead Countries: USA, britain, Japan, France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, ... 60 countries.

16 - 29 June 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   Brigham Young, Caltech, Cornell, Florida Tech., GPC, Iowa
   State*, John Hopkins Applied Physics, MIT, Ohio State, Purdue*, Rowan, Rutgers, Stanford,
   SUNY Stonybrook, SWMED, Texas A and M, Chicago, UC San Diego, Illinois Chicago,
June 2007 Summary

Lead countries: USA, Britain, France, Japan, Germany, Belgium, Australia, Italy, Hong Kong, Netherlands, ..... Lead papers: 63, 85, 25, 23, 15, 21, 22, 12, 1, 24, 9, 2, 8, 50, 77, 16, 76, 5, 3, 6, 82, 83, 43, 56, 11, 52, 10, 84, 61, 14, 81, 58, 75, 17, 26, 68, 79, 80, 28, 73, 13, 18, 51, ..... all papers read. Lead articles: ECE (Spanish), Hehl rebuttal, Munich overview, HSD6, UNCC Saga 1, Space Energy, Universe3, HSD2 Bangor, ..... All articles read.

1 - 15 July 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar,
- Carleton, Colorado, Cornell, CWRU, Florida Atlantic, Georgia Tech.,
- Hawaii, MU Ohio, Rutgers, Texas A and M, UCAR, UC Davis, UCLA, UC San Diego,
- Urbana Champaign, New Mexico, U Penn., Washington, Fermilab, USAAF Keesler, US Navy NUMC, AOL, Cray, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Mobile Gas, Motorola.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
- TU Vienna, ETH Zurich, Charles Univ. Prague, Palacky, Max Planck
- Halle, RWTH Aachen, Students Bonn, TU Dresden, Duisburg, Giessen, Goettingen,
- Heidelberg, Cologne, Leipzig, Mainz, Paderborn, CVT Denmark, ILL Grenoble, French national particle lab., OBSPM, Poitiers, ELTE Hungary, INFN Bologna, INFN Sardinia, ICTP

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Adelaide, CDU Australia, Monash, Melbourne, UNICAMP, UIO Cuba, IIFR India, Kanazawa Japan, Auckland, Otago, UNI Peru, Mahidol Thailand, SU Thailand, Academica Sinica Taiwan.

Lead papers: 63, 76, 13, 15, OO108, OO563, 2, 23, 21, 68, 81, 83, 85, 77, OO32, OO462, 86, OO572, 20, 11, 12, 17, 25, 53, OO401e, 18, 19, 5, 8, 9, 3, 16, 26, 6, 4, 50, 56, 61, 78, 7, 29, 10, ..... all papers read.
Lead countries: USA, Australia, France, Canada, Germany, Britain, Belgium, ..... (61 countries).

16 - 30 July 2007
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Gov. Brazil, Gov. Canada IC, Perimeter, Alberta, Kanazawa Japan, Kyoto, PKNU Korea, NU Singapore.

July 2007: Summary of Interest.
Lead Papers: 63, 89, 76, 15, 2, 85, 68, 83,13, 61, OO108, 77, 1, 12, 54, 23, 9, 11, 21, 53, 86, 6, 27, 81, OO595, 16, 8, 57, 5, 70, 3, 52, 4, 72, 18, 55, 7, OO401a, 17, 58, 78, .. All papers read.
Lead countries: USA, Canada, Australia, France, Britain, Germany, Belgium, ..... 72 countries.

1- 15 August 2007
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
ACCD, Auburn, Berkeley, OPAC Cornell, Duke, Emory, Embry Riddle, Indiana, MIT, Urbana Champaign, Nevada Las Vegas, Washington, USAAF Robins, US Army Research Laboratory, USMA Army, NASA (LARC), NASA (SSC), Sandia, Jefferson, Marshall Medical, Biphan, Chiron, Epson, General Electric, IBM (Britain), Philips.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar
Vienna, BOL Bulgaria, CERN, KFA Juelich, RWTH Aachen, Cologne, Stuttgart, Tuebingen, HUT Finland, ILL Grenoble, European Space Agency ESTEC, Institute of Physics, UW Poland, UBI Portugal, Oilnet Russia, Physto Sweden, Aberystwyth, Churchill Cambridge, Particle Cambridge, Astronomy Cardiff, Imperial, Oxford, Swansea, Warwick, Ceredigion, Coventry, British Gov., DERA, NHS.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
ANY, ACT Australian Gov., UERJ Brazil, Gov Canada, Biobio Chile, IUCAA India, BARC India, IPN Mexico, Massey NZ, Otago.

Lead Articles: ECE (Spanish), Workshop overview, Black Hole Catastrophe, ECE, Galaxies, Filtered feedback, Space Energy, Pendergast Crystal Spheres, Workshop history, UNCC Saga 3, IBM Code, UNCC Saga 1, UNCC saga 2, HSD2, HSD6, Royal Decree, ........ all articles read.
Lead countries: USA, Canada, Netherlands, Britain, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, ....... 61 countries.

15 - 30 August 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
CERN, Charles Univ. Prague, Palacky, KFA Juelich, Siemens, Cologne, Tuebingen, HUT Finland, CNRS Grenoble, AUTH Greece, NTUA Greece, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, Aruba Italy, CNR Bologna, ENEA Italy, Utrecht, Omsk, Norrkoping Sweden, UMEA Sweden, Joseph Stefan Institute Slovenia, Gyte Turkey, EKO Ukraine, Aberystwyth, Engineering Cambridge, EBI, Imperial, Swansea.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

August 2007 Summary
1 - 15 September 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Flinders, Queensland, Sao Paolo, Americas Chile, China, U Cuba, Indian Statistical Institute, Kamazawa Japan, KAIST Korea, CCU Taiwan.

Lead Papers: 63, 93, 89, 15, 13, 9, 87, 76, 17, 2, 92, OO421, 21, 6, 23, 8, 61, 85, 91, 1, 22, 4, 58, 3, 68, 74, 50, 53, 65, 12, 90, 66, 88, 25, 54, 81, 83, 86, 10, 57, 78, 7, 82, 20, 26, 31, 51, 70, 71, 77, 84, 27, 29, 32, 35, 43, 46, 52, 55, 5, 62, 64, ........ all papers read.
Lead Articles: Munich Workshop Overview, ECE (Spanish), ECE, Pendergast Crystal Spheres, Galaxies, Workshop details, Workshop history, Space Energy, Galaxies, ...... All articles read.
Lead Countries: USA, China, France, Germany, Britain, Australia, Italy, Mexico, Netherlands, Brazil, ........

16 - 29 September 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Vienna, Pi Group Belgium, Albert Einstein Institute, Siemens, Giessen,
Magdeburg, CVT Denmark, TLC Spain, ILL Grenoble, French national particle lab., Nice,
Lemans, Poitiers, Mathematics BME Hungary, Jerusalem, CNR Rimini Italy, INFN Padua,
AREA Trieste, Unimib Italy, Groningen, Kluwer, NTNU Norway, UVT Romania, Lipetsk,
Hacetepe Turkey, Aberystwyth, University of Wales Registry, Hull, Swansea UKIM
Macedonia.

Rest of World, Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Monash, Gov. Canada, Virtual Community Canada, China, UCLV
Cuba, UO Cuba, City Univ. Hong Kong, Univ. Tokyo, Toshiba, KAIST Korea, Otago, RP
Singapore, CCU Taiwan, Capetown South Africa.

September 2007 Summary

Lead papers: 93, 2, 63, 9, 89, 13, 15, 6, 23, 8, 76, 87, 17, 21, 92, 91, 12, 54, 22, 53, 3, 4, 50,
61, 85, 90, 16, 55, 52, 68, 10, 51, 58, 71, 26, 7, 82, 19, 25, 27, 5, 65, 74, 57, ........... all papers
read.
Omnia Opera (OO) Papers: 585, 591, 108, 593, 595, 592, 446, 6, 177, 461, 381, 472, 99, 95,
462, 582.
Lead articles: Workshop overview, ECE (Sp), Crystal Spheres (Kerry Pendergast), Galaxies
(Sp), ECE, ...... all articles read.
Lead Countries: US, China, Italy, France, Germany, Britain, Netherlands, Australia, ...... (79
countries).

1 - 15 October 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Buffalo, California Polytechnic, Caltech, CSU Pomona, FHSU, Florida
International, Princeton IAS, Illinois Tech., Indiana, Johns Hopkins, Ohio State, Oklahoma,
Purdue, Renselaer, Syracuse, Texas Tech., UC San Diego, UFP, U Mass., New Mexico, U
Penn*, UPR, Vermont, Santa Barbara Gov., St Lucie County, USAAF Wright Patterson, US
Military AMSAA, US Military NGA.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Vienna, ETH, Charles Univ. Prague, KFA Juelich, Albert Einstein
Institute, TU Darmstadt, TU Dresden, Stuttgart, KU Denmark, UCA, UP, UV, Spain. Oulu
Finland, CNRS Marseilles, French national particle lab., SHOM, Angers, Poitiers,
Thessalonika, BGU Israel, ENI Italy, INFN LNF, Milan Tech., Unimo Italy, Leiden,
Groningen, NTNU Norway, Institute of Physics, IFJ Poland, Krakow, Debryansk, Gov.
Slovenia, Accross (Britain), Trinity Cambridge, Univ. Wales Registry, Imperial, King's

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Deakin Australia, UFCG Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, Perimeter, British Columbia, HA China, UNAL Colombia, Meiji Univ. Japan, Osaka, Waseda, KAIST Korea, UNAM Mexico, PUK South Africa.

Lead papers: 93, 63, 2, 93 extra plots, 15, 1, 77, 13, 76, 95, ...... all papers read.
Lead articles: Space Energy, Workshop overview, Galaxies, Workshop history, .... all articles read.
Lead Omnia Opera: 591, 381, 498, 501, 724, 16, 552, .....
Lead Countries: USA, Brazil, France, Britain, Germany, Russia, Netherlands, .... (59 countries).

15 - 30 October 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   Vienna, NMV Belgium, Steorn Belgium, Charles Univ. Prague, Palacky, Max Planck Dresden, Bonn, CVT Denmark, UJI, UMH, Ovi Spain, ENST France, French national particle lab., Poitiers, Bio Academy Greece, INFN Turin, Gov. Tuscany, Groningen, Utrecht, HIØ Norway, NTNU Norway*, IFJ Poland, Krakow, WSPIZ Poland, MTS-NN Russia, Bristol*, Imperial*, Leeds, Manchester, Sheffield, Sussex, NHS.

Rest of World : Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   Gov. Canada, YRBE Canada, Kyoto, Meiji, Osaka, KAIST Korea, NU Singapore, CU, NDMTSGH, NTU, YM Taiwan.

October 2007 Summary

Lead Papers: 93, 2, 63, 43, 23, 15, 76, 9, 13, 89, ...... all papers read.
Documents read from site: 869.

1 - 15 November 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

ANU, UWS, UFG Brazil, British Columbia, Toronto, UTFSM Chile, DU India, IIIT India, Kyoto, Kyushu, Osaka, Tokyo, MRT Sri Lanka, CHULA Thailand, NTHU Taiwan, NTUST, Academical Sinica, TP1RC, IDV Taiwan.

Documents read: 856.
Lead Countries: USA, France, Britain, Germany, Czechia, Italy, Canada, ..... 68 countries
Lead Papers: 26, 87, 21, 2, 89, 23, 43, 98, 8, 93, 47, 13, 14, 44, 17, 15, 1, 97, 67, 6, 45, 83, 9, 18, 85, 91, 51, 99, 19, 25, 29, 41, 42, 46, 92, 93 extra plots, 49, 63, 70, 90, 10, 22, 60, 24, 28, 53, 54, 88, 11, 37, 38, 5, 68, ....... all papers read.
Lead OO Papers: 591, 421, 431, 461, 401c, 389, 563, 393, .......
Lead Articles: Space Energy, Workshop overview, Galaxies (Spanish), Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), UNCC Saga 1, Filtered feedback, UNCC international condemnation, ..... al articles read.

15 - 30 November 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Monash Australia, Gov. Canada, British Columbia, ITP China, CEC European Community, Shiraz Iran, Tokyo*, KAIST Korea, NU Singapore, NSPO Taiwan.

November 2007 Summary.
Documents read from Site: 876.
Lead Papers: 2, 89, 87, 43, 21, 26, 63, 99, 76, 23, 6, 98, 8, 93, 9, 1, 67, 85, 45, 83, 10, 14, 15, 17, 13, 97, 46, 28, 72, 93 plots, 49, 51, 70, 91, 38, 54, 29, 11, 19, 6, 90, 40, 77, 92, 18, 18, 25, 41, 53, 96, .... all papers read.
Lead articles: Workshop overview, Space Energy Spanish, Galaxies (Sp), Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), UNCC Saga 1, Space Energy, Galaxies, ECE, UNCC international condemnation, ...... all articles read.
Lead countries: USA, France, Italy, Czechia, Britain, Germany, Canada, ...... 76 countries.

1 - 15 December 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Monash, South Australia, UNICAMP, McGill, Shiraz Iran, Gakushuin Japan, Hokudai, KAIST Korea, NU Singapore, NCU Taiwan, PUK South Africa.

Documents Read of Site: 864
Lead Papers: 6, 2, 76, 101, 54, 51, 63, 43, 87, 8, 21, 99, 45, 93, 1, 32, 44, 85, 10, 27, 55, 67, 28, 41, 40, 46, 90, 93 extra plots, 96, 3, 5, 4, 7, 95, 14, 33, 64, 65, 77, 15, 17, 23, 47, 70, 98, 9, .... all papers read.
Lead articles: Workshop overview, Space Energy Spanish, Crothers Criticisms, UNCC Saga 1, Workshop history, UNCC Saga 3, Galaxies (Spanish), Crystal Spheres (Penddergast), ...... all articles read.
Lead Countries: USA, France, Britain, Germany, Italy, Russia, Belgium, ...... (70 countries).
15 - 30 December 2007

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   UNICAMP, British Columbia, Montreal, UNB Canada, RE Korea, NCTU, NTU, NCU Taiwan.

Summary December 2007
   NEW RECORD of 11.268 gigabytes downloaded in a month
   Documents Read off Site: 874.
   Lead countries: USA, Italy, France, Britain, China, Russia, Gemany, Czechia, Belgium, Brazil, ........ (74 countries).
   Lead papers: 6, 2, 103, 43, 76, 63, 102, 54, 101, 51, 99, 87, 85, 9, 21, 45, 93, 10, 67, 55, 44, 46, 8, 89, 32, 17, 27, 7, 96, 90, 98, 12, 61, 15, 28, 40, 50, 77, 93 plots, 37, 42, 95, 41, 4, 65, ...... all papers read.
   Lead Articles: Workshop overview, New Energy (Spanish), Crothers criticisms, Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), Workshop history, ........ all articles read .
   Lead OO Papers: 108, 594, 461, 421, 75b, 401e, 591.
   Lead Historical Source Documents (HSD): 31, 6, 2b, 1, 5, ..... 

END of 2007, AT THIS POINT THE TELESIO GALILEI ASSOCIATION (TGA) FORMED.

January 1 - 16 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   CERN, ETH Zurich, HS Heilbronn, Juelich, Siemens, Cologne, DTU Denmark, UCM Spain, Helsinki, EBS Cachan, INSA Rennes, Poitiers, Rennes 1, OTE Greece, EFZG Hungary, KFKI Hungary, NUI Galway Ireland, Tel Aviv, INFN Bari Italy, Eindhoven,
VU Netherlands, NTNU Norway, RFJ Poland, Lisbon, ISPCJ Romania, KNC Russia, Chalmers Sweden, Aberystwyth, Churchill College Cambridge, King’s Cambridge, Biology Cambridge, Hull, Imperial, Sheffield, Swansea.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   ANU, Gov. Australia BOM, Gov. Canada, Perimeter, Univ Alberta, Univ. Toronto, Kyushu, KAIST, Postech, National Univ. Mexico, USON Mexico.

Number of Documents read off the site: 860.
Lead papers: 103, 43, 102, 2, 54, 9, 63, 6, 46, 89, 56, 101, 1, 83, 99, 10, 21, 12, 45, 27, 61, 76, 87, 15, 62, 7, 93, 17, 47, 55, 90, 92, 11, 44, 50, 65, 40, 52, 5, 33, 66, 67, 70, ..... all papers read.
Lead OO Papers: 461, 594, 108, 352c, 401c, 352b, 401e, 401b, 572, 421, 352d, 401a, 75a, ....
Lead Articles: Workshop Overview, Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), Space Energy, UNCC Saga 1, Workshop History, ECE Engineering Model, Galaxies Spanish, Galaxies, ..... all articles read.
Lead Countries: USA, Russia, France, Britain, China, Germany, Italy, Canada, (67 countries).

15 - 30 January 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   UIBK Austria, Vienna, Siemens Austria, Leuven, Ghent, ETH Zurich, Charles Univ. Prague, German Synchrotron Facility, Jacobs Univ., RWTH Aachen, Siemens Germany, Hamburg, Karlsruhe, Cologne, Munich, DTU Denmark, UAB, Madrid 3, Unav, UV Spain, ENS Cachan, Poitiers, Rennes, EAP Greece, NU Galway, ISB Iceland, INFN Bari, NGI Italy, TU Delft, NTNU Norway, Gliwice Poland, Koszalin, Lisbon, Porto, RDS Romania, HC Russia, KTH Sweden, Hacettepe Turkey, ITU Turkey, Aberystwyth, East Anglia, Bolton, AST Cambridge, Imperial, Oxford-Man, physics Oxford, Queen's Univ. Belfast, Swansea, BBC.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   ANU, Gov. of Canada, Toronto, China, Pune India, Kerala India, Hokudai, Kyoto, KYU Tech., Univ. Tokyo, KAIST Korea, Postech, TOPNZ New Zealand, RP Singapore, PUK South Africa.

Documents Read off site: 894.
Lead papers: 103, 2, 63, 43, 102, 46, 54, 9, 6, 89, 94, 99, 55, 1, 21, 93, 56, 12, 10, 17, 76, 101, 15, 45, 61, 67, 83, 11, 92, 37, 85, 50, 62, 65, 87, 44, 7, 27, 28, 33, 40, 47, 59, 57, 66, 8, 70, ....... all papers read.
Lead OO Papers: 461, 108, 594, 352c, 401c, 352b, 401e, 401b, 75b, 572, 421, 352d, 401a, ...
Lead articles: Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), Workshop Overview (Eckardt), Space Energy (Spanish), Workshop History, ECE Engineering Model, UNCC Saga 1, Galaxies (Spanish), Space Energy, Galaxies, ...... all articles read.
Lead Countries: USA, Italy, Russia, France, Britain, Germany, Canada, China, (76 countries).

1 - 15 February 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
    Waterloo, Andes Colombia, Osaka, Yokohama, KAIST, CRI New Zealand.

Documents Read from Site: 539.
Lead Papers; 43, 94, 63, 103, 37, 100a, 89, 17, 23, 100d, 104, 14, 50, 1, 6, 99, 67, 85, 83, 21, 100c, 102, 100e, 10, 15, 28, 12, 31, 5, 96, 56, 45, 4, 90, 93, 98, 93 graphs, 2, 30, 40, 47, 61, 92, 97, 9, 38, 3, 42, 49, 55, 65, 88, 91, 11, 1, 20, 32, 33, 64, 66, all papers read.
Lead Articles: Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), Space Energy (Spanish), Galaxies, ECE Engineering Model, Workshop Overview, Workshop History, ...... all articles read.
Lead OO Articles: 421, 585, 582, 572, ......
Lead Countries: USA, France, Netherlands, South Korea, Germany, Britain, Hong Kong, Canada, ...... (58 countries).

15 - 27 February 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Charles Univ. Prague, Gov. Czech Republic, Jacobs, Pius Hospital, TU Berlin, Cologne, Munich, Gov. Andalucia, UPC Spain, NOOS France, Lyon 1, Poitiers*, Tel Aviv, Rome 1, Unimib Italy, Utrecht*, NTNU Norway, Torun Poland, Kamisc Russia, Selcuk Turkey, Data Group Ukraine, Teifi and Towy Aberystwyth, Engineering Cambridge, Trinity Cambridge, particle Cambridge, Cardiff, HEFCW, Imperial, Kent, Physics Oxford, Queen Mary London, BBC, British Gov NICS, Bwrdd yr Iaith, Belgrade.

Rest of World : Universities, Institutes and Similar.
ANU, Flinders, Western Ontario, Tsinghua China, U Cuba, PRL India, IIFR India, KAIST Korea, Postech Korea.

February 2008 Summary
Documents downloaded from site: 561. 
Lead countries: USA, France, Britain, Netherlands, Germany, Canada, India, ...... (71 countries).
Lead papers: 43, 94, 63, 103, 93, 37, 100a, 17, 89, 104, 100b, 14, 67, 1, 6, 99, 9, 100d, 23, 50, 12, 102, 15, 21, 28, 61, 100e, 47, 76, 100c, 93 extra plots, 54, 85, 90, 105, 56, 83, 3, 40, 10, 31, 5, 65, 2, 13, 4, 7, 45, 64, 92, 96, 98, ..... all papers read. 
Lead OO Papers: 421, 585, 582, ..... 
Lead Articles: Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), Space Energy (Spanish), Galaxies (Spanish), Engineering Model, Workshop History, Galaxies, ECE Overview, ........ All articles read.

1 - 17 March 2008
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Free Univ. Brussels, Linz Austria, ETH Zurich, Charles Univ Prague, Film Akademie Germany, HU Berlin, Siemens, Bremen, Duisberg, Frankfurt, Jena, Leipzig, UNED Spain, US Spain, Helsinki, IAP France*, Poitiers*, Toulouse*, DUTH Greece, KFKI Hungary, Univ College Dublin, Jerusalem, ENI Italy, Unimo Italy, NTNU Norway*, PK

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
ANU, Toronto, Western Ontario, UDEA Colombia, Kyoto*, Nihon, KAIST, Ctech South Africa, UL South Africa.

Documents Downloaded from Site: 606.
Lead Countries: USA, Britain, Italy, France, Yugoslavia, Germany, Czechia, ... (66 countries).
Lead Papers: 43, 106, 67, 94, 89, 63, 17, 6, 28, 76, 105, 45, 30, 65, 93, 54, 99, 100a, 85, 24, 47, 57, 23, 100a, 85, 24, 47, 57, 23, 56, 103, 44, 50, 61, 49, 59, 60, 31, 35, 40, 52, 53, 55, 102, 104, 42, 51, 10, 15, 36, 37, 46, 58, 32, 33, 62, 87, 25, 26, 29, 2, 34, 3, 48, 64, 92, 9, 13, 16, 19, 21, 22, 7, 93 extra plots, 14, 1, 20, ....... all papers read.
Lead articles: Space Energy (Spanish), Workshop History, Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), Galaxies (Spanish), Space Energy, ECE Engineering Model, ....... all articles read.

15 - 31 March 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Berkeley, Buffalo, Harvard, Northwestern, New York Institute of Technology, SFUSD, UCHSC, UCLA, Florida, Urbana Champaign, Marietta Georgia Gov., St Lucie County, USAAF Charleston, USAAF Robins*, Southwestern Labs., Mobile Gas, Motorola, Northrop Grummond, Raytheon,

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UTS Austria, Eth Zurich, Charles Univ. Prague, Siemens, Hohenheim, Karlsruhe, CSIC Spain, UGR Spain, Lisif France, Poitiers*, KFKI Hungary, Jerusalem, Technion, Unimo Italy, Pavia, Groningen, UCV Romania, CN Russia, MTS - NN Russia, Bath, GRE, Napier, Sheffield, Swansea.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Summary of March 2008

Documents Downloaded from Site: 709.
Lead Countries: USA, Britain, France, Italy, Yugoslavia, Germany, Czechia, ... (71 countries).
Lead Papers: 43, 94, 67, 106, 63, 6, 89, 93, 105, 17, 100a, 28, 1, 76, 45, 65, 30, 54, 103, 104, 7, 99, 37, 61, 15, 40, 56, 24, 44, 50, 85, 47, 57,102, 23, 10, 55, 9, 2, 32, 42, 52, 60, 26, 31, 49, 14, 21, 22, 35, 36, 53, 59, 90, 93 extra plots, 25, 29, 3, 46, 4, 51, 5, 92, 12, .... all papers read.
Lead articles: Space Energy (Spanish), Workshop History, Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), Galaxies (Spanish), Space Energy, ECE engineering Model. ......... all articles read.

1 - 15 April 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

United Arab Emirates University, Vienna, ETH Zurich, Gov. Czech Republic, Siemens, Bonn, Hannover, Potsdam, UPV Spain, ILL Grenoble France, Orleans, Poitiers, AUTH Greece, Tellas Greece, Technion Israel, ENEA Italy, IOL Italy, Pisa, Twente, NVT, NTNU Norway, Krakow, KTH Sweden*, UMEA Sweden, Ljubljiana Slovenia, Aric Univ. Slovakia, Iyte Univ. Turkey, Towy Aberystwyth, Bath, Manchester, Nottingham, UWIC.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Melbourne, British Columbia*, York Univ. Canada, UMB Colombia, KAIST Korea.

15 - 30 April 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar. Melbourne, Sydney, UFMG Brazil, Perimeter Canada, Saskatchewan, Toronto, Waterloo, Indian Statistical Institute, KAIST Korea, CENAM Mexico, UPM Malaysia, Otago MZ, Gov Peru, EDU Singapore.

Summary for April 2008

Documents downloaded from site: 897
Lead countries: USA, Britain, France, Switzerland, Mexico, Canada, Germany, Hungary, .......
(79 countries).
Lead papers: 15, 94, 109, 54, 39, 106, 100a, 43, 102, 105, 37, 81, 40, 93, 6, 103, 61, 110, 63, 76, 67, 53, 83, 92, 104, 1, 30, 47, 49, 90, 100c, 12, 2, 100b, 55, 99, 9, 7, 88, 89, 91, 56, 25, 74, 98, 100d, 100e, 17, ..... All papers read.
Lead articles: Space Energy (Spanish), Workshop details, Lindstrom 1, Workshop Overview, Workshop History, Lindstrom 2, Crystal Spheres (Pendergast), Crothers paper, ECE French, Space Energy, ........ all articles read.

Complete Paper Survey Carried out on 18th April 2008, in order of most read papers.

109, 39, 54, 94, 106, 37, 102, 100a, 43, 40, 81, 105, 61, 53, 6, 93, 63, 30, 67, 103, 47, 83, 12, 25, 92, 15, 32, 17, 45, 90, 1, 49, 56, 44, 22, 36, 55, 74, 7, 42, 5, 26, 29, 34, 50, 88, 91, 104, 16, 2, 41, 64, 69, 73, 78, 14, 18, 23, 24, 28, 60, 65, 82, 10, 13, 19, 20, 21, 38, 48, 75, 8, 95, 97, 97, 98, 99, 100c, 101, 33, 62, 68, 70, 79, 80, 85, 87, 100b, 100d, 100e, 3, 4, 51, 52, 77, 86, 89, 27, 31, 57, 59, 66, 35, 46, 58, 71, 84, 72.

Complete ECE Educational Article Survey, 18th April 2008, in order of most read.
Space Energy (Spanish), Workshop Details, Overview and History, Crystal Spheres, Space Energy, Galaxies (Spanish), Workshop Introduction, ECE (French), 93 extra plots, ECE (English), ECE (Italian), Galaxies, ECE (Chinese), ECE (German), ECE (Spanish), Black Hole Catastrophe, Paper 93 Maxima Code, Effects of Homogeneous Current of ECE Theory, Galaxy Simulations, ECE (Russian).

END OF FOURTH YEAR OF RECORDING HIGH QUALITY FEEDBACK

1 - 15 May 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

CSC Austria, Charles Univ. Prague*, Palacky*, Max Planck Heidelberg,
Siemens*, Hamburg, Hannover, Paderborn, Poitiers, Trinity College Dublin*, SISSA Italy,
Rome 3, Twente, NTNU Norway*, Wroclaw, EB2 Portugal, RDS Net Romania, IFSAB
Sweden, EDUS Slovenia, Agric. Univ., Slovakia, Iyte Turkey, Metu, SDU Turkey, Imperial,
Manchester, UWIC, York*, British Gov. Energis.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UOW Australia, UFMG Brazil*, McMaster Canada, HA China, EAFIY
Colombia, BARC India, RRI India, Hiroshima, Nara Su, NU Singapore.

15 - 30 May 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Brigham Young, Caltech, CHOP, Colorado, Columbia, Iowa State, MIT,
MTU, MU Ohio, North Dakota, Oneanta, PDX, Renselaer, UC Irvine, Texas Arlington, Texas,
Washington*, Los Alamos, USAAF Robins*, US Army USAR, US Navy NMCI,
Southwestern Labs., Boeing, Botievgrad, Energetiq, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Mobile Gas,
Motorola, Northrop Grumman.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Medical Univ. of Vienna, Ghent, Charles Univ. Prague, Siemens*, Mainz,
Mannheim, UGR Spain, Gov. Spain, Bordeaux, Poitiers, Trinity College Dublin*, ENEA Italy,
AO Careggi, CWI Netherlands, NTNU Norway*, Poznan, Porto, ISSR Russia*, Chalmers
Sweden, LUTH Sweden, Umea Sweden, UU Sweden, SAU Slovakia, Aberystwyth, Cardiff,
Univ Wales registry, Exeter, Kent, Liverpool, Liverpool Derby-Rath, Nottingham, Belgrade.
Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Canadian engineering net (Kitchener, Malton, Montreal, Ottawa,
Quebec, Sherbrooke, St Hubert, Sudbury, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, London), Canadian
Defence Dept., UCDSB Ontario, Univ Calgary, UCF Cuba, UO Cuba, PUCE Equador, Univ
Goa India, Shiraz Iran, UNAM Mexico, UITM Malaysia, UCT South Africa, Witwatersrand
South Africa.

Summary for May 2008

Documents downloaded from site: 942.

Lead Countries: USA, France, South Africa, Germany, Britain, Italy, Argentina, Mexico,
Canada, ....... (76 countries).

Lead papers: 15, 53, 49, 68, 94, 65, 64, 45, 43, 103, 110, 111, 93, 109, 105, 63, 21, 20, 106,
37, 67, 104, 100a, 9, 102, 76, 56, 50, 54, 6, 12, 47, 90, 40, 7, 99, 61, 55, 30, 2, 16, 3, 4, 66, 4,
60, 92, ....... All papers read

Lead Articles: Space energy (Spanish), ECE Engineering Model, ECE, ECE (Spanish), ECE
(French), Workshop history, Crystal Spheres, Galaxies (Spanish), Space Energy, Galaxies,
Lindstrom 1, Crothers 1, Crothers 2, .......... All articles read.
Paper Survey carried out on 27th May 2008, in order of most read.
15, 53, 49, 58, 94, 65, 64, 45, 43, 110, 103, 111, 109, 105, 63, 106, 21, 1, 93, 67, 37, 104, 100a, 102, 14, 76, 9, 50, 54, 56, 12, 90, 6, 40, 47, 99, 7, 61, 55, 2, 16, 17, 20, 30, 3, 42, 4, 92, 57, 60, 66, 25, 28, 41, 5, 19,23, 38, 44, 101, 11, 26, 33, 34, 36, 52, 59, 69, 70, 89, 8, 96, 10, 32, 39, 51, 91, 95, 98, 100d, 22, 31, 35, 58, 75, 87,100b, 100e, 24, 29, 46, 74, 82, 83, 84, 18, 27, 62, 71, 79, 97, 13, 48, 72, 73, 77, 78, 80, 85, 86, 88, 81.

1 - 15 June 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Berkeley, Brigham Young, Colorado, Georgia Tech., Johns Hopkins
Applied Physics, MIT, Princeton*, Rutgers, SJSU, UN Irvine, Vanderbilt, Vermont,
Navy NAVO, Cisco Corporation, Microsoft, Mobile Gas, Motorola*.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
ASN Vienna, Schotten Gymnasium Austria, Gov. Geneva, Charles Univ.
Prague*, Palacky, FH Aachen, RWTH Achen, Siemens, TU Berlin, Aragon, Avarra, Valencia, 
CNRS Grenoble, CUDL Lille, Jussieu IHP, Jussieu Sisyphe, Renault, Univ-mlv France,
Marseilles, Mulhouse, Poitiers, INFN Naples, SNS Italy, Groningen, Delft, Amsterdam,
Utrecht, NTNU Norway, Gdynia, Innovative Group Romania, Svoyo Russia, Umea Sweden,
Cambridge, engineering Cambridge, Imperial*, Nottingham, Swansea, Ceredigion County
Council, British Ministry of Defence.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
CNEA Argentina, RMIT Australia, Queensland*, UFG Brazil, UNICAMP
Brazil, Carleton Univ. Canada, Canadian ECE engineering network, Canadian Dept. of
Defence, British Columbia, Calgary, Saskatchewan, Toronto, Fukui Univ. Japan, Tohoku,
KAIST Korea, UNAM Mexico, USON Mexico, UPM Malaysia.

15 - 29 June 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Brigham Young, Cornell, Georgetown, MEC, Missouri, UC San Diego,
Minnesotta, Urbana Champaign, UNLV, UTMB, US Gov BLM, St. Lucie County, USAAF
Robins*, US Navy NMC*, South Western Laboratories, Intel, Macmillan, Microsoft,
Motorola, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
ARCS Austria, Liege, Charles Univ. Prague, Palacky, Helmholtz
Foundation Munich, KFA Juelich, Siemens*, Cologne, Siegen, Wuerzburg, SDU Denmark,
Ovi Spain, TUT Finland, JPP France, Poitiers, ACN Greece, ENEA Italy, INFN Bari, Perugia,
TU Delft, Utrecht, NTNU* Norway, PEA Antonio Macedo Portugal, RDS Net Romania, Joint
Institutes for Nuclear Research: Russia, Omsk, Ege Turkey, Glamorgan, Imperial, Keele, Luton, Sheffield, Swansea College, UWIC, Birmingham City Council.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

CNEA Argentina, Gov. Victoria Australia, Gov. Brazil, Canadian ECE Engineering Network, Gov. Canada Defence, McGill, ACI Ontario, Montreal, EMSSA Chile, Biobio Chile, Cauca Colombia, DIBRYU India, BARC India, Niha Univ. Japan, UNAM Mexico, Otago NZ.

Summary for June 2008

Articles downloaded from website: 1000
Lead Countries: USA, Germany, South Africa, Canada, France, Poland, Britain, Finland, ...... (78 countries).
Lead Papers: 63, 93, 47, 45, 94, 43, 6, 113, 112, 114, 14, 1, 76, 2, 21, 103, 109, 100a, 111, 40, 58, 102, 12, 61, 90, 44, 50, 54, 56, 105, 37, 7, 99, 16, 23, 65, 25, 67, 70, 88, 3, 11, 104, 15, 57, 13, 51, 66, 81, 19, 62, 92, 100b, 30, 5, 96, 69, 71, 10, 110, 18, 55, 74, 87, 41, 83, 53, 60, 89, 4, 72, 98, 17, 22, 33, 36, 42, 46, 75, 8, 95, 101, 106, 20, 24, 28, 31, 32, 35, 38, 64, 108, 26, 59, 77, 9, 29, 34, 39, 52, 91, 100e, 49, 82, 86, 78, 80, 84, 85, 97, 48, 100d, 27, 73, 79, 100c, ... all papers read.

Lead Articles: ECE Engineering Model, Space Energy (Spanish), ECE (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, Workshop History, Crystal Spheres, Galaxies (Spanish), ECE, ECE (French), ECE (Italian), Space Energy, Crothers 1, ...... all articles read.


US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World : Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Gov. Canada, Western Ontario, Canadian engineering network, IVIC

Venezuela.

15 - 30 July 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World : Universities, Institutes and Similar.

ISA Argentina, Griffith Australia, GU Australia, Toronto, Western Ontario, Canadian ECE Engineering network, NRC Canada, ENAP Chile, Chiba Univ Japan, UAM Mexico, Umich Mexico, UPMX Mexico.

Summary of July 2008

Documents downloaded from site: 919.

Lead Countries: USA, Canada, Germany, France, Britain, Australia, South Africa, ... 82 countries.

Lead Papers: 15, 94, 115, 105, 63, 113, 89, 93, 56, 21, 93 extra plots, 76, 61, 12, 14, 1, 43, 103, 114, 6, 7, 82, 90, 67, 37, 99, 100a, 112, 2, 108, 30, 53, 65, 92, 109, 9, 50, 111, 110, 13, 23, 40, 57, 64, ......... All papers read.

Lead articles: Spacetime Devices, ECE Engineering Model, Space Energy (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, ECE (Spanish), Crystal Spheres, ECE, ECE (Italian), Space Energy, Galaxies (Spanish), Workshop History, Lindstrom 1, ECE (French), Spacetime Devices (Spanish), Armorial Bearings and Badge, Royal Decree, Crothers 2, ............ all articles read.

1 - 15 August 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNR Argentina, Gov. of Queensland, Canadian ECE engineering network, McGill, Queen's, UTA Chile, MMD India, Titech Japan, UNAM Mexico, USON Mexico, UMP Malaysia.

15 - 29 August 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

AMC Australia, Melbourne, UNB Brazil, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo, Canadian Engineering Net, Canadian Gov., McGill, NCF Canada, Queen's, UO Cuba, PRL India, ITESM Mexico, UMICH Mexico, UMP Malaysia.

Summary for August 2008

Number of documents downloaded from site: 521

Lead countries: USA, Britain, Germany, Canada, France, Taiwan,..... (73 countries).

Lead papers: 45, 94, 116, 107, 115, 117, 21, 2, 63, 93, 1, 89, 103, 113, 61, 76, 12, 90, 7, 109, 112, 114, 93 plots, 11, 43, 92, 15, 3, 105, 108, 5, 10, 111, 19, 56, 100a, 106, 110, 14, 23, 67, 8, 16, 37, 47, 68, 9, 100b, 104, 13, ........ All papers read.

Lead articles: Space Energy (Spanish), Crystal Spheres, ECE and Spacetime, ECE Engineering Model, Galaxies (Spanish), ECE, Black Hole criticism by Crothers, Space Energy, Galaxies, Workshop overview, ECE (French), ECE (Italian), Armorial Bearings, Crothers 1, ECE (German), Crothers 2, Lindstrom 1, ........ all articles read.

One Year Survey of Ten Most Read ECE Papers (in each month all papers were read)

Sept 08: 117, 94, 14, 47, 113, 1, 21, 107, 115, 93, ......

Aug. 08: 45, 94, 116, 107, 117, 115, 21, 2, 63, 1, ......
Six Month Survey of Most Read Articles (in each month all articles were read).

Sept 08: ECE (Dutch), Space Energy (Spanish), ECE (Spanish), ECE (Italian), Workshop History, ECE, ECE and Spacetime, ..... 
Aug 08: Space Energy (Spanish), ECE (Spanish), Crystal Spheres, ECE Engineering Model, ECE, Black Hole criticisms, Space Energy, Galaxies, ...
Jul 08: Spacetime Devices, ECE Engineering Model, Space Energy (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, ECE (Spanish), Crystal Spheres, ECE, ECE (Italian), ..... 
Jun 08: ECE Engineering Model, Space Energy (Spanish), ECE (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, Crystal Spheres, Workshop History, ECE, Galaxies (Spanish), ..... 
May 08: Space Energy (Spanish), ECE Engineering Model, ECE, ECE (Spanish), ECE (French), Workshop History, Crystal Spheres, Galaxies (Spanish), ..... 
Apr 08: Space Energy (Spanish), Workshop Details, ECE, Workshop History, Crystal Spheres, Crothers 1, ECE (French), Space Energy, ......... 

1 - 15 September 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
CSIRO Australia, Gov. Queensland, UFFS Brazil, UFMG Brazil, Alberta, Canadian Engineering Network, UTA Chile, HA China, EDU Equador, BHU India, UM Iran, Titech Japan, KAIST Korea, Yonsei Korea, USON Mexico, TUT Saouth Africa, UKZN South Africa.

16 - 29 September 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Siemens Australia, Swinburne, New South Wales, Schools Network Australia, Sherubtse Bhutan, Defence Canada, McGill, Quebec, British Columbia, Calgary, Canadian ECE Engineering Network, Institute of High Energy Physics China, KAIST, Victoria Univ Wellington NZ, TYRC Taiwan.

Summary of September 2008

Documents downloaded from site: 1642.
Lead countries: US, Canada, Britain, Netherlands, France, Italy, Germany, ..... (85 countries).
Lead Papers: 117, 118, 63, 55, 94, 43, 1, 37, 14, 93, 21, 113, 47, 107, 12, 8, 115, 100a, 100b, 11, 15, 76, 30, 56, 2, 61, 67, 102, 13, 51, 65, 7, 12, 109, 23, 3, 82, 44, 6, 99, 103, 105, 111, 17, 38, 89, 90, .......... all papers read.
Lead articles: Space Energy (Spanish), Workshop History, ECE (Spanish), Galaxies (Spanish), ECE, ECE and Spacetime, Crystal Spheres, Galaxies, .......... all articles read.

1 - 15 October 2008
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Gov. Argentina, Melbourne, New South Wales, Queensland, UNICAMP, Canadian ECE engineering network, Perimeter Institute, British Columbia, Waterloo, York Univ. Toronto, UCN Chile, UDEA Colombia, KAIST Korea.

15 - 30 October 2008
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Queensland, Gov. Brazil, FEE UNICAMP Brazil, Gov. British Columbia, Canadian Defence, MD Robotics Canada, Waterloo*, York Univ Toronto, Canadian ECE Engineering Network, Univ. Andes Colombia, UO Cuba, BHU India, KAIST Korea, RUH Sri Lanka, Auckland NZ.

Summary of October 2008
Number of documents downloaded from site: 1279.
Lead countries: USA, France, Canada, Russia, Britain, Germany, Italy, Brazil, ... (75 countries).
Lead papers; 63, 94, 43, 47, 92, 118, 93, 117, 113, 21, 120, 37, 61, 107, 111, 115, 100a, 112, 89, 76, 103, 104, 2, 99, 119, 15, 100d, 93 extra plots, 14, 82, 109, 75, 100b, 110, 8, 90, 100c, 114, 7, 5, 98, 11, 13, 45, 65, 74, ...... all papers read.
Lead articles: Space Energy (Spanish), Galaxies (Spanish), Workshop history, ECE (Spanish), Crystal Spheres, ECE and Spacetime, The Life of Myron Evans, ECE Engineering Model, ... all articles read.

1 - 16 November 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Monash, UFPB Brazil, UFRJ, UNICAMP, Engineering College Colombia, Canadian ECE engineering network, UCLV Cuba, UO Cuba, UH Cuba, BARC India, AMD Gov. India, BARC Gov. India, UM Iran, Keio,Tohoku Japan, KAIST Korea, SK, KLN Sri Lanka, BOP Tech NZ, Otago NZ*, NU Singapore, HCMUT Venezuela,

15 - 29 November 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UNC Argentina, CNEA Argentina, ANU, UNICAMP Brazil, ECE Canadian engineering network, Dalhousie, Gov. Quebec, Perimeter Institute, Queen's, Manitoba, Toronto, Waterloo, UCLV Cuba, UO Cuba, ZNU Iran, Hokudai, Tokyo, KAIST Korea, USON Mexico, PUCR Peru, Academica Sinica Taiwan, HCMINT Venezuela.

Summary of November 2008

Number of Documents downloaded from site: 1203
Lead countries: USA, Canada, Russia, France, Germany, Mexico, Britain, Italy, .... (84 countries).
Lead papers: 122, 117, 64, 116, 94, 121, 43, 41, 110, 113, 114, 25, 1, 76, 74, 99, 112, 102, 75, 109, 81, 120, 30, 52, 86, 93, 82, 90, 67, 85, 89, 91, 104, 95, 2, 88, 92, 37, 63, 103, 115, 61, 80, 21, 7, 98, 118, 93 extra plots, 105, 106, 42, 8, 56, 60, 100a, ........ all papers read.
Lead articles: Spin Connection Resonance in Spacetime, Space Energy (Spanish), ECE (Spanish), Galaxies (Spanish), SCR in Spacetime (Spanish), ECE Engineering Model, The Life of Myron Evans, Crystal Spheres, ........ All documents read.

Complete Paper Survey Carried out on 19th Nov. 2008 (in order of most read).
117, 64, 116, 94, 43, 25, 121, 110, 76, 75, 113, 1, 114, 102, 74, 112, 99, 90, 2, 67, 93, 120, 21, 61, 63, 7, 89, 81, 82, 91, 92, 100a, 118, 80, 109, 115, 95, 93 extra plots, 120 tests, 37, 60, 78, 105, 3, 56, 88, 104, 14, 15, 20, 52, 86, 8, 106, 111, 119, 65, 73, 103, 11, 71, 97, 30, 44, 45, 40, 49, 57, 70, 9, 100c, 101, 12, 38, 41, 42, 72, 100b, 13, 17, 26, 32, 35, 53, 54, 58, 5, 66, 84,
Top Twenty ECE Article Survey 19th Nov. 2008 (in order of most read)
1) “Devices for Spacetime Resonance” by Horst Eckardt.
2) “Space Energy Devices” (Eckardt), Spanish version by Alex Hill.
3) ECE Spanish (originally by Eckardt and Felker).
4) EEC English.
5) “Galaxies” by Horst Eckardt, (Spanish).
6) ECE Munich Workshop organized by Horst Eckardt (History slides).
7) ECE Engineering Model Slides by Horst Eckardt.
10) “Space Energy” by Horst Eckardt.
11) “Crystal Spheres” by Kerry Pendergast.
12) “ECE and Spacetime” by Horst Eckardt.
13) ECE Italian.
14) Spanish translation of (1) by Alex Hill.
15) “Black Holes, Unicorns and All that Jazz” by Stephen Crothers.
16) ECE French.
17) Eckardt Theory of Special Relativity, correcting errors by Einstein.
18) IJTP 1962 by Stephen Crothers.
19) IJTP 1960 by Stephen Crothers.
20) Criticims of Ricci flat concepts by Stephen Crothers.

1 - 15 December 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Swinburne Australia, UERJ Brazil, Canadian ECE Network, Gov. Quebec, MD Robotics Canada, Alberta, British Columbia, Toronto, Waterloo, ESPL Ecuador, Veccal India, Chuo Univ. Japan, Metropolitan Univ. Japan, Shimare Japan, Titech, KEK, NAIST Japan, KAIST Korea, UASLP Mexico, USON Mexico, Knox STC NZ, PERN Pakistan, NTHU Taiwan.

15 - 30 December 2008

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
NLA Australia, Canadian Defence, Canadian ECE engineering network, Gov. Newfoundland, Biobio Chile, Tsinghua China, UGM Indonesia, JNU India, IUCAA India, Gov India, PRL, PRI India, Tokyo, Hitachi, KAIST Korea*, ITESM Mexico, USON Mexico, NUS, CCU, Academica Sinica Taiwan.

Summary of December 2008

Number of documents downloaded from site: 1595.
Lead countries: USA, France, Germany, Canada, Britain, Australia, South Korea, ...... (82 countries).
Lead Papers: 120, 124, 118, 64, 123, 94, 122, 113, 110, 115, 43, 76, 54, 114, 121, 41, 103, 112, 99, 88, 81, 111, 95, 93, 109, 21, 74, 82, 14, 61, 98, 89, 102, 105, 1, 104, 91, 15, 90, 100a, 92, 75, 85, 52, 56, 106, 119, 30, 107, 116, 37, 40, 34, 60, 6, 84, 53, 7, 80, 13, 17, 20, 63, 97, 57, .... all papers read.

Lead articles: Spacetime Devices, 2DFE Part One (Lindstrom), Life of Myron Evans, Workshop History, Space Energy (Spanish), ECE Engineering Model, ECE (Spanish), Galaxies, Spacetime Devices (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, Galaxies (Spanish), ECE, Felker3 (Spanish), Crystal Spheres, Crothers IJTP1962,....... all articles read.

END OF 2008

1 - 15 January 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   Gov. Argentina, EQ Australia, Queensland, UFPR Brazil, UNICAMP, Canadian ECE engineering network, Gov. Quebec*, Alberta, UV Chile, Tsinghua China, RCIL India, Saitama Japan, Victoria Univ Wellington NZ, NU Singapore, CCU, NCU Taiwan.

15 - 30 January 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   SUNY Buffalo, Brigham Young, Colorado State, Case Western Reserve*, Embry Riddle, Evergreen, Georgia Tech., GMU, GPC*, Harvard*, Indiana, Lousiana State*,

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Sherjah, United Arab Emirates, CNEA Argentina, Monash, Gov. Brazil, UFF Brazil, UNB, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo Brazil, Canadian ECE Net, Gov. Quebec, McGill, McMaster, NS Canada, Perimeter Institute, Davison College, British Columbia, Toronto, Victoria, UV Chile, ITP China, City Univ. Hong Kong, DNS India, Amrita, BHU, DU, NITRKL India, Gov India RCIL, Osaka, Tokyo, Sony Company, Itchihuahua Univ. Mexico, IPN, UASLP, UNAM, USON Mexico, UTHM Malaysia, ADDU Philippines, NUS Singapore, NCTU, NCU, NSYSU, Academica Sinica Taiwan.

Summary for January 2009

Number of Documents downloaded from site: 1187.
Lead countries: USA, Canada, Germany, France, Britain, Japan, Mexico, Australia, ... (80 countries).
Lead papers: 126, 125, 94, 110, 41,43, 116, 99, 103, 76, 112, 115, 88, 123, 124, 108, 91, 47, 74, 122, 98, 1, 77, 111, 81, 100a, 104, 105, 109, 37, 82, 95, 102, 10, 114, 90, 71, 93, 113, 92, 18, 84,117, 30, 56 107, 34, 86, 106, 11, 12, 21, 2, 38, ...... all papers read
Lead articles: "The Life of Myron Evans" by Kerry Pendergast, Douglas Lindstrom paper 2, Space Energy (Spanish), ECE (Spanish), Workshop history, “Crystal Spheres” by Kerry Pendergast, Galaxies (Spanish), ..... all articles read.
Complete Paper Survey carried out on 23rd January 2009 (in order of most read).

94, 41, 110, 43, 125, 103, 99, 88, 115, 116, 124, 112, 76, 123, 47, 122, 77, 91, 1, 106, 56, 15, 74, 75, 11, 21, 40, 60, 61, 84, 96, 120, 117, 38, 71, 7, 12, 45, 89, 108, 16, 54, 20, 27, 59, 79, 9, 14, 28, 32, 3, 63, 78, 121, 17, 2, 39, 65, 6, 86, 101, 13, 23, 49, 53, 80, 97, 119, 29, 33, 57, 62, 70, 73, 8, 100a, 118, 26, 46, 50, 51, 5, 67, 35, 55, 100d, 19, 22, 25, 31, 36, 4, 52, 58, 87, 100c, 100b, 44, 69, 85, 24, 42, 48, 66, 100e, 64, 72, 68, 126. All papers read.

1 - 15 February 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

CSIRO Australia, Gov. British Columbia, Canadian ECE Network, Lakehead Univ., IAW Ontario, Queen's, British Columbia*, Toronto, Engineering Univ. Colombia, TUE Colombia, RCIL Gov. India, IUAC India, Kitami Univ. Japan, Osakafu Univ. Japan, Univ. Tokyo, KAIST Korea, IACH Mexico, USON Mexico, UTHM and USPI Malaysia, NU Singapore, Chula Thailand, PSU Thailand, CCU, NCU Taiwan, LUZ Venezuela, SUN South Africa, Witwatersrand South Africa.
15 - 27 February 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of the World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
- Reed Elsevier Australia, CSIRO, Defence Australia, Melbourne, Gov Brazil, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo, Canadian ECE Network, Gov. Quebec, McGill, IAW Ontario, Alberta, British Columbia*, Western Ontario, UTC Ecuador, CET, IITM, Gov. India, IMSC India, Daika Univ Japan, Hokudai, Ibaraki, JEC, Kyoto, Nihon, KAIST Korea, UNAM Mexico, UPM Malaysia, Chula Thailand, Capetown South Africa.

Summary of February 2008

Number of documents downloaded from site: 1184.
Lead Countries: USA, Canada, Britain, Germany, France, Australia, Japan, ... (77 countries).
Lead Papers: 94, 110, 103, 14, 41, 126, 99, 17, 74, 112, 2, 43, 114, 104, 109, 88, 15, 122, 102, 113, 115, 76, 32, 63, 111, 45, 47, 98, 107, 67, 56, 89, 125, 21, 86, 1, 7, 12, 82, 28, 37, 61, 71, 105, 120, 81, 116, 124, 59, 122, 57, 108, 85, 10, 121, 23, 24, 25, 54, 55, 6, 8, 92, 93, 117, 100a, 123, 16, ......... all papers read.
Lead articles: “The Life of Myron Evans” by Kerry Pendergast, ECE (Spanish), Space Energy (Spanish), “Special Relativity” (Horst Eckardt), Galaxies, Workshop History, Galaxies (Spanish), Spacetime Devices (Spanish), ECE Second Current (Douglas Lindstrom), ECE and
Spacetime, Douglas Lindstrom 2\textsuperscript{nd} Numerical Paper, Felker4 (Spanish), Space Energy, ECE Engineering Model slides, Douglas Lindstrom 3, ..... All articles read.

1 - 15 March 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNICAMP, Sao Paolo, Brazil, UNSL Argentina, National Research Council of Canada, Perimeter Institute Canada, Canadian ECE Network, Simon Fraser, British Columbia, Bishops, Regina, Toronto, Waterloo, UO Cuba, DHU, IITM, CAT Gov. India, NARL India, Tohoku, Tsukuba, Tokyo, Yamaguta Japan, KAIST Korea, Open University Sri Lanka, IPN Mexico, UPM Malaysia, Victoria Univ. Wellington NZ, MSUIT Philippines, PIE Pakistan, NU Singapore*, TKU Taiwan, LUZ Venezuela.

15 - 30 March 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Summary of March 2009
Number of documents downloaded from site: 1506.
Lead Countries: USA, Canada, France, Britain, Germany, Australia, Italy, .... (85 countries).
Lead papers: 121, 94, 122, 116, 54, 88, 113, 43, 99, 67, 115, 55, 76,103, 114, 91, 112, 41, 32, 126, 127, 122 (Spanish), 104, 23, 56, 63,105, 125, 15, 45, 61, 20, 109, 17, 111, 102, 107, 21, 65, 22, 74, 106, 110, 39, 81, 13, 82, 119, 14, 120, 118, 124, 93, 47, 49, 11, 19, 8, 98, 123, 24, 37, 53, 40, 70, 95, 12, 34, .... (All papers read).
Lead Articles: ECE, “The Life of Myron Evans”, ECE and Spacetime, Space Energy, Galaxies, Space Energy (Spanish), Proof One, Special Relativity, Galaxies (Spanish), ECE Second Current (Lindstrom), Felker4 (Spanish), ECE (Spanish), Crothers IJTP1960, Workshop Overview, Felker5, .............. all articles read.
1 - 15 April 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNS Argentina, Sydney, Western Australia, Gov. South Australia, UFG Brazil, McGill Canada, Memorial Univ. Newfoundland, Alberta, British Columbia, IMSC India, Yamaguchi, KAIST Korea*, SNU Korea, UITM Malaysia, NU Singapore.

15 - 29 April 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNSJ-CUIM Argentina, Gov. Argentina*, MQ Australia, QUT Australia, Brandon Univ. Canada, Canadian ECE Network, Humber, McGill, Alberta, British Columbia, Montreal, Waterloo, Polytechnic Colomba, IITM India, ITAP, IIAP India, Tohoku Japan, Yonsei Korea, UITM Malaysia, UPM Malaysia, Christchurch Polytech, NZ, PUCP Peru, UMAC Peru, PERN Pakistan, NU Singapore, NTU Taiwan, Capetown South Africa.

Summary of April 2009

Number of Documents Downloaded from Site: 1638
Lead Countries: USA, Canada, France, Germany, Britain, Bulgaria, Mexico, Netherlands, Australia, .... (83 countries).
Lead Articles: “The Life of Myron Evans” (Pendergast), Felker4 (Spanish), Space Energy (Spanish), Galaxies (Spanish), Workshop History, ECE, Indices (Spanish), Felker5 (Spanish), Spacetime Devices (Eckardt), ECE and Spacetime, 122 (Spanish), Lindstrom 1, Felker2 (Spanish), Space Energy, Second Current (Lindstrom), Workshop Details, Notes 107 (1 and 2), Felker7 (Spanish), ECE (Italian), Proof 1, Cold Current Wave Equations (Lindstrom), Felker13 (Spanish), Black Hole refutation by Crothers, 120 Metrics, Basic Hypotheses (Spanish), ECE Engineering Model Linear Version, ...... all articles read.

END OF FIFTH YEAR OF HIGH QUALITY FEEDBACK

1 - 15 May 2009
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNS Argentina, Reed Elsevier Australia, Monash*, MQ, Western Australia, UFPA Brazil, UNICAMP, Shell Canada, British Columbia, Regina, Toronto, Waterloo, Central Chile, UNAL Colombia, Andes, IITM India, MNIT, IMSC India, Hokkaido, Osaka, Tokyo, KAIST Korea, NUL Lisotho, Otago NZ, UNAC Peru, PERN Pakistan, UJ South Africa.

15 - 30 May 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNS Argentina, EQ Australia, Monash, Newcastle, Gov. South Australia, Gov. Brazil*, PUC-RIO Brazil, UFMG, UNICAMP Brazil, AEI Canada, British Columbia, EICAT Canada, HDBS Canada, Canadian ECE Network, McMaster, Queen's, Alberta, ENAP chile, UNAL Colombia, Shiraz Iran, Kumamoto Univ. Japan, Tohoku, UNAM Mexico*, UPM Malaysia, Victoria Univ. Wellington NZ, PUCP, UNAC Peru, PERN Pakistan, CHULA Thailand, NTU Taiwan.

Summary of May 2009

Number of documents downloaded from site: 1621
Lead Countries: USA, Germany, Canada, Britain, Italy, Australia, Mexico, Netherlands, Argentina, ....... (90 countries).
Lead Articles: “The Life of Myron Evans”, ECE (Spanish), Space Energy Devices (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, ECE (Dutch), ECE Engineering Model, Felker13 (Spanish), 122 (Spanish), ECE Second Cold Current, Black Hole Criticisms, Felker3 (Sp), Special Relativity (Eckardt), Space Energy, Proof One (Spanish), Spacetime Devices, Crystal Spheres, Proof One, ECE (French), Galaxies, Third Lindstrom Numerical Paper, Felker12 (Sp), Index Summary (Spanish), Proof Five (Spanish), Proof Three (Spanish), Proof Two, Cold Current Wave Equations (Lindstrom), ...... all articles read.

1 - 15 June 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
ANU Australia, Gov. Brazil, Concordia Univ. Canada, Canadian ECE Network, Gov Canada IC, McGill, McMaster, Guelph, Simon Fraser, York Univ. Toronto, UFTSM Chile, Tsinghua China, Gov. Colombia, Polytechnic Hong Kong, MRI, IMSC, IIFR India, Tsukuba Japan, Sony, KAIST Korea, ICTO, USON Mexico, PUCP Peru, Chua, RMUTI Thailand, NTHU*, NTU* Taiwan.

15 - 28 June 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
East Queensland, Woolongong, Sao Paolo Brazil, Gov British Columbia, Canadain ECE network, Niagra Falls Hydro, Perimeter Institute, Saskatchewan, Victoria, JNCASR, RCIL India, Chonnan Sri Lanka, KAIST Korea, Itchihuahua Mexico, ITAM, UMICH, USON Mexico, Auckland NZ.

Summary for June 2009.
NEW MONTHLY RECORD OF 25,007 INDIVIDUAL VISITS combined with www.atomicprecision.com

Number of documents downloaded from site: 1627.

Lead Countries: USA, Thailand, France, Germany, Britain, Australia, Mexico, .... (81 countries).
Lead articles: Space Energy (Spanish), Space Energy, The Life of Myron Evans, Spacetime Devices, Space Program, Felker13 (Sp), Felker14 (Sp), ECE Engineering Model, Galaxies (Sp), Workshop History, ECE and Spacetime, Critism of Black Holes, Lindstrom 2D Cold Current, Spacetime Devices (Spanish), Dvcp (Lindstrom), Galaxies (Eckardt), Special Relativity (Eckardt), Indices (Spanish), ............ all articles read.

1 - 15 July 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Medical Univ. Vienna, TU Graz, CERN, Charles Univ. Prague, Siemens*, RWTH Aachen, Bielefeld, Dortmund, Jena, Ulm, Wuerzburg*, KOU Estonia, UCM, UMA Spain, HTV Finland, Poitiers, KBD Croatia, Haifa, INRIM Italy, SISSA, Kluwer, UIO Norway, IFPAN Poland, GDA Poland, Porto, Siberian Academy of Sciences Novosibirsk, Agric Univ. Slovakia, UPJS Slovakia, Metu Turkey, BBSRC, Durham, Galsgow*, Hull, Lancaster, Leicester, Manchester, Meirion Dwyfor, Swansea, Ceredigion, British Gov. Energis.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
GBAGN Argentina, UNUCAMP, UFPB Brazil, Canadian ECE Network, British Columbia, Manitoba, UFRO Chile, Kyoto Tech., Massey NZ, NTHU Taiwan.
15 - 31 July 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   Carnegie Mellon, Cornell*, CSUSB, Dartmouth, Drexel*, Georgia Tech*,
   GSU, Harvard, Indian River, Johns Hopkins Medical Institute, Mercy, Providence, Penn State*,
   Rochester Tech, Stonybrook, TCE, UAB, UCLA, U Conn., Maryland, US Naval Academy,
   Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin, Los Alamos, NIH, NOAA*, NSF, PNL, Princeton plasma
   Beverly Hills, Cumberland*, Jefferson, Boeing, Honeywell, IBM Thomas J Watson, Lockheed
   Martin*, Microsoft*, Raytheon, Siemens Transport.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   TU Vienna, Ghent, CERN*, Palacky, Bosch, FH Cologne, FU Berlin,
   Max Planck IA Heidelberg, Max Planck IPKS Dresden, Siemens, Siemens Transport, TU
   Dresden, Bielefeld, Bremen, Frankfurt, Heidelberg, Karlsruhe, Cologne, Stuttgart, Aarhus
   Denmark, Niels Bohr Institute, Aragon, CSIC, UMA, UV Spain, OBS Besancon, Avignon,
   Poitiers, Combined Campuses Budapest, Jerusalem, Weizmann, US Iceland, ENI Italy, INRIM
   Italy, ICTB Trieste, Calabria, Florence 1, Rome 1, Rome 3, Utrecht, Kluwer, AMU Poland,
   UMK Poland, Gov. Qatar, MT S-NN Rusia, Siberian Academy Novosibirsk, Samarlan, KTH
   Sweden, Agric Univ. Slovakia, UPJJ Slovakia, Kiev, Bath, BBSRC, Cardiff, Imperial, Leeds,
   Nottingham, Southampton, Strathclyde, Swansea, Univ. College London, National Library of
   Wales.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   Gov. Argentina, IIT Adelaide, UFPB, UNICAMP Brazil, Sao Paolo,
   McGill Canada, Canadian ECE network, McMaster, Perimeter, Gov. Quebec, British
   Columbia, Toronto, Waterloo, NITRKL India, MUI Iran, KAIST Korea, JFN Sri Lanka, AUT
   NZ, UDEA Colombia, Hokudai, Kyoto, Kyoto Tech., PERN Pakistan, SUN South Africa,
   Capetown, Witwatersrand, LUZ Venezuela.

Summary of July 2009

Number of Documents downloaded from site: 1650
Lead Countries: USA, France, Canada, Germany, Britain, Saudi Arabia, Australia, Italy, ......
(92 countries).
Lead Papers: 107, 94, 43, 57, 102, 103, 110, 112, 41, 99, 133, 61, 131 (Spanish), 114, 63, 113,
1, 76, 104, 30, 134, 120, 131, 67, 123, 59, 95, 101, 119, 124, 15, 32, 40, 12, 130, 49, 8, 118,
126, 127, 132, 56, 129, 2, 47, 75, 122 (Spanish), 111, 115, 116, 117, 34, 46, 28, 96, 108, 109,
122, 13, 98, 87, 105, 37, 6,106, ....... All papers read.
Lead articles: Spacetime Devices, ECE Popular Lecture by Horst Eckardt, Workshop Slides,
Spacetime Devices (Spanish), ECE Engineering Model (updated version), Space Energy, Life
of Myron Evans, Spacetime Devices 2, Space Program, Crystal Spheres, ECE and Spacetime,
Felker4 (Sp), ECE (Spanish), Crothers Black Hole criticism, F13 (Sp), Galaxies (Sp), ECE,
Space Indices , Special Relativity (Eckardt), F11 (Sp), ...... all articles read.
Combined Site Total of 22309 individual visits.

August 1 - 15 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UNC Argentina, CSIRO Australia, Gov. Brazil CNEN, UNB Brazil, Gov. Canada Defence, Toronto, Western Ontario, UPB Colombia, IIITA, IITM, RCIL Gov, India, IMSC India, MUI, Shiraz* Iran, USON Mexico, CCU Taiwan, UWC South Africa.

Summary of August 2009 : NEW MONTHLY RECORD of 27527 INDIVIDUAL VISITORS.

For www.aias.us there were 75980 hits from 11145 visitors, downloading 5.02 gigabytes and generating 43287 previews from 98 countries. The leading countries were: USA, Britain, France, Germany, Australia, Canada, Brazil, .... There were 16382 visits for www.atomicprecision.com, (also known as www.unifiedfieldtheory.info) making a new record of 27527 individual visits. The total number of hits for the ECE sites was 137,610

The lead ECE papers were: 43, 23, 131 (Spanish), 135, 8, 2, 133, 134, 76, 41, 4, 60, 63, 14, 88, 45, 51, 7, 21, 54, 59, 18, 30, 123, 1, 13, 11, 20, 67, 94, 134 (Spanish), 107, 47, 6, 12, 132, 131, 90, ....... all papers read.
The lead articles were: Life of ME, SE Devices (Spanish), 'Crothers' criticisms of Ricci flat theory, ECE (Spanish), Spacetime Devices, ME Biography 3, Felker 4, Felker 10, Space Program, ECE, Space Energy, ECE Engineering Model, Crystal Spheres, Galaxies (Sp), ECE and Spacetime, Felker 6, DvcprA, ECE Public Lecture, UNCC Saga 1, Exp. Refutation of
Heisenberg, Felker 13, Spacetime Devices 2, Spacetime Devices (Spanish), Felker 2, Felker 3, Cosmo1, Felker 5, Etherington Report, Crotthers 1, paper 135 (Spanish), Crotthers presentation at German Physical Society, Yarman criticisms, Workshop History, Edyn3, Crotthers 2, Galaxies, ECE Second Current (Lindstrom), Armorial Bearings, Numerical Note 2, Definitive Proof 3 (Spanish), ....... All books and articles read.


US Universities and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities and Similar
   KU Leuwen Belgium, EKK Bulgaria, EPF Lausanne, Charles Univ Prague, UNBR Czechia, Palacky, Max Planck MPI-SB, Max Planck Dresden, Siemens, Frankfurt City Council, Bremen, WH Stuttgart, SDU Denmark, XAV-DC Europe, ENTEPE France, INRA Nancy, UHP Nancy*, Tel Aviv, Weizmann, CSI Italy, ENI Italy, INFN Rome 1, INFN Turin, RU Netherlands, Eindhoven Netherlands, UIO Norway, PW Students Poland, US Poland, Lodz, UMK Poland, MSU Russia, Jozef Stefan Institute Slovenia, ITU Turkey, Metu Turkey, Birmingham, Bristol, particle Cambridge*, EBI, Edinburgh, Imperial, Liverpool JM*, Lancaster*, NERC Swindon, NWKC, Open University, RHUL, Southampton, NHS*.

Rest of World: Universities and Similar.
   UNSI Argentina, CSIRO Australia, Monash, Queensland, Sydney, ESM Brazil, UFMG, UFPB, UNICAMP Brazil, MD Robotics Canada, Alberta, British Columbia*, Waterloo, ATCI Ivory Coast, ENAP Chile, SJTU China, Andes Colombia, UPB Colombia, EIMA Cuba, BHU India, IUCAA India, Gov. India, RRI India, TIFR India, Shiraz Iran, Tohoku Japan, Tokyo, UFC Japan, UASLP Mexico, UGTO, UNAM Mexico, AUT New Zealand, Chuba, KKU Thailand, CCU*, NCU, NTU Taiwan, Gov. Venezuela, Capetown South Africa.

Summary of September 2009: NEW MONTHLY RECORD OF 28,265 VISITORS.

Up to Sept. 29th 2009 for www.aias.us there were 73,067 hits from 12,725 visitors, reading 1,668 documents and downloading 6.336 gigabytes and 39,828 pages. There were visitors from 93 countries, led by USA, France, Canada, Germany, Britain, Portugal, Australia, ....... For www.atomicprecision.com there were 63,859 hits from 15,540 visitors, downloading 2.815 gigabytes and previewing 40,315 pages. This makes a total of 136,926 hits from 28,265 visitors, downloading 9.151 gigabytes and previewing 80,143 pages.
All 136 ECE source papers were read, the most read were:

11, 94, 107, 100, 4, 8, 2, 1, 41, 74, 76, 43, 54, 124, 67, 38, 44, 81, 7, 18, 13, 15, 17, 136, 26, 82, 63, 80, 110, 118, 123, 119, 47, 133, 27, 49, 60, 23, 111, 120, 21, 28, 30, 45, 46, 116, 130, 111, ....

All Articles were read, the most read were:

Myron Evans Biography 3 by Kerry Pendergast, ECE Engineering Model, Spacetime Devices, Space Energy Devices (Spanish), Space Energy, The Life of Myron Evans, Overview of ECE Theory, 135 (Spanish), Space Programme, Galaxies (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, Felker4 (Spanish), Felker5, Paper 131 Notes 8 (Spanish), Felker6, 135, Felker10, Curvature Based Propulsion, Horst Eckardt “Special Relativity”, Workshop History, Space Devices (Spanish), ECE Popular Lecture, 122 (Spanish), Proof 5 (Spanish), Hehl Rebuttal, Lindstrom 2-D Current, ECE (Spanish), “Crystal Spheres”, “Solutions of the ECE Vacuum Equations” by Lindstrom and Eckardt, Lindstrom 2, “The Antisymmetry of Cartan Geometry”, ..........

September 1 - 15 2009

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Arizona, Berkeley*, Chapman, Colorado State, Columbia, Cornell, City Univ.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UKLIBK Austria, Ghent, EPF Lausanne, Charles Univ. Prague, MUNI Czechia, Palacky, BSB Munich, Humbolt Berlin, INP Greifswald, Albert Einstein Institute, Max Planck MPE, Max Planck Muelheim, Bielefeld, Karlsruhe*, Konstanz, Munich, SDU Denmark, UBU Spain, Madrid Complutensian, UPV, UVA Spain, CEA France, EC Lyon, Ensee IHT France, French particle laboratory, INRA, IRAM, Poitiers*, NTUA Greece, IRB Croatia, BME Hungary, Trinity Colleeg Dublin*, Astro Italy, CSI Italy, ENEA, ENI*, Fiera Milan, INFN Naples, Turin, Gov Kyrgyz Republic, FI Lithuania, LMT Latvia, TU Eindhoven, Univ. Lisbon, Brasov Romania, Univ Belgrade, NSC Russia, Univ Stockholm physics, Uppsala students, Aberystwyth, Brunel, Cambridge engineering, chemistry Cardiff, Glasgow, Imperial physics,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

September 15 - 29 2009.

US Universities and Institutes

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   UNLP Argentina, Gov. Argentina, Australian National University, Queensland*, Sao Paolo, Unicamp Brazil, NRC Canada, Montreal Tech., Gov. Quebec, British Columbia, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, UDEA Colombia, UCLV Cuba, City Univ. Hong Kong, Amrita, IUCAA India, Gov. India BARC, ZNU Iran, Tsukuba Univ. Japan, KEK Japan, UITM Malaysia, NU Singapore, NCKU Taiwan, NTU Taiwan.
Summary of October 2009. NEW MONTHLY RECORD OF 29,135 VISITORS

For www.aias.us there were 85,475 hits from 13,786 visitors, reading 1,629 documents, downloading 9.043 gigabytes, generating 50,571 previews from 87 countries, led by USA, France, Germany, Australia, Britain, Canada ....... For www.atomicprecision.com there were 60,515 hits from 15,349 visitors downloading 2.630 gigabytes, giving a total of 145,990 hits from a record number of 29,135 visitors, downloading 11.673 gigabytes.

The most read source papers were: 100 (introduction), 54, 11, 41, 43, 4, 8, 2, 131, 25, 67, 76, 136, 94, 52, 56, 81, 74, 88, 20, 47, 7, 80, 26, 123, 12, 1, 82, 122, 42, 6, 2, 61, 44, 18, 3, 93, 116, 121, 28, 32, 15, 45, .... all source papers read.
The most read articles were: Myron Evans Biography by Kerry Pendergast, Felker3, Felker5, Space Energy, Numerical Solutions, Workshop overview, Spacetime Devices, Lindstrom2, 135 (Spanish), Galaxies (Spanish), Introduction (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, Felker4, Engineering Model, Workshop History, Ricci Concepts (Crothers), Johnson Magnets, Felker10, Felker13, Overview of ECE Theory, Felker15, Crystal Spheres, Refutation of Heisenberg, Eckardt Special Relativity, Felker6, Balck Holes Univorns and All that Jazz (Crothers), Felker2, .......

October 1 - 15 2009

US Universities and Institutes

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

UNJU Argentina, ADFA Australia, Queensland, Sydney, Gov. British Columbia, Gov. Canada, Queen’s, McMaster, NCF, Alberta, British Columbia, Guelph, Waterloo, PUC Chile, Gov. Colombia, Dendai Univ. Japan, Univ Tokyo, KAIST*, UAEM Mexico, UNAM*, NU Singapore, NTNU, NTU, TPC Taiwan, Uniwest South Africa.

October 15 - 30

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Ghent, CUNY, Palacky, Bosch, GWDG Germany, KFA Juelich, LMU, Siemens, Clausthal, Kiel, Muenster, Stuttgart, Tuebingen, Weimar, WIAS Berlin, Aarhus Denmark, IAC Spain, UB, Complutensian Madrid, Spanish Parliament, JYU Finland, Cirad France, Polytechnique, UHP Nancy*, Poitiers*, ONDSL Greece, ZABA Croatia, Atomki Hungary, UCS Ireland, Tel Aviv, Technion, Pisa, Telfort Netherlands, NTNU Norway, US Poland, UWM Poland, Gov. Poland, HBF Poland, UC Portugal, JINR Russia, DCN Romania, UU Sweden, Joze Stefan Slovenia, Bilkent, Ege, Marmara, Metu Turkey, Aberystwyth, Birmingham City, Bristol, Cambridge*, Exeter, Imperial, Leicester, Napier, Nottingham, Oxford, Queen Mary, Southampton, St Andrews, UMIST, West Sussex CC.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNJU Argentina, ADFA Australia, East Queensland, Queensland, UWS, Gov. New South Wales, AEI Canada, Defence Canada, Lakehead, Perimeter, Alberta, British Columbia, Montreal, Waterloo, UTFSM Chile, UDEA Colombia, UCF, UCLV, UO Cuba, Hong Kong, ITS Indonesia, Amrita, NITRKL, IIT Kharagpur, MSC, ESA India, Kyoto, Tohoku, Tokyo Japan, Ugto, UNAM, Uson Mexico, Auckland Nz, Chula Thailand, Lus Venezuela, Univ West South Africa.

Summary of November 2009
For www.aias.us there were 89849 hits from 13510 visitors, reading 1651 documents, and downloading 8.792 gigabytes of material with 54837 previews. There were visitors from 94 countries, led by USA, India, France, Germany, Czechia, Britain, Japan, Canada, ....
For www.atomicprecision.com there were 59613 hits from 13725 visitors, downloading 2.92 gigabytes.
The total is therefore 149462 hits from 27235 visitors, downloading 11.71 gigabytes.
The most read source papers were:
8, 41, 25, 88, 126, 21, 125, 127, 138, 4, 123, 82, 128, 130, 11, 63, 20, 43, 81, 119, 1, 85, 107, 129, 61, 18, 33, 60, 80, 3, 67, 124, 47, 76, 110, 12, 39, 74, 98, 117, 56, 7, 2, 13, 14, 94, 23, 28, 115, 133, 116, 22, 75, 55, 120, 59, 15, 17, 32, 54, 30, 42, 68, ......  All source papers read.
The most read articles were: Biography by Kerry Pendergast, Spacetime Devices, Space Energy, Spacetime Devices (Spanish), Felker 5, Crystal Spheres, ECE Levitron, Felker 3, Felker 4, ........

November 1 - 15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar
   Boston State, Boston, Brigham Young University*, Caltech, Chapman, 
   Central Michigan*, Coe College, Colorado, Colorado State, Columbia, Cornell, Catholic 
   University of America, Delaware Tech., Duke, Georgia State, Manhattan, MIT*, Montana, North 
   Carolina State, Nebraska Wesleyan, North Dakota system, Penn State, Purdue, Rutgers, 
   Stonybrook, Syracuse*, Taft College, Tulsa CC, Akron, Chicago, UC Santa Barbara, UC Santa 
   Cruz, Florida, Illinois Urbana Champaign, Maryland, North Carolina Wilmington, North Florida, 
   Nebraska Lincoln, Oregon, Texas, Tennessee Martin, Vermont*, Washington, Wisconsin, 
   Washington State, Yale; Los Alamos, NASA*, US Dept. of Justice, Gov. Virginia, Wright 
   Patterson Airforce Base, US Navy NMCI*, Boeing, IBM, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, 
   Raytheon.

Europe: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   UIBK Austria, Free Univ. Brussels, Ghent, ETH Zurich, Charles Univ Prague, 
   Palacky, Albert Einstein Institute, PII Berlin, STW Bonn, Dortmund, Freiburg, Hannover, 
   Karlsruhe, Cologne, Wuerzburg, DTU Denmark, SDU Denmark, ETV Estonia, Barcelona, 
   Canaries, UPC, Vigo, Valencia, EFFI Finland, PUV Finland, CNRS Grenoble France, CROUS 
   Limoges, Polytechnique, Poitiers*, Tel Aviv, Technion, SISSA Italy, Pavia, VPU Lithuania, 
   Skopje, Groningen, Eindhoven, NTNU Norway, PK Poland, UTL Portugal, LIU Sweden, Astro 
   Slovakia, Metu* Turkey, Data Group Ukraine, Birmingham, Cambridge (Corpus Christi, St 
   John's, Queen's, St. Edmunds, particle), Durham*, Liverpool, Medical Research Council, Oxford 
   (Bodleian, Chemistry, Keble, Mathematics, Merton, St Anne's), Queen's Univ. Belfast, 
   Southampton, Sussex, East Anglia, National Academy of Sciences of Armenia.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   MDP Argentina, Griffith Univ. Australia, RMIT Australia, UFMG, UNICAMP 
   Brazil, McMaster Canada, Queen's, British Columbia, PUC Chile, UCN, UTA Chile, UNAL 
   Colombia, Salesianas Equador, Gov. Ecuador, HU, BARC, IUCAA India, Kyoto, Meiji, Toyota
Corp., Chungbuk Korea, KAIST Korea, JFN Sri Lanka, UGTO, UNAM Mexico, MMU Malaysia, Chula Thailand, NCTU, Academica Sinica Taiwan.

November 15 - 29

US Universities and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
KU Leuven, ETH Zurich, CERN, CUNI*, Max Planck MPQ, RWTH Aachen, Jena, Konstanz, Muenster, Regensburg, Unity Media, Helsinki, Oulu, CEA France, OBSPM, Polytechnique, UJF Grenoble, Poitiers*, UCD Ireland, HUJI Israel, Tel Aviv*, CNR Isc., Italy, Siemens Italy, Trieste, Genoa, Unile Italy, Modena, Turin, KTU Lithuania, UKM Macedonia, Leiden, Eindhoven, RU Netehrlands, Delft, Amsterdam, IFJ Poland, UTCLUIJ Romania, JINR Russia, KTH Sweden, DFU Turkey, Kiev, Cambridge*, Durham*, Imperial, Kent, Lancaster, Napier, Oxford*, Sheffield, Strathclyde, Swansea, UMIST*.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
MDP Argentina, UNC, UNCU, CNEA Gov. Argentina, Griffith Australia, Gov. Queensland, Montreal, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Toronto, Waterloo, Univ Chile, UCN Chile, HA China, UDEA Colombia, IMSC India, Tohoku, Tokyo* Japan, ITESO Mexico, UGTO, Chula Thailand, THU Taiwan, Free Univ. Transvaal South Africa.

Summary of December 2009
For www.aias.us there were 76372 hits from 10910 visitors, downloading 8.248 gigabytes from 88 countries, led by USA, Russia, France, Britain, Germany, Canada, ...... During 2009 for www.aias.us there were 906,048 hits from visitors downloading 84.864 gigabytes.
For www.atomicprecision.com there were 59116 hits from 11434 visitors downloading 2.776 gigabytes.
So the total was 135,488 hits from 22,344 visitors, downloading 11.024 gigabytes.

The most read source papers were: 58, 94, 41, 11, 54, 4, 139, 8, 25, 82, 43, 88, 1, 30, 12, 44, 138, 28, 55, 98, 32, 47, 18, 15, 26, 56, 14, 61, 67, 93, 21, 123, 2, 76, 7,116, 13, 94, 137, 16, 42, 81, 19, 40, 60, 9, 126, 3, 49, 63, 197, 53, 110, 88, 20, 45, 57, 31, ......
The most read articles were: Crothers IJTP 1960, ECE and Spacetime, Space Energy, Felker3, Sapcetime Devices, Overview of ECE Theory, MWE Biography, .....

December 1 - 15

US Universities and Similar.

Europe: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   Ghent, Charles Univ. Prague, HU Berlin, Max Planck IKG, Max Planck MP1, Siemens, TU Berlin*, Freiburg, Kaiserslautern, Mainz, Saarland, Aragon, UPC Spain, UV Spain, JYU, TUT Finland, CNRS Grenoble, Paris 1, Perpignan, Poitiers*, HUJI Israel, ICRA Italy, INFN Bologna, Naples, Perugia, Twente Netherlands, UIB Norway, Univ Nis Serbia, AOF Russia, Ege, Metu Turkey, Cambridge, Imperial*, Kent, Lancaster, Oxford, Univ College London*, UIST, Warwick, BBC*, NHS, Jozef Stefan Institute Slovenia.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar
   UNR Argentina, CNEA Gov. Argentina, ME Gov Argentina, UFF Brazil, UFRB Brazil, Unicamp Brazil, Gov British Columbia Canada, McMaster, Univ British Columbia, Univ Saskatchewan, UDEA Colombia, IMSC India, Kyoto, Tokyo, Waseda, USON Mexico, SP Singapore, CHULA Thailand, NCU, NCTW, NSYSU Taiwan, FING Uruguay, HCMIST Venezuela.

December 15 - 30

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
   AIT Austria, EPF Lausanne, Reinhardt Microtech, Charles Univ. Prague, Jacobs, RWTH Aachen, Bonn, Karlsruhe, Cologne, Siegen, HTV Finland, HUT Finland, CNRS Grenoble, Poitiers, HUJI Israel, Technion, Weizmann, ICTP Trieste, Pavia, Perugia, Utrecht, ITU
Summary of January 2010: TWO NEW RECORDS, HITS and GIGABYTES DOWNLOADED

For www.aias.us there were 113506 hits from 14465 individual visitors, downloading 10.06 gigabytes of material and generating 71331 previews, reading 1687 documents from 86 countries, led by US, Russia, France, Italy, Germany, Canada, Australia, Austria, Japan, Britain, ......

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 58960 hits from 11765 visitors, downloading 3.17 gigabytes of material.

The total is therefore 172466 hits from 26230 visitors downloading 13.23 gigabytes of material.

The most read papers were: 94, 11, 107, 43, 26, 4, 41, 8, 110, 118, 117, 119, 98, 25, 1, 116, 87, 100, 89, 37, 28, 120, 85, 93, 104, 122, 91, 92, 33, 44, 113, 96, 108, 40, 54, 99, 46, 61, 88, 76, 111, 136, 142, 102, 104, 106, 97, 123, 82, 34, 6, 10, 67, 7, 88, 115, 70, 101, 138, 12, 131, 64, 18, 36, 50, 63, 74, 32, 39, ...... all 143 source papers read.

The most read articles were: Kerry Pendergast biography, Spacetime Devices, Space Energy, Edyn3, Overview of ECE Theory, ECE Engineering Model, Special Relativity, Felker3, Device Dev., Space Energy (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, Space Programme, Crystal Spheres, Film Script, Ages Without Knowing, Workshop History, ECE Levitron, Lindstrom 2, ......

1 - 16 January

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
    Berkeley, Caltech, Central Michigan, Dartmouth, Dixie, Florida International, Georgia Tech. Iowa State, Maine, MIT, North Dakota, Ohio State, Ohio University, Oregon State,
Oklahoma, Princeton*, Stanford, Stonybrook*, SUNY Stonybrook, UC Davies, U. Chicago, Central Oklahoma, UC Santa Cruz, UC San Diego, Missouri Kansas City, North Texas, Tennessee Martin, Virginia, Wright; Fermilab, House of Representatives, Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, Santa Barbara, USPTO, Amredc, Army Research Laboratory, Navy*, OSD; Boeing, IBM Thomas J. Watson, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft*.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UIBK Austria, Vienna, Brussels, EPF Lausanne, Geneva, CUNI* Czechia, Palacky*, GWDG Germany, RWTH Aachen, Siemens, Clausthal, Freiburg, Bremen, Dortmund, Frankfurt, Hannover, Karlsruhe, Cologne, Leipzig, Siegen, SDU Denmark, EHU Spain, Leon, UPC, UV, CEA France, CNRS Grenoble, OBSPM France, Paris Psud, Poitiers, HOL Greece, BME Hungary, ENI Italy, INFN Florence, NGI Italy, Milan, Utrecht, Wroclaw, OSU Russia, FEJK Sweden, Metu Turkey, SDU Turkey, OD Ukraine, Birmingham City, College of North West London, Durham, Liverpool, Sheffield Hallam, Swansea, UWIC, Warwick, Ceredigion.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

CSIRO Australia, QUT, NB Canada, Perimeter, Alberta, UBC*, UQTR, Toronto, IIT India, BARC, IMSC, RRI, TIFR India, Kyoto Japan, Osaka, Tsukuba, SSU South Korea, Yonsei, UNAM Mexico, Tecsup Peru, IOBM Pakistan, QAU, NCTU, NSYSU Taiwan.

15 - 30 January

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

UIBK Austria, Linz, Free Univ Brussels, EPF Lausanne, Charles Univ Prague, SLU Czechia, Palacky, FU Berlin, Siemens, TU Berlin, Darmstadt, Augsburg, Dortmund, Freiburg, Heidelberg, Magdeburg, Oldenburg, Regensburg, SDU Denmark, TTU Estonia, EHU Spain, UAM Spain, UPC, UV* Spain, CEA France, CEA Saclay, CNRS Grenoble, ENS Lyon, INSERM Toulouse, Nancy, Limoges, Poitiers, DWTTH Greece, Dublin City Ireland, ICTP Italy, INFN Bologna, INFN Milan, Naples, NFRAN Netherlands, RU Netherlands, Groningen, NTNU, UIO Norway, Ksiezyce Poland, UMA Portugal, Astral Romania, Electroshied Russia, MKS Tombov, UR Russia, LIU, LTH Sweden, ITU Turkey, Cambridge, Royal Society of Chemistry,
Glasgow*, Newcastle upon Tyne, Nottingham, Oxford, Southampton, Swansea, University College London*, Warwick, Conwy, Gwynedd, Ceredigion.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar
Queensland Australia, IMPA Brazil, Gov British Columbia, Brock, NCF, YRBE Ontario, Queens, British Columbia*, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, IITM India, Gunma CT Japan, KYU Tech, Osaka*, Tokyo, Honda, KAIST, SSU, Yonsei S. Korea, UTHM Malaysia, Otago NZ, Panama, IOBM Pakistan, CYUT Taiwan.

Summary of February 2010

For www.aias.us there were 75864 hits from 11381 visitors from 94 countries, downloading 5.59 gigabytes and 1686 documents and generating 46309 previews.

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 52659 hits from 10276 visitors, downloading 3.35 gigabytes.

This gives a total of 128523 hits from 21657 visitors, downloading 8.94 gigabytes.

The most read papers were: 94, 11, 43, 131(Spanish), 107, 41, 140(Sp), 1, 46, 4, 74, 44, 140, 26, 8, 137(Sp), 63, 119, 39, 82, 141(Sp), 136(Sp), 142, 67,61, 141, 52, 122(Sp), 116, 118, 42, 104, 31, 47, 100, 120, 25, 56, 7, 102, 142(Sp), 10, 123, 103, 98, 12, 40, 57, 133(Sp), 49, 80, 110, 96, 143(Sp), 131, 113, 136, ....., all papers read.

The most ready articles were: Felker3, Kerry Pendergast biography, Felker5, Space Energy, Spacetime Devices (Spanish), Lindstrom2, OO563, Crystal Spheres, .....

1 - 15 February

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Vienna*, EPF Lausanne*, Charles Univ.Prague, Bosch, Max Planck Dynamics, Siemens, TU Chemnitz, TU Hamburg, Bonn, Konstanz, Luebeck, Stuttgart*, WH Stuttgart, GVA Sapin, Complutensian Madrid, UPV, UV, UVA Spain, OBS Nice, Perpignan, Poitiers*, NTUA

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Univ. Western Australia, Gov. Queensland, Gov. British Columbia Canada, Gov. Canada IC, Perimeter, Alberta, British Columbia, Laval, Quebec Trois Rivieres, UDEA, UNAL Colombia, UAI Indonesia, RCIL India, Oita Univ Japan, KAIST, Yonsei, Samsung S. Korea, KKU Thailand, NTU Taiwan, Univwest South Africa.

15 - 27 February

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Medical Univ. Vienna, Free Univ. Brussels, Charles Univ. Prague, Palacky*, Bosch, Jacobs Univ., Max Planck Heidelberg, TU Chemnitz, Ilmenau, Freiburg, Potsdam, Stuttgart, GVA Spain, UCM, Zaragoza, UPV, Academia Finland, French Particle Laboratory, Bourgogne, Poitiers, AUTH Greece, Patras, FSB Croatia, Tel Aviv, ICTP Trieste, INAF, INFN Bari, INFN Pisa, INFN Rome 1, RU Groningen, TUEindhoven, KIS Russia, VSI Russia, FEJK Sweden, SU Sweden, Kharkov, Ege Turkey, Birmingham, Cambridge*, Lancaster, Nottingham*, Oxford*, Reading, Swansea, Warwick, British Gov. Energis*;

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNLP, UNT Argentina, Flinders, Melbourne, Western Australia, Alberta, British Columbia, Calgary*, Trois Rivieres, Toronto, UNAL Colombia, UAI Indonesia, Kigali Institute Rwanda, II Sermali India, Gov. India, Hiroshima, Tohoku, KAIST S. Korea, Postech, Yonsei, Samsung Korea, OUSri Lanka, IPICYT Mexico, UASLP, UGTO Mexico, UTHM Malaysia, KMITL Thailand, NTCU Taiwan.

Summary of March 2010
For www.ajas.us there were 92305 hits from 12631 visitors, downloading 7.37 gigabytes, generating 59165 previews, reading 1691 documents from 94 countries, led by US, Russia, Britain, France, Austria, Australia, Japan, Germany, .........

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 45791 hits from 10848 visitors, downloading 4.39 gigabytes.

For www.upitec.org there were 6597 hits from 394 visitors, downloading 0.08 gigabytes.

This gives a total of 144693 hits from 23873 visitors, downloading 12.52 gigabytes.

The most read source papers were: 145, 94, 67, 43, 41, 111, 11, 25, 1, 107, 131, 140 (Spanish), 4, 8, 116, 118, 42, 26, 46, 19, 12, 81, 142, 119, 61, 85, 131, 38, 63, 7, 101, 110, 35, 140, 44, 65, 99, 21, 115, 122 (Sp), OO653, 18, 54, 56, 74, 113, 114, 82, 141, 31, 40, 104, 39, 52, 102, 103, 91, 97, 144 (Sp), 122, 17, 49, 117, 83, 144, 3, 50, 57, 137 (Sp), 141, 10, 136, 92, 98, ... all papers read.

The most read articles were: Biography by Kerry Pendergast, Felker 3 (Sp), Space Devices (Sp.), Space Energy, Sapceiem Devices, Overview of ECE Theory, all articles read. All notes and Omnia Opera papers read.

March 1 - 15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
TU Graz, TU Vienna, UIBK Austria, KU Leuven, Belfort Switzerland, CUNI Prague, Palacky, Max Planck SB, STW Bonn, TU Berlin, Heidelberg, AU Denmark, EHU Spain, UAB, UAM, Uned, Univ Canaries, Ovi, UPV, USC, UVA Spain, Paris 13, Poitiers*, ATT, TEE Greece, BME Hungary, GN Gov. Ireland, INFN Bologna, INFN LNF, Milan, Pavia, Rome 1, Utrecht, UVT Netherlands, Kluwer, NTNU Norway, Warsaw, UTL Portugal, JINR, Ankara, Gantep Turkey, ITL Ukraine, Teifi and Towy Aberystyth, Birmingham Central, EPSRC, Glamorgan, Imperial, Lancaster, Liverpool, Oxford*, Queen's Univ., Belfast, Sheffield,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
MDP Argentina, Gov. Argentina, East Queensland Australia, Tasmania, UFPA Brazil, McGill Canada, Perimeter, British Columbia, Laval, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Waterloo, UTP Colombia, Engineering University Colombia, Pacific Univ Ecuador, JNU India, BARC, CAT India, Chonnam S. Korea, KAIST*, Yonsei S. Korea, RUH Sri Lanka, UAE MEX Mexico, UTHM Malaysia, SQU Oman, Dakkar Univ., NCKU, NTHU Taiwan, SUN South Africa.

March 15 - 30
US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor, Universities, Institutes and Similar

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar
UNJU Argentina, Australian National University, East Queensland, UFPR Brazil, UFPRE Brazil, McGill* Canada, Perimeter, British Columbia, Calgary, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Waterloo, UNAL Colombia, UTP Colombia, Riken Japan, KAIST S. Korea, NU Singapore, KKU Thailand, CYUT Taiwan, Capetown South Africa.

Summary of April 2010
For www.aias.us there were 85,128 hits from 11,619 visitors, downloading 8.56 gigabytes, 53,274 previews, and 1692 documents from 85 countries, led by USA, Germany, Russia, Austria, France, Canada, Britain, .......

The most read papers from www.aias.us were: 64, 11, 94, 41, 43, 25, 4, 8, 107, 81, 140(Sp.), 118, 131(Sp.), 142, 42, 104, 119, 110, 144(Sp), 142, 100, 101, 80, 146, 1, 74, 20, 37, 40, 54, 76, 26,
The most read articles and books were: MWE Biography, Felker5, Felker3, Space Energy Devices (Spanish), Special Relativity, Spacetime Devices, Overview of ECE Theory, ....... all articles and books read.

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 41,275 hits from 10,729 visitors, downloading 2.97 gigabytes.

For www.upitec.org there were 5117 hits from 352 visitors.

This makes a combined total of 131,520 hits from 22,700 visitors, downloading 11.63 gigabytes.

April 1 - 15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UNSL Argentina, Australian National University, Curtin, Gov British Columbia Canada, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterloo, CIGB Cuba, ITB Indonesia, Osakafu Japan, TUS, TUT, Chiba Japan, UNAM Mexico, UNP Peru, QAU Pakistan, NTHU Taiwan, ALMS South Africa, Capetown, Witwatersrand.

April 15 - 29
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

UNT Argentina, Australian National University, Western Australia, UFPB Brazil, UNESP Brazil, Ericsson Canada, Gov. Newfoundland, U British Columbia Canada*, UQAC, Quebec Trois Riviers, Waterloo, UFRO Chile, Gov. Colombia, CIGB Cuba, CMI India, Tezu, Gov. India, RCIL, Bose, TIFRBNGL India, ZNU Iran, Kyoto Japan, Osakafu, Tohoku, Tsukuba, MOD Japan, KAIST South Korea, RUH Sri Lanka, UNAM Mexico, Pieas Pakistan, KMITL Thailand, NCTU, NTU, Academica Sinica Taiwan.

Summary of May 2010

For www.aias.us there were 74963 hits from 12678 visitors, reading 1712 documents, downloading 7.432 gigabytes with 43126 previews. There were visitors from 100 countries led by USA, Russia, France, Austria, Germany, Britain, Australia, ......

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 39527 hits from 10229 visitors.
For www.upitec.org there were 4992 hits from 332 visitors

This makes a total of 119482 hits from 23239 visitors.

All source papers were read, the most read papers were: 150, 4, 111, 94, 148, 11, 41, 25, 43, 8, 142(Sp), 140(Sp), 131(Sp), 118, 123, 107, 110, 116, 88, 33, 137, 51, 54, 1, 44, 81, 47, 102, 141, 142, 104, 149, 143(Sp), 122(Sp), 17, 18, 2, 12, 101, 144, 42, 61, 74, 20, 3, Summary of Metric results, 136(Sp), 37, 7, 10, 19, 135, 26, 80, 119, 120, 139, 67, 6, 122, 147, 30, ...

All Documents were read, the most read being MWE Bio, Space Energy (Sp), OO563, Galaxies (Sp), Special Relativity, Spacetime Devices (Sp), Edyn3, Galaxies, Spacetime Devices, Felker5, Overview of ECE Theory, .....  

May 1 - 15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNJU Argentina, New South Wales, Newcastle*, Melbourne*, Queensland, South Queensland, UFP, UNB, USP Brazil, Perimeter Canada, Hydro Quebec, British Columbia, Waterloo*, Western Ontario, UCN Chile, City Hong Kong, Polytechnic Hong Kong, UNS Indonesia, JNCAJR, JMI, CMERI, IIFR India, Osaka, Ritsumei, Tokyo* Japan, OU Sri Lanka, CICY Mexico, UNAM Mexico, Swinburne Malaysia, PUCP Peru, Apiquitos Peru, QAU Pakistan.

May 15 - 30
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Australian National University, Griffith, Monash*, Queensland, Sydney, Western Australia, UFG Brazil, UFRGS, Sao Paolo, Gov British Columbia Canada, Calgary, Waterloo, UCN Chile, CHLA Colombia, UNAL Colombia, UO, INF, Sime Cuba, ITS Indonesia, VSSC India, Kyoto, Osaka Oskafu*, Hyogo, Tokyo* Japan, Postech, SNU Korea, USON Mexico*, NTHU, NTU Taiwan, Capetown South Africa.

Summary of June 2010

For www.aias.us there were 65,194 page views and 101,030 hits from 15,896 unique visits, downloading 8.664 gigabytes and reading 1,758 documents. There were visitors from 87 countries, led by USA, Russian Federation, Britain, France, Germany, Austria, Australia, Mexico, ……

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 341,218 hits, 13,015 pages, and 8,273 unique visits.

For www.upitec.org there were 4,121 hits, 558 pages and 267 visits. This makes a total of 446,339 hits, 78,767 pages and 24,436 unique visits.

All 152 source papers were read. The most read papers were: 150(notes), 63, 150, 107, 4, 41, 139, 25, 149, 56, 140, 18, 140(notes), 149(notes), 88, 150(Spanish), 94, 8, 146, 102, 43, 26, 144(notes),
All articles were read, the most read ones were: Space Energy, Felker3, Space Program, Ricci Concepts, ECE Engineering Model, ECE Levitron, Galaxies (Spanish), Spacetime Devices, Ages without Knowing, Biography, Spacetime Devices (Spanish).

The Three Talks were listened to, the most popular ones being: On the Deflection of Light by Gravity, Essay of UFT 139 and Film Script.

June 1 - 15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor : Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UNNE Argentina, HCDN Gov. Argentina, Flinders Australia, Monash*, Queensland, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research Australia, UFPB, UFPE, UFSC, USP Brazil, British Columbia, NRC Canada, Perimeter Institute, Queens Univ. Canada, Univ. British Columbia, New Brunswick, PUC Chile, Tokyo, Waseda Japan, SNY Korea, NUS Singapore*, SP Singapore, NTHU Taiwan, NTU Taiwan, UDSM Tanzania, Cape Town.
June 15 – 29

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Australian National University, Queensland, UFAL, UFPB, UPRJ, USP Brazil, Memorial University Newfoundland Canada, Queen’s, British Columbia*, Victoria, Waterloo, York Univ. Toronto, UTFSM Chile, UNL Ecuador, Bose Institute India, Tokushima, Tokyo Japan, MRT Sri Lanka, CAP, UNAM Mexico, CCU, NTU, Government Taiwan, PUK South Africa, RUS South Africa.

Summary of July 2010

For www.aias.us there were 11,115 unique visits, 88,670 hits, 54,469 page views, 6.402 gigabytes downloaded, 1,892 documents read from 87 countries, led by US, Germany, Russia, Canada, France, Britain, Mexico, ……

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 41,985 hits from 8,263 visits, and 18,921 page views.

For www.upitec.org there were 3,830 hits, 2676 page views and 363 visits.

This gives a total of 134,485 hits, and 76,066 page views from 19741 distinct visits.

All source papers read, the most read were 153, 68, 64, 25, 94, 152, 4, 108, 131 (Sp.), 8, 41,140, 111, 54, 43, 107, 47, 142(Sp), 117, 67, 116, 11, 86, 82, 142, 75, 18, 30, 7, 144(Sp), 37, 119,150, 1, 33, 46, 110, 139, 40, 76, 118, 2, 49, 88, 102, 143(Sp), 12, 63, 17, 20, 21, 19, 26, 80, ……
All articles etc. read or listened to, the most popular being: Spacetime Devices, Felker 3 (Spanish), Pendergast Bio, Space Energy Devices (Sp), Johnson Magnets, Talk on the Deflection
of Light by Gravitation, Galaxies, Special Relativity (Eckardt), Talk on the Complete Film Script of “The Universe of Myron Evans”, Workshop History, Space Energy, Talk on the Introductory Essay of UFT 139, Overview of ECE Theory, Devices Section, ECE Engineering Model, Galaxies (Spanish), ECE and Spacetime, Space Devices (Spanish), Latest Family History, ……

July 1 – 15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UNLP Argentina, Australian National University, RJ Gov. Brazil, UFC, UFF, Sao Paolo Brazil, Future Shop Canada, British Columbia*, Laval, Regina, Saskatchewan, York Univ. Toronto, Univ. Chile, UFRO Chile, UNL Ecuador, City Univ. Hong Kong, IIITA India, RRCAT Gov. India, Nihon Univ. Japan, Titech, Hyogo, Toshiba Company Japan, KAIST South Korea, OU Sri Lanka, IPICYT Mexico, RP Singapore, Chula Thailand, KMITL Thailand, LRU Thailand, Ccu Taiwan, NTU Taiwan, Capetown South Africa.

July 15 – 30

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
Amherst, Buffalo, Central Michigan, Central New Mexico, Columbia, Florida International, Georgia Tech., Harvard, Hawaii, Kansas State, Lamission, MIT*, Naval

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

GBA Gov. Argentina, ANU Australia, Eastern Queensland, Griffith, Western Asutralia, INPE Brazil, UFF, UFRJ Brazil, Memorial Newfoundland Canada*, Perimeter Institute, Montreal Polytechnic, British Columbia (DHSCP)*, Calgary, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan, Waterloo, UFRO Chile, UNL Ecuador, ITS Indonesia, CAT Gov. India, UM Iran, Kaiyodai Japan, Osaka, Tokyo, Massey New Zealand, AIT Thailand*, CCU Taiwan*, NCTU, Academica Sinica Taiwan, LUZ Venezuela, CPUT South Africa, TUT, UCT.

Diary Feedback Activity (blog stats) for www.aias.us

In 2010 to date there have been 14,289 diary viewings, the peak to date was on Thursday July 15th., 2010, there is interest in all aspects of the blog: science, literature, genealogy, history and social affairs such as local opposition to wind turbine developments.

Summary of August 2010

For www.aias.us there were 85,902 hits and 51,281 page views from 12,632 unique visits, downloading 10.069 gigabytes of material and reading 1,973 documents from 95 countries, led by USA, Russia, France, Germany, Britain, Italy, Mexico, Australia, ……

All UFT source papers were read, the most read papers were: 11, 25, 41, 43, 107, 153(Sp), 8, 140, 143, 154, 116, 11, 140, 87, 4, 54, 20, 150(Sp), 18, 82, 6, 150, 128, 94, 33, 110, 155, 26, 76, 149, 67, 63, 114, 153, 17, 111, 152, 123, 142, 38, 142, 148, 146, 29, 118, 127, 47, 120, 131, 1, 7, 119, 139, 2, 40, 58, 61, 105, …..
For www.atomicprecision.com there were 34,688 hits and 11,707 page views from 7,458 distinct visits.
For www.upitec.org there were 4,176 hits and 689 page views from 430 visits.

This gives a total of 124,766 hits and 63,677 page views from 20,520 distinct visits.

All other books and documents were read, the most read being: Johnson Magnets, Space Energy Devices (Spanish), Felker3 (F3, Spanish), Spacetime Devices, ECE (Spanish), Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation, MWE Biography, ECE Engineering Model, Special Relativity, F5, Talk on Light Deflection, Overview of ECE, Talk on Introduction to UFT 139, Ricci Concepts, F1, Galaxies (Spanish), Universe of MWE (Script), SU(2) Theory (Spanish), H Bonding Plenary Paper, …….

August 1 – 15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar
  Albany, Amrita, Austin CC, Berkeley, New Mexico CC, Georgia Tech., Hawaii, Iowa State, Kansas, MIT, Morgan, Michigan State, North Carolina State*, Olin, Rutgers, Stonybrook, Ubaguio, Iowa, New Mexico, Texas, Yale, NASA ARC, NSA GRC, Arnold AF, Hurlburt AF, Navy NAVO, Boeing, IBM Torolab, IBM Thomas J. Watson, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar
  Leobon Univ. Austria, WU Vienna, KU Leuven, BAS Bulgaria, CERN. EPF Lausanne, Zurich, Belfort, Max Plack Plasma Physics, Max Planck Garching, Max Planck Bremen, Siemens, TU Clausthal, Augsburg*, Goettingen, Heidelberg, Cologne, Konstanz, Wuppertal*, KIKU Denmark, Aragon Spain, GRN, IAC, UAB Spain, Suurmetra Finland, OTE Greece, UCD Ireland, ENI Italy, INFN Lecce Italy, CSS Latvia, Groningen, TU Eindhoven, Utrecht, Amsterdam Netherlands, HIVE Norway, UC, UT Lisbon Portugal, HITV, NCP Russia, NLB Slovenia, GTS Slovakia, Kharkov Ukraine, Aberystwyth, King’s College London, Lancaster, Nottingham, University College London, Churchill Cambriodge, NHS.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
  UNC Argentina, Australian National University*, Adelaide, Defence Govt. Australian Govt. Brazil, Concordia Univ Canada, Perimeter Institute, British Columbia*, Saskatchewan, Waterloo, IDS Indonesia, IITM India, MNIT India, Kokudai, Oskaka, Tokyo, Tohoku Japan, UNAM Mexico, PUCP Peru, Chula Thailand, NCTU, NTHU Taiwan, VDC Venezuela, Univ. Johannesburg, Witwatersrand, Free State South Africa.

August 15 – 30

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.
  Adventist International Philippines on edu, Bard, Boston, Columbia, Cornell*, CSU Fresno, Georgia College and State, Georgia State, Harvard*, Hawaii, Princeton Institute for

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Vienna, WU Vienna, BTC Bulgaria, CERN, RIST Switzerland, Geneva, University of Zurich, CVUT Czechia, German National Synchrotron Facility (DESY), FH Munich, HS Regensburg, Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics, Max Planck Institute Heidelberg, Ruhr Univ. Bochum, Siemens Company*, Goettingen, Kaiserslautern, Novo Denmark, Eurociber Spain, HGGM Spain, HTV, HUT Finland, Institut Laue Langevin Grenoble, IPSL France, Observatory Nice, Polytechnique, Poitiers, CYTA Greece, BME Hungary, ELTE Hungary, Milan Tech., CSS Latvia, CWI Netherlands, Leiden, Groningen, Telfort, Free Univ. Amsterdam, UIT Norway, CFT Poland, US Poland, UMA Portugal, NIPNE Romania, Univ Belgrade Serbia, HITV Russia, Lipetsk, NCP Russia, RZN Russia, NLB Slovenia, Lyte Turkey, ITL Ukraine, Poltava Ukraine, Aberystwyth*, Towy Aberystwyth, Anglia, Boston, Bristol, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Imperial, Leeds, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Manchester, Oxford, Swansea, UMIST, York, NHS.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNC Argentina, UNLP, Gov. Argentina, East Queensland Australia, Queensland, Sydney, Gov. New South Wales, Gov. Brazil, UFC, UFRGS Brazil, AEI Canada, Fraser Health, McMaster, Perimeter Institute, Saskatchewan, British Columbia*, UDEC Chile, UNAL Colombia, Andes Colombia, Gov. Ecuador, UGM Indonesia, IITM India, BARC Gov India, JAIST Japan, Kanazawa, UEC* Japan, KLN, OU Sri Lanka, Gov. Mexico, UASLP, UGTO, UNAM Mexico, UNI Nicaragua, Massey New Zealand, KKU Thailand. NCTU, NTU Taiwan, VTC Venezuela, Univ. Kwa Zulu Natal South Africa, Univ. Witwatersrand South Africa.

Diary Viewings for 2010 to August 30th: 15,434.

Summary of September 2010

For www.aias.us there were 74,658 hits, 42,000 page views, 12,704 distinct visits, 1,911 documents read, 9.243 gigabytes downloaded from 97 countries, led by US, Britain, Russisia, France, Germany, Australia, Austria, Mexico, ….

All UFT papers read, most read papers were: 155, 25, 41, 53, 156, 94, 140, 144, 131(Sp), 151(Sp), 43, 4, 116, 54, 20, 107, 37, 1, 88, 6, 29, 137(Sp), 64, 118, 67, 40, 145, 76, 152(Sp), 11, 32, 86, 18, 87, 143(Sp), 33, 47, 63, 81, 132(Sp), 150B, 24, 44, 80, 82, 148(Sp), 42, ….
All Articles and books etc. read: most read were: Spacetime Devices, Felker3 (Sp), Space Energy, Biography, Spacetime Devices (Sp), ECE (Spanish), Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation, Overview of ECE Theory, Essay 7 on Summary of Advances, Latest Family History, Talk on the Deflection of Light by Gravity, ....

The Diary of www.aias.us set a record high on 12th September, and to date there have been 18,226 diary viewings this year.

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 33,923 hits, 18,482 files read, 10,440 pages read, and 6,408 visits. For www.upitec.org there were 3,265 hits, 2,130 pages, 843, pages and 455 visits.

This gives a total of 111,846 hits, 53,283 pages read and 19,567 distinct visits.

1 – 15 September

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNC, UNGS Argentina, Australian National University, Eastern Queensland, Monash, TCHE, UEL, UFMG Brazil, McGill Canada, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec Trois Rivieres*, Waterloo, GE Chile, UTA, UNAL Chile, MNIT, PRL, PUHEP India; Fujitsu Japan, IIE Mexico, EPIE Peru, PUCP Peru, KKU Thailand, Capetown, UKZN, Government South Africa.
15 – 29 September

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

MDP Argentina, RII, UNT Argentina, CSIRO Australia, Adelaide, Australian National University, Melbourne*, Sydney, BOM Gov Australia, Defence Gov. Australia, FURB, UEL, UFC, UFPE, USP Brazil, City of Winnipeg, McGill, Simon Frazer, Alberta, British Columbia*, Calgary, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Victoria, Waterloo, PUC Chile, UNAB Chile, UTFSM Chile, Valle Colombia, Hacienda Gov. Colombia, City Hong Kong, UST Hong Kong, BHU India, IITH India, Goa, BARC Gov India, TCIL Gov. India*, Kyushu, Mikon, Rieoh, SNU South Korea, Gov Mexico, UNA Nicaragua, Auckland NZ, EPIE – UNSA Peru, PUCP Peru, Meridian Philippines, UP South Africa, Witwatersrand South Africa.

Summary of October 2010

For www.aias.us there were 15,706 distinct visits, 79,592 page views, 11.23 gigabytes downloaded, 115,202 hits, 1,868 documents read from 102 countries, led by USA, Germany, France, Britain, Russian Federation, Mexico, Australia, Austria, …… All UFT source papers and documents were read, the talks being very popular. The most read UFT papers were:
The most read documents were:


For www.atomicprecision.com there were 6,078 distinct visits, 33,714 hits, 10,706 pages.
For www.upitec.org there 458 distinct visits, 797 pages and 3.02 hits.
This makes a total of 22,242 visits, 91,095 pages and 152,008 hits.

1 – 15 October

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

MDP, UNLP Argentina, CNEA Gov. Argentina, Australian National, East Queensland, Melbourne*, Defence Gov. Australia, UNESP*, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo Brazil, AEI Canada, British Columbia, Manitoba, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Regina, Saskatchewan, Victoria, Waterloo; UCN, UNAB, UTFSM Chile; UDEA, UNAL, Valle Colombia; Jijel Algeria, IIS Ermohali, IITM, BARC Gov. India, RCIL Gov. India; IMSC* India, PRL India; Shiraz Iran, Kitosato, Osaka, Fujitsu*, Honda Japan; Chonnam South Korea, OU Sri Lanka, Unich, Unach, UNAM Mexico; UITM* Malaysia, Victoria Univ Wellington New Zealand, NTHU, NTU, Academica Sinica, YM Taiwan; Capetown*, NWU, UWC South Africa.

15 – 30 October

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Austrian Institute of Technology, UIBK Austria, Klagenfurt, Vienna, KU Leuven Belgium, Ghent*, UU Net Belgium, ETH Zurich*, UZH Switzerland, CAC Grup Czechia, Charles Univ Prague, Brno Univ. Technology, BCA Germany, Jacobs, MHN Germany, Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, Ruhr Bochum, TU Chemnitz, TU Freiberg, Jena, Mannheim, Oldenburg, Wuerzburg, Aarhus Denmark, Kopenhagen, Tartu Estonia, Aragon Spain, AZTI Spain, Spanish Aerospace Technology Institute (INTA), Autonomous Barcelona, Autonomous Madrid, Granada, Polytechnic Catalonia, Polytechnic Valencia, Seville, Valencia, Bruno Kesller Foundation Trento, HUT Finland, ENS France, French National Particle Lab., Caen, Paris Diderot, Poitiers*, CYTA Greece, NTUA Greece (Hellenic National Research Foundation), Tel Aviv, EMFCSG of INFN Italy, Milan Polytech, Venice, Vilnius Lithuania, CSS Latvia, RU Netherlands*, Utrecht, UVT Netherlands*, PW Poland, Szczecin Poland, Wroclaw, INFIM Romania, UNS Serbia, Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Chemical Physics, Dubna, HITV

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Estimated almost 700 university visits in October 2010. 20, 649 views of diary by 31st October; 9,306 postings.

Summary of November 2010

For www.aias.us there were 113,402 hits, 6.511 gigabytes downloaded, 16,357 distinct visits, 75,334 page views, 1,919 documents read from 103 countries, led by USA, Russia, Germany, France, Mexico, Britain, Colombia, Canada, ….

The most read UFT papers were 68, 4, 25, 41, 43, 140(Sp), 46, 8, 156, 67, 161, 154, 142(Sp), 107, 18, 76, 80, 110, 29, 63, 118, 131(Sp), 143(Sp), 21, 59, 144(Sp), 116, 149, 47, 94, 65, 88, 154, 20, 54, 81, 146, 145(Sp), 148(sp), 45, 152(Sp), 159, 2, 58, 93, 156(Sp), 142, 11, 32, ….. All 164 papers read and in translation.

The most read papers and books by ECE colleagues were: Spacetime Devices, Felker 3 Spanish, Complete filmscript broadcast, Criticism of the Einstein Field Equation, Biography, Levitron, Johnson Magnets, Nobody is Perfect Broadcast, Spacetime Devices (Spanish), Galaxies (Spanish), ECE (Spanish), Latest Family History, Deflection of Light by Gravity Broadcast, Space Energy, ….. all papers and books by colleagues read.

The most read essays and broadcasts were: Complete filmscript broadcast, Nobody is perfect broadcast, Deflection of light by gravity broadcast, Essay 7 (E7), pdf, UFT 139 Introduction broadcast, E8 (broadcast), E7 (broadcast), E10 (pdf), E9 (pdf), E12 (pdf), E4 (pdf), E15 (pdf), E14 (Spanish, pdf), E15 (Sp, pdf), E9 (Sp, pdf), Poetry4 (P4, broadcast), E10 (Spanish, pdf), E13 (Spanish, pdf), P1 (broadcast), P3 (broadcast), P2 (broadcast), E10, E11, E13, E14, E15, E9 (broadcasts), P5, P6 (broadcasts).
For www.atomicprecision.com there were 6,646 visits, 12,681 page views and 35,246 hits.
For www.upitec.org there were 514 visits, 838 page views and 3,108 hits.

This gives a total of 23,516 visits, 88,853 page views and 151,756 hits.

There was a total of 23,420 visits to the diary on 30th Nov. 2010 since monitoring of
the blog started a few months ago.

1 – 15 November
US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Arizona State, Austin Community College, Berkeley*, Boston University, Buffalo*,
Brigham Young, California Polytechnic, Caltech, Colgate, Columbia, Cornell, Drexel, Duke*,
Einstein Clinic, Embry Riddle, Florida State, Georgia Tech., Georgia Perimeter College, Iowa
State, Indiana*, Indiana Purdue Indianapolis, Illinois Wesleyan, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics,
Louisville, Maine, MIT, Mississippi State, Michigan State, U.S. National Academies, North
Carolina State, North Dakota, New York University, Ohio State*, Ohio University, Penn State*,
Quinnipiac, Renselaer*, Rochester, Rutgers, Seattle, Stanford, Stonybrook, Susquehanna, Texas A
and M, Chicago, UC Irvine, UCLA, UC Riverside, UC Santa Barbara, Florida, Illinois Urbana
Champaign, UMBC Maryland, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota Twin Cities, Chapel Hill, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Utah, Texas, Wyoming, Virginia, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin*, William and
Mary, Yale; US Government Bureau of Land Management, Dept. of Energy, Federal Emergency
Airforce Wright Patterson, US Navy, US Army, US Naval Research Laboratory, Jefferson
National Laboratory, Peak Organization, Austin ISD, General Electric, Honeywell, IBM,
Microsoft*, Motorola, Northrop Grumman.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UIBK Austria, Leoben Austria, Liege, KHK Belgium, CERN, EPF Lausanna, ETH
Zurich, Neuchatel, UPOL Czechia, Bremen, GWGD Germany, HS Esslingen, Max Planck MIS,
RWTH Aachen, Students BW, TU Berlin, TU Chemnitz, Erlangen, Frankfurt*, Freiburg,
Hannover, Heidelberg, Cologne, Leizpig, Mainz, Marburg*, Padebron, Potsdam, Regensburg,
Tuebingen, Aarhus Denmark, Aragon, Valencia General, High Energy Institute of Spain (IFAE),
UNED Spain, Leon, Ovi, Rioja, Catalan Polytech, Polytechnic Madrid, Vigo, Joensuu Finland,
JYU Finland, ENS France, IHES, French Particle Lab., INSA Lyon, Strasbourg, Nancy*,
Grenoble, Poitiers*, Rouen, Patras Greece, UCD Ireland, Hebrew Univ. Jerusalem, Technion
Israel, HI Iceland, ECT Italy, ICTP, INFN Naples, Florence, Modena, Perugia, Pisa, Rome 3,
MEN Luxembourg, CSS Latvia, Elekta Lithuania, Amsterdam, AMU Poland, GDA Poland,
Akadem Russia, IKZ Russia, Chalmers Sweden, KTH Stockholm, LIU, LU Sweden, NLN
Slovenia, Antik Slovenia, Tarassul Syria, Bilkent Turkey, Poltava Ukraine, East Anglia,
Catherine’s, Churchill, CSX, Newnham, Computing Service Cambridge, Durham, Glasgow,
Glamorgan, Huddersfield, Imperial, Liverpool, Nottingham, Churchill, New, Physics, St. Edmund
Hall, St. Anne’s, St Cats., Worcester Oxford, Royal College of Art, Southampton*, St Andrew’s,
Swansea, Univ. College London*, East Anglia, UMIST, York, British Library, National Health
Service, Libraries NI.
Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNGS, UNSJ Argentina, Eastern Queensland, Melbourne, Queensland, UFRN, UNESP*, Sao Paolo* Brazil, Concordia, McGill*, Alberta*, British Columbia, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Saskatchewan, Toronto, Waterloo*, Western Ontario, MOP Gov Chile, UNINE, URA, UTFSM Chile, ESPOL Ecuador, City Hong Kong*, UST, MNIT, IIT KGP, RCIL Gov., Bose India, Shibaura, Titech, Tsukuba, Tokyo*, UNAM Mexico, Auckland NZ, NTHU, Academica Sinica, TKU* Taiwan, Tsukuba, Tokyo*. 15 – 29 November

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

CNEA, Mecon Gov. Argentina, East Queensland, Monash, Wollongong, Queensland, UEFs, UEG, UFPA, UFRN* Brazil, Brock Canada, Lakehead, National Research Council, Siemens Canada, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia*, Toronto, Western Ontario; UCN UTFSM Chile, UDEA, UTP Colombia, Jijel Algeria, ESPOL Equador, ITS, UGM
Indonesia, Kyoto, Shibaura, Totech, Tokyo, Chiba Japan, Fuji Xerox, KAIST* South Korea, UNAM Mexico, Tatiuc Malaysia, Auckland NZ, SQU Oman, Quito Peru, LCWU, NUST, QAU Pakistan, NU Singapore, NDHU Taiwan, AIMS, Capetown, Pretoria South Africa.

Summary of December 2010

For www.aias.us there were 105,092 hits and 68,648 page views from 12,524 distinct visits. There were 6.766 gigabytes downloaded and 2,042 documents read from 98 countries, led by USA, Russia, Britain, Sweden, France, Ukraine, Austria, Germany, ….. The twelve month running total of hits was 1,128,670 and there were 27,006 blog viewings during the year.

The most read UFT papers were: 24, 41, 43, 51, 4, 94, 168, 165, 107, 166, 157, 152, 164, 18, 155, 53, 161, 156, 20, 63, 142, 49, 7, 163, 54, 121, 21, 110, 149, 159, 61, 93, 131 (Spanish), 162, 46, 114, 140, 11, 2, 38, 100, 140 (Spanish), 30, 81, 116, ….. All papers read.

The most popular talks were: Film script, On the Deflection of Light by Gravity, Nobody is Perfect, Introduction to 139, Attempts to measure photon mass, self inconsistencies of twentieth century physics, general relativity and particle scattering, geometry and conservation of linear momentum, covariant mass ratio, meaning of covariant mass ratio, Essays 4, 9, 7, and 8. All talks received an audience.

The most popular articles and books were: F3 (Spanish), Levitron, Spacetime Devices, Space Energy (Spanish), Mercury as Crystal Spheres, Space Energy, MWE biography, Galaxies, Latest Family History, F1, F2, CEFE, …….. All articles and books were read.

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 35,097 hits and 12,079 page views from 5,917 distinct visits.

For www.upitec.org there were 3,235 hits and 824 page views from 505 distinct visits.

This gives a total of 143,424 hits and 81,551 page views from 18,946 distinct visits.

1 – 15 December

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Shariah Emirates, UNLP, UNSJ Argentina, Cordoba Gov. Argentina, Queensland, Victoria Australia, UFMG, UNICAMP Brazil, Gov. Canada, McGill, McMaster, memorial Newfoundland, Ontario, Queens, British Columbia*, Manitoba, Montreal, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Saskatchewan, Victoria, York Univ. Toronto, UNAL UTP Colombia, IDSn Gov. Colombia, IIS Ermoahli India, IITM India, Univ Nitw India, Kindai, Osakafu, Titech, Tokyo*, Chiba Japan, KAIST S. Kora, Ipicyt, UNAM, USON Mexico, NUST, QAU Pakistan, NCTU, NDHU, NTHU Taiwan.

15 – 30 December

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

ECU Australia, Wollongong, UFPE Brazil, British Columbia Canada*, Univ. Chile, National Univ Colombia, Gov. Equador, BARC Gov. India, RCIL Gov India, JEC Japan, Kyoto, Shimane, Tohoku, Chiba Japan, KMITL Thailand.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Summary of January 2011
For **www.aias.us** there was a new eight year record of 122,521 hits, an average of about 4,084 hits a day for thirty days. There was a technical outage on 1st Jan. so the total is estimated to be 126,605 hits. There were 80,350 page views, average of 2,678 a day for 30 days, so estimated total of 83,028, and 15,350 distinct visits, average of 512 a day for 30 days, so estimated total of 15,862, 7.738 gigabytes downloaded, 1,947 documents read from 93 countries led by US, Germany, France, Brazil, Russian Federation, Britain, Ukraine, Austria, ……

All UFT papers read, the leading papers were 166, 165, 25, 169, 41, 43, 54, 149, 140(Sp), 81, 107, 18, 4, 168, 150B, 28, 7, 1, 42, 8, 93, 27, 2, 65, 130, 131(Sp), 142, 161, 76, 11, 23, 170, 63, 35, 67, 140, 20, 37, 45, …

Leading Talks were: Universe of Myron Evans, Nobody is Perfect, Deflection of Light by Gravity, Introduction to UFT 139, Essays 15, 10, 11, 4, 8, 12, 13, 7, 14, 9, …..

All articles read, leading articles were Sapcetime Devices, Device Dev, Levitron, Family History, Space Energy, …..

For **www.atomicprecision.com** there were 32, 235 hits, 10,228 pages downloaded, 4,919 distinct visits and 0.768 gigabytes downloaded.

For **www.upitec.org** there were 3,964 hits, 1,025 page views, 552 distinct visits and 0.368 gigabytes downloaded.

This gives a total of 162,804 hits, 94,281 page views, 21,333 distinct visits and 8.874 gigabytes downloaded.

Dairy now records a total of 30,497 views from Jan. 2010. Average per day for 2011 is 116, 42340 a year.

1 – 15 January

**US Universities, Institutes and Similar**


**Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar**

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

CNEA Gov Argentina, CSIRO Australia, Gov. Brazil, UEFS, UFF, UFPR Brazil,
Concordia Canada, McGill*, Univ British Columbia, Univ of Northern British Columbia Prince
George, Univ Quebec Trois Rivieres, LN China, PRI India, Shiraz Iran, Nagoya, Tokyo Japan,
Sonora Mexico, Univ Engineering and Technology Lahore Pakistan, IT Ladkrabang Thailand,
CHNA Taiwan, Academica Sinica Taiwan, VDC Vietnam.

15 – 30 January

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Austin CC, Berkeley, Bethany Lutheran, Brigham Young, Caltech, California
College of the Arts, Allegheny County CC, Cooper*, CPE Moody Bible, California State Univ.
Long Beach, City Univ. New York, Dartmouth, Georgia State, Harvard*, Hawaii, Johns Hopkins
Naval Postgraduate School, Old Dominion, Oklahoma State, Pacific, Stanford*, Arkansas, UC
irvine, UC Santa Barbara, UC Sanat Cruz, UC San Diego, Delaware, Girona (on edu), Florida*,
Maryland, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Texas Arlington, Univ Texas*, Tennessee Martin, Toledo,
Agriculture, Kirtland Airforce Base, Wright Patterson Airforce Base, US Navy Mediterranean, IS
Navy NMCI, Honeywell, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon.
Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Vienna, KU Leuven, EPF Lausanne, Univ. Zurich, Josefka Gymnasium Czechia, Max
Planck Institute for Physics Munich, RWTH Aachen, Siemens, Augsburg, Bielefeld, Heidelberg,
Jena*, Karlsruhe, Konstanz, Leipzig, Mainz, Ulm, Kollegienet Denmark, Aragon, Barcelona,
Granada, Seville, HTV Finland, JYU Finland. IRCAM France, OLEANE France, Nice, Lille 1,
Poitiers*, NTUA Greece, RU Netherlands, RU Groningen, TU Eindhoven*, NTNU Norway,
Krakow Poland, UB Romania, UBICLUI Romania, SBB Serbia, Corbina Russia, HC, OSU
Russia, Troitsk, LIU Sweden, UU Sweden, WLB Slovenia, Sik Slovakia, Metu Turkey, Anadolu
Turkey, Kharkov Ukraine, Kiev Ukraine, Birmingham City, Bristol, Cambridge*, Durham,
Edinburgh, Essex, Luton, Nottingham, Oxford (Keble, Meerton, Trinity, physics), Southampton,
Swasnea*, University College London, York, Ceredigion.
Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Gov. Argentina, Gov. Brazil, Concordia* Canada, McGill*, Memorial Univeristy
Newfoundland, Perimeter Institute, Univeristy British Columbia, Calgary, Manitoba, Quebec
Trois Rivieres, Saskatchewan, Toronto, Victoria, UTFSM Chile, SJTU China, UTP Colombia,
IITM India, Shiraz Iran, NIIT Japan, UTM Malaysia, UET Pakistan.

Summary of February 2011
For www.aias.us there were 105,707, 74,230 page views, 12,596 distinct visits, 8.948 gigabytes downloaded, 1,963 documents read from 88 countries, led by USA, Russia, France, Germany, Australia, Canada, Austria, Sweden, Mexico, Hungary, Britain, Slovak Republic, ..... All UFT papers and articles by colleagues were read, all talks received an audience. The most read UFT papers were: 92, 25, 159(Sp), 43, 41, 172, 4, 165, 94, 54, 107, 2, 18, 8, 50, 21, 140, 81, 19, 143, 149, 114, 140(Sp), 74, 96, 53, 88, 110, 104, 131, 142, 29, 76, 131(Sp), 45, 27, 61, 93, 99, 144(Sp), ..... The most read articles were Devices, Felker3 (Sp), Progress in ECE Theory, Levitron, Maxwel III, Maxwell, Devices (Sp), Family History, Special Relativity, Universe of ME. The leading lectures were: “Nobody is Perfect”, Universe of Myron Evans, Essay 7, Advances in ECE Theory, Deflection of Light by Gravity, Intro 139, 7, 4, 12, 13, 15, 11, 14, 19, 8, 9, 10, 20, 22, 21, 23, ..... From 1st January 2010 to 28th February 2011 there hav been 33,430 diary viewings, for February 2011 average 100 a day.

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 26,724 hits, 7,967 page views, 3,733 distinct visits, and 0.563 gigabytes downloaded. For www.upitec.org there were 4,225 hits, 852 page views, 509 distinct visits and 0.680 gigabytes downloaded.

This gives a total of 136, 656 hits, 83,049 page views, 16, 838 distinct visits and 10.191 gigabytes downloaded.

1 – 15 February

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

CNEA and CBA Gov. Argentina, Defence Australia*, Transport Queensland, Camarqa Govt. Brazil, UFPB, USP Brazil, McGill Canada*, Perimeter Institute, Alberta, British Columbia*, Laval, Quebec Montreal, Quebec Trois Riviers, Saskatchewan, Waterloo, HA China, UO Cuba, INF Cuba, UH Cuba, ULEAM Equador, Unita Equador, IIT Karanpur India, RCIL Gov. India, NARL India, Hokudai Japan, IMS, Osakafu, Tokyo*, Waseda, SQU Oman, Pias Pakistan, NU Singapore, Chula Thailand, VC Venezuela, UTNG Mexico, UNAM Mexico, UITM Malaysia, Munin Venezuela.

15 – 27 February

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

CSIRO Australia, Melbourne, UWS, Defence, UFPR Brazil, UFSAM, USP Brazil, Concordia Canada, McGill*, British Columbia*, Laval, Quebec Montreal, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Waterloo, UCLV Cuba, IITM India, Goa, IIT Karanpur, CAT Gov. India, IRDE India, NARL India, Kyoto*, Titech, Tohoku, Tsukuba, Tokyo, UTNG Mexico, SQU Oman, UOK Pakistan, KMITL Thailand, Betla Venezuela, CPUT South Africa, Witwatersrand.
Summary of March 2011

For www.aias.us there were 105,932 hits, 69,795 page views, 14,579 distinct visits and 7.917 gigabytes downloaded. 2009 documents were read from 96 countries, led by USA, Russia, Britain, Germany, France, Australia, Mexico, Austria, ….

The most read papers were: 143(Sp), 19, 25, 92, 43, 69, 18, 94, 41, 54, 107, 39, 66, 4, 7, 140(Sp), 45, 146, 1, 51, 67, 8, 144, 21, 110, 44, 63, 68, 116, 159, 174, 49, 99, 161, 11, 17, 140, 47, 159(Sp), 132, 158, 131(Sp), 59, 104, 170, 26, 142, 102, ….

The most popular talks were: Universe of Myron Evans, Nobody is Perfect, Deflection of Light by Gravity, Intro to UFT 139, 20, 7, 10, 4, 14, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 23, 12, 22, 15, 19, 21, 17, …

The leading articles by colleagues were: Felker3 (Sp), Latest Family History, Sapatime Devices (Spanish), Levitron, Sapatime Devices, Space Energy, Galaxies (Sp), Overview of ECE Theory.

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 32,358 hits, 11,820 page views and 4,309 distinct visits, 5.99 gigabytes downloaded.

For www.upitec.org there were 5,414 hits, 864 page views and 545 distinct visits.

This makes a total of 143,404 hits, 82,479 page views and 20,433 individual visits, 13.91 gigabytes downloaded.

1 - 15 March

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Melbourne, Queensland, UNESP Brazil* m Sao Paolo, McMaster Canada, Trinity Western, British Columbia*, Quebec Trois Rivières, Toronto, Victoria, Waterloo*, UDEA Colombia, Andes*, RI Ministry of Education Cuba, Goa India, SKR India, Kyoto*, IPICYT Mexico, UNAM Mexico, LUMS Pakistan, NU Singapore, NCKU Taiwan, NCU*, NSYSU, NTHU*, Academica Sinica Taiwan, Univ Zulu South Africa, Witwatersrand.

15 - 30 March

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities Institutes and Similar


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

  Gov. Argentina, INTI Argentina, Australian National Univ., Univ. South Asutralia, Melbourne, Univ New South Wales, Queensland, PUC Rio Brazil, UFPA, UFRJ, UNESP Brazil, Campinas Brazil, McMaster Canada*, MTA*, YRBE Ontario, British Columbia*, Quebec Trois Rivières, Waterloo*, York Univ. Toronto, TIE Chile, UFRO, U Major Chile, UTFSM, UDEA, UNAL*, Andes* Colombia, City Univ Hong Kong, BARC Gov. India, Osakafu Japan, SKKU S. Korea, Gov. Mexico, UMICH, UNAM Mexico, UNP Peru, UPAOTeens Peru, GCUF, IU, UET, PERN Pakistan, KMITL Thailand, NTHU*, NTU* Taiwan, SUN, Capetown, Witwatersrand South Africa.

Summary of April 2011
For www.aias.us there were 93,561 hits, 13,688 distinct visits, 58,354 pages, 7.826 gigabytes downloaded, 2066 documents read from 94 countries, led by USA, Russian Federation, Germany, France, Mexico, Britain, Australia, Canada, ….

The most read UFT papers were: 178, 179, 171, 25, 158, 41, 43, 175, 94, 18, 4, 149, 32, 107, 44, 1, 135, 8, 176, 35, 104, 57, 7, 140(Spanish), 124, 123, 159(Spanish), 47, 59, 131(Spanish), 118, 54, 134, 166, 33, 116, ….

The most read articles were: Space Program, Felker3 (Spanish), Spacetime Devices, Levitron, Latest Family History, Space Energy, Engineering Model, Devices, F1, F4, ECE (Russian), Special Relativity, Galaxies (Spanish), ….

The most listened to or read talks / essays were: Nobody is Perfect (narrated by MWE), Deflection of Light by Gravity (MWE), Introduction to UFT 139 (MWE), Nobody is Perfect (narrated by Robert Cheshire), 7, 24(pdf), 4, 7(pdf), 19, 10, 8, 11, 20, 23, 17, 13, 14, 15, 9, 12, 22, 21, Universe of Myron Evans (narrated by Robert Cheshire), Universe of Myron Evans (narrated by MWE), ….

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 30,379 hits, 6.29 gigabytes downloaded, 4,176 visits and 9,224 pages downloaded.

For www.upitec.org there were 5,251 hits, 0.75 gigabytes downloaded, 632 pages and 929 pages.

There was a total of 129,191 hits, 14.87 gigabytes downloaded, 18,496 visits and 68,506 pageviews.

1 – 15 April

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Jerusalem, INFN Bari, INFN Rome 1, Calabria, Catania, Perugia, Pavia, Turin, Trento, MII 
Lithuania, CSS group Latvia, OBA Netherlands, NTNU*, UIO* Norway, Wroclaw* Poland, 
UTL Portugal, UPT Romania, Belgrade, Corbina* Russia, MTS Russia, Bionet NSC Russia, KTH 
Sweden, Josef Stephan Institute, NLB Slovenia, LSG Slovakia, Tarassul Syria, Ankara, DEU 
Turkey, Brooklands, Cambridge, Durham, Edinburgh*, Kent, Lancaster, Manchester, Nottingham, 
Gradacc Oxford, Queen’s Univ. Belfast, Seffield, Sheffeilid Hallam, Stirling, East Anglia. 

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 
Citefa Gov. Argentina, CSIRO Australia, Monash, QLD, QUT, Melbourne, 
Queensland Australia, UFRJ, Sao Paolo* Brazil, McGill*, British Columbia*, Calgary, New 
Brunswick, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto*, York Univ. Toronto Canada, Univ Chile*, UCN, 
UCT Chile, HA China, UNAL Colombia, BHU India, Indian Statistical Institute, Shahed Iran, 
Ibaraki, Junshin, Osaka, Osakafu, Yamagata Japan, UGTO, ITAM, USON, UIA Mexico, UTHM 
Malaysia, PUCP Peru, Kohat, LHR-NU, NUST, QAU Pakistan, NU Singapore*, NCTU, NSYSU, 
NTHU Taiwan, Hartrao, NWU, Capetown South Africa. 

15 – 29 April 

US Universities, Institutes and Similar. 
Alabama Supercomputer Authority, Arizona State, Aurora, Baylor, Boise State, Caltech., 
Colorado, Columbia*, Cornell, California State Monterey Bay, Dartmouth, Dickinson, Dixie, 
Elon, Emory, Harvard*, Hawaii, Illinois*, James Madison, Kansas State, Louisiana Tech., 
Maricopa, Midlessex Community College, MIT, Missouri Science and Technology, Michigan 
Tech.*, Miami, Northern Arizona*, North Carolina State, NIT India (edu), Northwestern, Old 
Dominion, Ohio*, Pittsburgh, Penn State*, Purdue, Reed, Rensealer, St Petersburgh College 
Florida, UC Los Angeles*, UC San Diego, Florida, Houston, South Alabama, Illinois Chicago*, 
Illinois Urbana Champaign*, U Mass., Minnesota Twin Cities, New Hampshire, Dhaka (edu), 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Utah, Texas, Virginia, Vermont, Wallawalla (edu), Washington, 
Washington St Louis*, Yale*; NASA, NOAA, NMCI Navy*, General Electric, BMW Group, 
Hewlett Packard, Mount Michael Benedictine Abbey Nebraska, Wilcox Schools. 
Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 
Free Univ Brussels, EPF Lausanne*, ZCU Czechia, German Synchrotron Facility, Max 
Planck Halle, Max Planck Heidelberg, Siemens, TU Freiburg, TU Harburg, Heidelberg*, Jena, 
Karlsruhe*, Cologne, Magdeburg, Muenchen, Wuerzburg, The University of the Basque Country, 
Barcelona, Zaragosa, HTV Finland, ANPE France, ASSO France, CNRS Grenoble, INRA France, 
LISIF France, Jussieu, Strasbourg, Poitiers*, Reims, Trinity College Dublin, Technion Israel, 
INFN Florence, INFN Legnaro National Laboratory, Florence, KUN Netherlands, RU 
Netherlands, Utrecht*, UIO Norway, CFT Poland, UJ Poland, UTL Portugal*, Serbian Academy 
of Sciences, Belgrade, Corbina Russia, Kumbang SM, Lipetsk, MGn Russia, MTS russia, MTU Net 
Russia, KTH Sweden, Antik Slovakia, Ankara Turkey, Gazi*, Kocaeli, Metu Turkey, Edinburgh, 

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 
Gov. Queensland, UFPE Brazil, Sao Paolo, Gov. British Columbia, Perimeter Institute, 
British Columbia, Calgary, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterloo, UFRO Chile, UTFSM 
Chile, INF Cuba, IPM Indonesia, ITS Indonesia, UNPAR Indonesia, IITM India, Minpaku Japan,
Osaka, Tokyo Tech, Tokyo, SNU South Korea, UITM Malaysia, Auckland*, Kohat Pakistan, New
Pakistan University, QAU Pakistan, NU Singapore, Chula Thailand, NTHU, NTU* Taiwan, RU
South Africa, Capetown, Witwatersrand.

END OF SEVEN YEARS OF RECORDING

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Summary of May 2011

For www.aias.us there were 110,015 hits, 73,150 page views, 16,301 distinct visits, 13.53
gigabytes downloaded, 2,117 files read from 98 countries, led by US, Germany, Russian
Federation, Czechia, France, Italy, Britain, Australia, .... All paper, articles and essays read, all
broadcasts heard.

The leading UFT papers were: 68, 25, 46, 33, 41, 18, 43, 58, 52, 110, 177, 49, 107, 140,
104, 94, 127, 54, 81, 29, 88, 118, 61, 102, 88, 142, 1, 2, 35, 175, 63, 149, 48, 91, 99, 7, 64, 116, 65,
159(Sp), 170, 171, 181, 20, 37, 11, 47, 53, 66, 131, 140(Sp), 168, 38, 8, ....

The leading articles were: Felker3 (Sp), Family History, levitron, Galaxies (Sp), Space
Energy, Spacetime Devices, Spacetime Device (Sp), Johnson Magnets, EEC Engineering Model,
ECE, Crothers Sharples, ....

The leading talks and essays were: Nobody is Perfect, Deflection of Light due to Gravity,
Universe of ME (pdf), Nobody’s Perfect (Robert Cheshire), 22, 23, 21, 17, Essay of UFT139, 15,
24, 7,13, ....

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 28,935 hits, 2.28 gigabytes downlaoded, 4,292 visits
and 8,986 page views.

For www.upitec.org there were 4,738 hits, 0.76 gigabytes downloaded, 560 visits and 846 page
views.

This gives a total of 143,688 hits, 82,982 page views, 16.57 gigabytes downloaded and 21,153
visits.

1 – 15 May

US Universities, Institutes and Similar
Arizona, Austin CC*, Binghamton, Brandeis, Ball State, Canyons, Caribbean,
Cedarville, Cornell*, Gustavus Adolphus, Geneseo*, Hawaii, Illinois Institute Technology*,
Indiana, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics, James Madison, Kent State, Lousiana State*, MIT,
and Tech., Oklahoma Christian, Ohio State, Princeton, Purdue*, Rose Hulman, Southern
Methodist, Stanford, Stevens Tech., UC Davis, UC Fresno, UC Irvine, Connecticut, UC
Riverside*, UC Santa Barbara, UC San Diego, Delaware, Houston, Illinois Urbana Champaigne,
Wisconsin; Kirtland AF, NMCI Navy*, Brookhaven, Los Alamos, National Institutes of Health,
IBM*, Northrop Grumman, Rocky Vista University, Seton Organization.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Adelaide, Australian National, East Queensland, Monash*, Marquette, Queensland, Ministryst of Defence Australia, UFC, UFRGS, UFSC Brazil, McGill, Perimeter, Simon Fraser, British Columbia*, Waterloo Canada, UNAL Colombia, RCIL Gov. India, Kanazawa, Kansai, Kyoto,Osaka*, Osakaufu, Titech*,Tohoku Japan, UNAM Mexico*, Uniten Malaysia, National Univ Nicaragua, Victoria New Zealand, National Univ. Peru, CIIT, NUST Pakistan, National univ Rwanda, NCUT, National Univ Taiwan, NWU, SUN, Cape Town South Africa.

15 – 30 May

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

TU Vienna, Vienna, louvain, EPF Lausanne, German National Synchrotron Facility (DESY), IFW Dresden, Max Planck Heidelberg, Bochum, Siemens*, Students Bonn, TU Berlin, TU Freiburg, Bonn*, Hannover, Heidelberg, Karlsruhe, Kaiserslautern, Koblenz, Leipzig, Saarland, Tuebingen, Wuerzburg, Hamburg, College Net Denmark, Aragon, EHU Spain, GMV, MDE, TSAI* Spain, UCM, Granada*, UPV*, USAL, UV Spain, Spanish Parliament, Nancy Metz France, ESPCI, French National Particle Laboratory, ONERA, Polytechnique, F. Comte, Poitiers*, NTUA Greece, TUC, UOC Greece, JCT Israel, Emilia Romagna Italy, Ghislieri, INFN Bari, Rome 2, Genoa, Padua, Pavia, RU Netherlands, UPC, Utrecht*, UVT Netherlands, UIB, UIO Norway, Poznan Poland, Lisbon, SBB net Russia, Corbina net Russia, Kirov, Saratov, MTS-NN Russia, Chalmers Sweden, Umea Sweden, NLB Slovenia, Birmingham City, CSX Cambridge,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
  UNLP Argentina, Australian National, Monash, Queensalnd, Melbourne, Western Australia, Queensalnd Government, Queensland, UFG Brazil, UFPA, Unicamp Brazil, McMaster*, Perimeter, British Columbia*, Waterloo*, Western Ontario Canada, UTFSM Chile, UDEA, UNAL, Andes Colombia, IMSC India, Shiraz Iran, Osakagu*, Shisuoka, Waseda Japan, KNU, Postech S. Korea, UAM, UOA, UNAM* Mexico, Auckland, Victoria New Zealand, GCUF, NUST, UAF, UET Pakistan, NU Rwanda, NU Singapore, NTHU, NTU* Taiwan, British Univ Uruguay, NWU, UP South Africa.

Summary of June 2011

For www.aias.us there were 96,141 hits, 8.752 gigabytes downloaded, 13,670 distinct visits, 58,361 page views, 2,154 documents read from 92 countries, led by US, China, Britain, Russia, Germany, Argentina, France, …

The most read UFT papers were: 49, 43, 25, 41, 4, 60, 159(Sp), 52, 94, 140, 65, 110, 175, 18, 38, 157(Sp), 46, 107, 177, 20, 54, 37, 61, 169, 140(Sp), 11, 7, 81, 104, 116, 99, 147, 149, 184, 1,2, 102, 181, 118, ….. All papers read.

The most popular talks essays etc. were: Nobody is Perfect (HE and MWE), On the Deflection of Light by Gravity (MWE), Nobody’s Perfect (RC), Universe of Myron Evans (pdf), Spacetime Devices, 15, 20, Universe of Myron Evans (RC), 17, 13, 23, 22, 14, 21, Intro to UFT 139, 19, 7, 9, 37 (pdf), 7, 8, …..

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 27,717 hits, 19,006 page views, 2,28 gigabytes downloaded, 4,603 distinct visits.

For www.upitec.org there were 3,393 hits, 2,142 page views, 0.40 gigabytes, 573 distinct visits.

This gives a total of 127,251 hits, 79,509 page views, 18,846 distinct visits and 11.43 gigabytes downloaded.

1 – 15 June

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor, Universities, Institutes and Similar
  UC Liege, Charles Univ Prague, german Synchrotron Facility*, Bosch, FH Muenster, Fraunhofer*, Max Planck Heidelberg, Bocum, Siemens*, TU Darmstadt*, Erlangen, Frankfurt,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

UNLP Argentina*, Government Argentina, Australian National, Queensland, RMIT Melbourne, Swinburne, UFAM, UFPEL, INF, UF Rio*, UFSC, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo* Brazil, Owen Sound Canada, British Columbia*, Waterloo, Western Ontario, Swiss Com Switzerland, UTA Chile, HA China, UDEA, Norte, Valle Colombia, MRI, Government, Bose, IMSC India, Shiraz Iran, Kokudai, NIFS, Shinsu Japan, KAIST, KHNP South Korea, UASLP, UNAM Mexico, Government Malaysia, Otago New Zealand, GCU, GCUF, New Univesity, TUF, UET Pakistan, NCTU, NTHU* Taiwan, NWU South Africa.

15 – 30 June

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Albany Medical Center, Augsburg, Berkeley, Bostin University, Buffalo, Camden CC, Colorado, Cornell*, Georgetown, Indian River, Lock Haven, Michigan Tech., NIT India (using edu), Oklahoma Christian, Potsdam, Purdue, Rutgers, Texas A and M, IC Irvine, UC Merced, Iowa, Maryland, Michigan, Chapel Hill, Texas, BNL, NIST, Airforce AFNOC, Army SMDC, NGA Military, Intel, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Berkeley Public.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Western Power Australia, ANU, Ballarat, Queensland Tech., Melbourne, Queensland, UFAM Brazil, Sao Paolo, Perimeter Canada, UBC*, TIE Chile*, UCT Chile, UDEA Colombia, UO Cuba, TIFT India, Kobe, TUS Japan, Tokyo, NIT Kenya, UAEH Mexico, UAEM, Government Malaysia, LUMS Pakistan, NCP, QAU, CMU Thailand, NCU Taiwan.
Summary of July 2011

For www.aias.us there were 78,144 hits, 6,799 gigabytes downloaded, 13,313 distinct visits, 46,198 page views, 2,036 documents read from 89 countries, led by USA, Russian Federation, Germany, Britain, France, Argentina, Australia, Mexico, …

All UFT papers read, led by 189, 180, 187, 188, 24, 43, 186, 152, 167, 41, 140, 189-4, 166, 107, 177, 26, 94, 110, 157 (Sp), 11, 99, 142, 140(Sp), 52, 47, 159(Sp), 108, 7, 119, 44, 150, 1, 57, 64, 8, 42, 65, 118, …

Leading Essay Broadcasts were: 3(RC), Nobody is Perfect (MWE), 3 (MWE), 28(RC), Universe Part 1(RC), 30(RC), 37(RC), 29(RC), 34(RC), 12(RC), 33(RC), 24(RC), 10(RC), 32(RC), 35(RC), 26(RC), 5(RC), 11(RC), 14(RC), 6(RC), 15(RC), 25(MWE), 9(RC), 19(RC), 17(MWE), 16(MWE), 22(MWE), 4(MWE), Introduction UFT 139 (MWE), …… Estimated 3,500 hearings of broadcasts.

Leading Articles were Spacetime Devices, Felker 3 (Sp.), Infinite Solenoid, Universe of Myron Evans, Latest Family History, GGltr1, ECE Popular, Space Energy, Workshop Overview, Workshop Slides, ECE Engineering Model, ….

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 27,333 hits, 18,427 page views, 2.12 gigabytes and 4,948 distinct visits.

For www.upitec.org there were 4,152 hits, 1,770 page views, 0.47 gigabytes and 738 distinct visits.

This gives a total of 109,629 hits, 66,395 page views, 9.37 gigabytes and 18,999 distinct visits.

1 – 15 July

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
- Murdoch Univ Australia, SCU Australia, Gov. Australia, PUC Rio Brazil, UFG, UFPR, UFRJ Brazil*, GC Canada, McGill, UBC*, UNINE Chile, Univ Central Chile, UFRO, UP Cuba, RRI India, Kyoto, UGTO Mexico.

15 – 30 July

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar
- Vienna, BAS Belgium, CERN*, German Synchrotron Facility, DFKI, Siemens, TU Berlin, Hannover*, Heidelberg, Kiel, Leipzig*, Tuebingen, Tartu Estonia, Aragon, EHU, IFAE, UCM, UPC, UPCT, UPM, USC, UV Spain, Gov Canary Islands, FMI Finland, Joensuu Finland, OBSPM France, Oëleane France, Polytechnique, RAIN France, Rennes 1, URG Greece, ADSL Hungary, Radio Hungary, HUJI Israel, INFN Padua, Modena, Rome 1, CSS Latvia, Tvente Netherlands, Utrecht, UVT, CAMK Poland, CM FARO Portugal, AMRES Serbia, Corbina Russia, JINR Russia, MTU Net Russia, SCC Slovakia, KIPT Kharkov, BBSRC Britain, Brooklands, Cambridge, Cardiff, Coventry, Imperial, Leeds, Nottingham, York, NNC (THLS), NSH, Essex Schools.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
- Australian National, Melbourne, BOM Gov Australia, Defence Gov Australia, McGill Canada, UBC, Montreal, UFRO Chile, HA China, UNAL Colombia, Gov. Colombia, UNL Ecuador, Gov. India, TIFRBNIG India, Hiroshimma, Hokudai, Kyoto*, Tokyo, UTHM Malaysia, Auckland, Apiquitos Peru, GU Pakistan, New Pakistan University, MCUT Taiwan, Tlabs South Africa, UFS South Africa.

Summary of August 2011

New diary or blog record of 582 visits on 30th August, 53,558 total on 31st August.

For www.aias.us there were 85,554 hits, 50,677 page views, 13,942 distinct visits and 13.96 gigabytes downloaded. A total of 2,218 documents were read from 99 countries, led by USA, Russian Federation, Britain, Germany, Mexico, Australia, Canada, Japan, …

http://www.atomicprecision.com
The most read source papers were: 25, 43, 41, 26, 18, 4, 8, 159(Sp), 191, 19, 190, 52, 116, 140, 107, 140(Sp), 177, 170, 64, 54, 42, 7, 47, 49, 94, 11, 50, 44, 45, 118, 1, 20, 46, 65, 76, 108, 12, 51, 31, 3, 59, 119, 85, 81, 161, 28, 60, 161(Sp), 128, 189, 75, 115, 149, 38, 88, 142, 160, 33, 34, 37, 57, 15, 2, 67, …. all 193 source papers read.

The most read articles were: Felker 3 (Spanish), Overview of ECE Theory, New Autobiography, Spacetime Devices (Spanish), Latest Family History, Universe of Myron Evans, Johnson Magnets, MWE Curriculum Vitae. ……… all articles read

The leading broadcasts were: On Light Deflection by Gravitation (RC), Nobody’s Perfect (MWE), Nobody’s Perfect (RC), 42 (RC), 41 (RC), 34 (RC), 9(RC), 7(MWE), 23 (MWE), 22 (MWE), 21 (MWE), Nikola Who? (RC), 25 (MWE), 26 (RC), 5(RC), 28(RC), 29(RC), Universe 1 (RC), 10 (RC), 19 (RC), 27 (MWE), 36 (RC), 39 (RC), 14 (RC), 24 (RC), 32 (RC), 35 (RC), 40 (RC), 8 (RC), …. All essays and broadcasts read and listened to in English and Spanish.

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 29,074 hits, 19,420 files, 5,022 distinct visits and 0.629 gigabytes downloaded.

For www.upitec.org there were 4,008 hits, 2,477 files downloaded, 638 individual visits and 0.051 gigabytes downloaded.

This is a total of 118,636 hits, 72,574 files, 19,602 distinct visits and 14.64 gigabytes downloaded.

1 – 15 August

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UNT Argentina, Adelaide, Swinburne, Melbourne, UEMA Brazil, UFPE Brazil, Saskatchewan Schools, UBC*, York University Canada, Univ. Chile, UTFSM Chile, Andes Colombia, CAT Gov. India, Nagaohout Japan, UGTO Mexico, KNU South Korea, Auckland, ADZI Phillipines, NUR Rwanda, KMITL Thailand, SUN, TLABS, UL, Witwatersrand South Africa.

15 – 30 August

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

ANU* Australia, Latrobe, Melbourne*, Western Australia, Defence Australia, Gov British Columbia Canada, Fraser Health, Valleyfield Quebec, UBC*, Manitoba, Montreal, BSJ, Waterloo, UTFSM Chile, HA China, UNAL Colombia, TSS Gov. Colombia, PUCE Ecuador, BRCM India, Tezu, BARC, IIT Karanpur, RCIL Gov. India, UGTO Mexico, UMich Mexico, UNAM Mexico, GOB Peru, GIKT Pakistan, NUST Pakistan, NCU Taiwan, NWU South Africa, Capetown, UKZN, NL South Africa.

Summary of September 2011

New diary or blog record of 682 visits on September 19th., total of 58,327 viewings since January 1st, 2010.

For www.aias.us there were 11,858 distinct visits, 78,226 hits, 40,721 page views, 10.026 gigabytes downloaded, 2,234 documents read from 97 countries led by USA, Britain, Russia, Germany, Mexico, Australia, France, Japan, ....
All UFT papers were read, in order: 193, 194, 150-B, 41, 25, 159(Sp), 140, 54, 4, 116, 188, 140(Sp), 49, 107, 166, 47, 142(Sp), 170(Sp), 175, 7, 114, 81, 157, 192, 110, 11, 169, 33, 2, 68, 12, 37, 3, 61, 144(Sp), 157(Sp), 24, 38, 59, 161(Sp), 166(Sp), 1, 20, 42, 102, 88, ....

All broadcasts were heard, all essays read, in order: On the Deflection of Light by Gravity (RC), Nobody is Perfect, Nobody’s Perfect(RC), 30(RC), (RC), 7, Intro 139 (RC), 27, 41(RC), 42(RC), 20, 50(pdf), 7, 19, 35, 38(RC), 11(RC), Univ. ME1 (RC), 14(RC), 15, 16, 18, 25, 33, 36, 4, Nikola Who? (RC), Deflection of Light by Gravity(RC), 17, 10, 13, 21, 22, 23, 24(RC), 8(RC), 26(RC), 12(RC), 6(RC), 8, .......

Articles were read in order: Felker3 (Sp), Autobiography, Space Energy, Overview of ECE Theory, Johnson Magnets, Latest Family History, Felker 4, Space Devices (Sp), MWE CV,....

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 33,085 hits, 21,663 files, 5,977 distinct visits and 0.429 gigabytes downloaded.

For www.upitec.org there were 3,802 hits, 2,353 files, 589 distinct visits and 0.057 gigabytes downloaded.

This gives a total of 115,113 hits, 64,737 files, 18,424 distinct visits and 10.51 gigabytes downloaded.

1-15 September

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNLP Argentina, Australian National University, C.O. C. Australia, MacQuarie, Armidale, Defence, UFC Brazil, Colval Quebec Canada, Triumf Canada, UBC*, Quebec Trois Rivieres*, PUC Chile, Univ Chile, UNAB Chile, UDEA, UNAL, Valle Colombia, Baidu China, IIT Karangpur India, Government India, AFRI, PRL India, Osaka, TCU, TUAT Japan, MRT Ceylon, IIE, UGTO, UNAM, USON Mexico, IBA, LHR-NU, New PU Pakistan, NTHU Taiwan*, VDC Venezuela, SUN SA, UFS, Witwatersrand South Africa*.

15 - 30 September

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

MDP Argentina, UNLP, Government, Adelaide Australia, ANU, Monash, Melbourne*, Queensland, UFF, UNICAMP Brazil, Brandon Canada, Gov. Canada, McGill, McMaster, Colval Quebec, UBC*, Sakatechewan, Victoria, HA China, Eafit Colombia, UDEA, UNAL*, Andes*, IITM India, MNIT, BARC, IIT Karangpur, Gov. India, Ritsumeia, TUA tech, IIE Mexico, UNAM, UTHM, Waikato New Zealand, SQU Oman, New Pakistan University, NUST, QAU, Peshawar, NCTU Taiwan*, NITU, Academica Sinica, Gove Taiwan, Fmed Uruguay, NWU, Unisam UP Witwatersrand South Africa.
Summary of October 2011

For www.aias.us there were 90,011 hits, 7.98 gigabytes downloaded, 14,326 distinct visits, 52,805 pages downloaded, 2,246 documents read from 102 countries, led by USA, Australia, Russia, Canada, Germany, Spain, France, Britain, ...

The most read UFT papers were: 194, 177, 25, 64, 41, 43, 150-B, 118, 107, 18, 123, 140(Sp), 8, 159(Sp), 149, 175, 4, 142 (Sp), 57, 94, 116, 81, ......

The most heard essay broadcasts were (by Robert Cheshire unless otherwise indicated): 3 (Light Deflection by Gravitation), Nobody is Perfect (MWE), 39, 6, 9, 38, 5, Nikola Who?, 43, 47(MWE), 41, 44(MWE), 42, 7(MWE), 35, 49(MWE), 18(MWE), 32, 19, 24, 27(MWE), 50(MWE), Universe of Myron Evans Part 1, 37, 4(MWE), 48(MWE), 8, 36, 46(MWE), Nobody’s Perfect, 45(MWE), 17(MWE), 12, 20(MWE), 34, 49, 28, 14, 16(MWE), 25(MWE), 26, 29, 10, 15(MWE), 22(MWE), ......

The most read articles and books were: Felker3 (Spanish), Prose Autobiography, Spacetime Devices (Sp), Overview of ECE Theory, CV of MWE, ......

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 32,216 hits, 0.49 gigabytes downloaded, 11,642 distinct visits and 5,471 distinct visits.

For www.upitrec.org there were 5,353, hits, 981 pages, 634 visits and 0.07 gigabytes downloaded.

This gives a total of 127,580 hits, 65,428 pages, 20,431 visits, 8.54 gigabytes downloaded.

1 - 15 October

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Royal Society, TU Vienna, ULB Belgium, EPF Lausanne, ETH, Geneva, Zurich, CU Prague, Max Planck Heidelberg, Siemens*, TU Cottbus, Leipzig, Magdeburg, Stuttgart, Tuebingen, SDU Denmark, Aragon, TSAI Spain, Madrid Autonomous, UCLM, UCM, UCO, Canaries, Jaen, US, USAL, UV* Spain, CNRS Grenoble France, ENS Cachan, French National Particle Lab., ISAE, OBSPM, RAIN, SNECMA, Lemans, Poitiers, CYTA Croatia, FESB Croatia, BME Hungary, NUIM Ireland, JCT Israel, Tel Aviv, Pisa Italy, BAU Jordan, Australian

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

MDP Argentina, Gov. Argentina*, Monash Australia, RMIT, Melbourne*, Sydney, Western Australia, PUC Rio Brazil, UFMG, UNESP, Unicamp, Sao Paolo*, Concordia*, Mount Royal, Colvac Quebec, UBC*, Calgary, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterloo, UZH Chile, UDEA Colombia, ULEAM Equador, CMI India, IITM, JNCASR, VIT, Government, IMSC, IRDE, Iwate Japan, Ritsumei, IPICYT Mexico, UAEM Mexico, UITM Malaysia, NU Singapore, NCTU Taiwan*, NTU, VDC Venezuela, NWU Zambia.

15 - 30 October

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

ITBA Argentina, Adelaide, ANU, Queensland*, Melbourne, Sydney, UFC Brazil, UFPR, UFS, UNESP, UNICAMP, Sao Paolo, British Columbia, Colval*, Queens, UBC, Calgary,
Toronto*, Waterloo, UGM Indonesia, Karazawa Japan, Kyushu, Reitaku, Korea, SNU Korea, MRT Sri Lanka, UOMIC Mexico, UITM Malaysia, FUVAST Pakistan, LHR-NU, NUST, NU Singapore, NTU Taiwan, UPEL Venezuela, UCT South Africa.

-----------------------------------------------------

PAPERS READ BY LEADING UNIVERSITY STAFF AND STUDENTS: Nov 5th to Oct 2011

Nov 5th: Bonn UFT88
Oct. 29th: Students Bonn UFT18, Kralsruhe UFT73, UFT190, UC Riverside UFT39, Iowa UFT149, NTU Taiwan Essay 27.
Oct 28th: Queensland DS, TDC Denmark UFT107, Galileo UFT169(Sp), NIIT UFT158, UC Riverside UFT42, Minnesota Twin Cities UFT18, French Aprticle Lab ECE (French), SIIRT Turkey UFT76, BBSCR Britain UFT166, UPELV Venezuela Essay 24.
Oct. 25th: UFC Brazil UFT104, Zurich UFT41, Tuebingen UFT175, Ecuador UFT140(Sp.), Chemistry Cornell Essay 11, Georgetown ‘t Hooft rebuttal; Chicago UFT41, Connecticut extensive UFT191; Florida UFT81, Minnesota UFT44, Iovi Spain UFT122, JUY Finland UFT175, NIST
UFT41, Univ College Dublin Educational Note 2, ENI Italy UFT94, Marwan Morroco UFT19, UMICH Mexico Felker4 Spanish.


Oct. 23rd: Vienna UFT101, Sydney UFT25, Old Dominion UFT175, Minnesota UFT178, new Mexico Essay 11.

Oct. 22nd: Vienna UFT50, 54, 55, 63, 12, Hamilton UFT148, Princeton UFT41, NUST Pakistan UFT141 and UFT143, Capetown UFT166.

Summary of November 2011

For www.aias.us there were 73,439 hits, 5.794 gigabytes downloaded, 13,679 visits, 40,552 page views from 102 countries, led by US, Australia, Russian Federation, Germany, Mexico, France, Britain, ..... All UFT papers were read, led by 25, 54, 140, 41, 150B, 4, 140(Sp), 43, 166, 175, 159(Sp), 18, 107, 116, 11, 166(Sp), 88, 169, 13, 149, 110, 8, 142(Sp), ..... All broadcasts heard, led by 3, Nobody is Perfect, 49, 50, Universe of Myron Evans, 8, 47, 24, 30, 41, 42, 9, 26, 17, 25, 45, 40, 48, 37, 7, 44, 6, 35, Intro UFT139, Nicola Who?, 27, Nobody is Perfect, 39, 12, 20, 10, 11, 14, 16, 18, 21, 22, 33, 31, 38, 13, 15, 19, 23, 32, 43, 5, 29, 34, 46, 28, ..... All articles and books read, led by Felker5 (Sp), Autobiography, CV, ...... For www.atomicprecision.com there were 34,844 hits, 6,393 visits, 0.41 gigabytes and 13,037 pages.

For www.upitec.org there were 5,369 hits, 532 visits, 877 pages, 0.07 gigabytes.

The total was 113,652 hits, 20,604 distinct visits, 54,466 pages and 6.27 gigabytes

1 - 15 November

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Hudson Regional Information Center, School District of Philadelphia, Trinity Lutheran School, Bend, Oregon.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNSA Argentina, Adelaide, Australian National University*, Flinders, Sydney*, UFMG Brazil, AEI Canada, Dalhousie, McGill, Netcampus Canada, Government of Ontario, Perimeter Institute, Alberta, British Columbia, Calgary, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterloo, York University Toronto, PUC Chile, UNAL Colombia, Government of Colombia, UO Cuba, INF, OHC Cuba, Rmed, MICSF Cuba, Government of Ecuador, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre India, IOPB India, Tokyo, Waseda, SNU South Korea, UGTO Mexico, CIIT-WAH Pakistan, National University of Singapore*, Educational Institute Hong Kong, National Taiwan University, TCCPM Taiwan, African Institute for Mathematical Sciences Capetown, Central University of Technology Orange Free State, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University Port Elizabeth, Capetown University, Witwatersrand, UC Venezuela.

15 - 29 November

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
UNLP Argentina, CNEA Gov. Argentina, Adelaide, Marquette, Sydney, Western Sydney, Gov. Brunei, LACTEC Brazil, UFF, UFMG, UFPA Brazil, Laurentian Canada, McGill, Perimeter Institute, Queens, Simon Frazer, Alberta*, British Columbia*, North British Columbia, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterlo, NJU China, UNAL Colombia, Gov. Colombia, OHC Cuba, IED Hong Kong, ITB Indonesia, IITKGP India, Gov. India*, PRL India, Keio Japan, Titech, Tokyo Univ. Science, IPN Mexico, ITESM, UNAM* Mexico, Uitm Malaysia, Otago New Zealand, New Univ Pakistan, KKU Thailand, KMITL Thailand, National Taiwan Univ., UDSSM Tanzania, UC Venezuela.

Summary of December 2011
For www.aias.us there were 95,927 hits, 14.18 gigabytes downloaded, 15,334 visits, 60,938 page views, 2,372 documents read from 106 countries, led by US, Britain, Ukraine, Australia, Germany, Mexico, Netherlands, France, ..... All UFT papers read repeatedly, led by: 25, 43, 177, 200, 140, 41, 54, 150B, 88, 175, 166, 116, 118, 142(Sp), 57, 159(Sp), 107, 18, 8, 94, 149, 140(Sp), 104, 100, 20, 66, .......

All Broadcasts listened to repeatedly, led by: Deflection of Light by Gravity, Nobody is Perfect, 45, 43, 7, 42, 5, 38, 4, 41, 46, 19, 32, 49, 40, 27, 48, 33, Nikola Who?, 44, 30, 24, 30, 9, 36, 6, 20, 8, 50, 14, 23, 34, 35, 37, IntroUFT139, 28, 12, 15, 18, 21, 22, 25, 17, 11, 16, 29, 10, 13, 24, Nobody’s Perfect, .......

Books and Articles read repeatedly, led by: UNCC Saga 4, Autobiography volume 1, My CV, ....

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 36,956 hits, 5,997 visits, 12,486 pages downloaded, 0.54 gigabytes.

For www.upitec.org there were 4,883 hits, 815 pages, 553 visits, 0.07 gigabytes.

The total was 137,755 hits, 21,884 visits, 74,239 pages, 14.79 gigabytes, 106 countries.

1 - 15 December

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Wyggeston and Queen Elizabeth School Leicester, York University *, British Library*, Llyfrgell Cenedlaethol Cymru (National Library of Wales).

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Jijel Algeria, UNLP Argentina, Toshiba Company Australia, Autsralian National, Chief Scientific Advisor Australia, South Queenslans, Victoria, Unicamp Brazil, Sao Paolo, Acadia Univ Canada, Gov. British Columbia, Brock, Dalhousie, McGill, Robarts Institute, Univ Alberta*, Univ British Columbia, Calgary, Manitoba, Moncton, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Victoria, High Energy Physics China, UNAL Colombia, IGCAR Gov. India, IUAC India, Kanazawa Univ Japan, Kyoto*, Tokyo, UEC Japan, Chiba, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, National Incident Management System Japan, Chonnam South Korea, UGTO Mexico, Otago New Zealand, UNP Peru, AU Pakistan, FUAAST Pakistan, NCP, UET, UMT Pakistan, HEC Gov. Pakistan, NU Rwanda, Chula Thailand, NCTU, NTU Taiwan, Talabs South Africa, Capetown.

15 - 30 December

US Universities, Institutes and Similar


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Karl Francis University Graz, Liege, Leuven, CERN, ETH Zurich, Czech technical University Prague, Mazaryk University, German Synchrotron Facility, Red Cross Freiburg, Max Planck Heidelberg, RWTH Aachen, TU Darmstadt, Erlangen, Leipzig*, Mainz, Oldenburg, Tuebingen*, Spanish Ministry of Defence, Barcelona, Murcia, Polytechnic University of Catalonia, Polytechnic University of Madrid, Seville, Vigo, Valencia, Astrophysics Institute of Paris, Mairie Rueil Malmaison, Noopis Mining Solutions France, Poitiers*, University College Dublin, Hebrew University Jerusalem, Tel Aviv University, Weizmann Institute*, Helsinki, INAF Lambrate Italy, CSS Group Latvia, Daugavpils University Latvia, ONS Student net Netherlands, Tilburg University Netherlands, Oslo, Royal Society of Chemistry, Pilicka, Szczecin, Coimbra Portugal, Aveiro Portugal, Corbina system Russia, Debryansk, National Nuclear Research University Moscow, Slovenian Technical University Bratislava, HUN Turkey*, Iyte*, ONU Turkey, Bristol, Brookes, Unix central University of Cambridge, Trinity College Cambridge, King’s College London, Manchester, Southampton, Strathclyde, British Library*, Defence Science and Technology Laboratory.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

INTA Government of Argentina, Australian National University, UFMG Brazil, UFPA Brazil, Queen’s University Canada, Univ British Columbia, Laval, Montreal, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Waterloo, Providencia Chile, Sernageomin Chile, Talcahuano Chile, Kanazawa
Univ. Japan, Kyoto University, Tsukuba University, Japan Atomic Energy Authority, Korea University, Postech, National Univ of Peru, CIIT Pakistan, NCP, NUST, UET Pakistan, Tzing Hwa University Taiwan, National Taiwan University*, Academica Sinica Taiwan, Capetown University.

Summary of January 2012

For www.aias.us there were 91,596 hits, 15,009 visits, 50,364 pages downloaded, 7.60 gigabytes, form 96 counties led by US, Australia, Germany, Ukraine, Mexico, France, Britain, ....

All UFT papers studied, led by 25, 19, 43, 17, 41, 203, 4, 205, 54, 140, 88, 76, 142, 140 (Spanish), 166, 107, 204, 75, 8, 1, 18, 37, 116, 110, 118, ....
All essay broadcasts heard, led by 3 (Light Deflection by Gravity), Nobody is Perfect, 5 (Criticisms of the University of Wales), 44, 25, 48, 41, 46, 43, 40, 19, 34, 45, 17, 30, 35, 6, Universe of MWE Part 1, 38, 18, 8, 24, 49, 4, 12, 14, 29, 32, 9, 17, 16, 22, 23, 27, 33, 28, 10, 13, 21, 11, 15, 20,26, 36, ..... All Article by colleagues read led by Felker 3 (Spanish), My Autobiography, Johnson Magnets, Leviton, Filtered Statistics, My CV, Felker 2 (Spanish), Spacetime Devices, ....

1 - 15 January

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.


Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Vienna*, Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy, CERN, EPF Lausanne, Zurich University of the Arts, German Synchrotron Facility*, Red Cross Freiburg, FU Berlin, Technical University Schorndorf, Siemens, Student and Church Halls of Residence Bonn, TU Berlin, TU Darmstadt, Bielefeld, Hamburg, Hannover, Karlsruhe, Cologne*, Leipzig, Siegen, Niels Bohr Institute Copenhagen, IFAE Spain, Barcelona Autonomous, Madrid Autonomous, Madrid Complutensian, Zaragosa, Salamanca*, Valencia, TUT Finland, VTT Finland, CNRS Grenoble, Institute of Physics Grenoble, Paris Psud, Poitiers, Rennes 1. Tours, Aristotle University Greece, ATT School System Greece, Commissioner for Irish Lights, Hebrew University Jerusalem, Tela Aviv University, Weizmann Institute, INAF Lambrate, INFN Bari, SISSA Trieste, Milan, Padua, Stockholm University in Riga, Free University of Amsterdam, Tilburg, European Archive Paris and Amsterdam, Faculty of Physics Univ Warsaw, University of Mining and Metallurgy Krakow, Technical Univ Lisbon Portugal, Babes Bolya and Cluj Napoca Romania, Univ Novom Sadu Serbia, National Nuclear Research University Moscow, University of Dubna, yandex and corbina
systems Russia, Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm, DEU Turkey, Meti Univ Turkey, UCW
Aberystwyth, Brighton, Astronomy Cambridge, St Catherine’s College Cambridge, Churchill
College Cambridge, Chemical Engineering Cambridge, Unix central system Cambridge,
Engineering Cambridge, UW Cardiff*, City College Sunderland, Daresbury Laboratory, Durham*,
King’s College London, Luton, Manchester, Newcastle upon Tyne, Queen’s Univ Belfast*, UW
Swansea, University College London, York, British Library, Royal Society, Richard Rose
Foundation.

Rest of World : Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Melbourne, IMPA Brazil, UFC Brazil, Federal Univ Rio, Gov British Columbia
Canada, Dalhousie, McMaster, Pontifical Univ Valparaiso Chile, Univ Valle Colombia, ITB
Indonesia, UNDIP Indonesia, RCIL Gov India, Tata Institute India, Kyoto, Nitech, Osakafu Japan,
New Pakistan Univ, Old Pakistan Univ., UAF Pakistan, Chula Thailand, NCTU, NCU, NTU
Taiwan.

15 - 30 January

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Boston Architectural College, Boston University, Buffálo, Caltech*,
Claremont, Columbia, Case Western Reserve, Fairmont State, Florida Institute of Technology,
Georgia Tech., ICCS Karachi (on edu), Indiana, Louisiana State, MIT*, Milwaukee School of
Engineering, North Carolina State University, National Institute of Technology India (on edu), New
York University, Ohio State, Pasaden, Princeton, Purdue*, Rowan Cabarrus Community College,
Southern University and A and M, Syracuse, Texas A and M, UC Davis, UC Santa Barbara, UC
Santa Cruz, UC San Diego, Univ Minnesota Twin Cities, UNC Chapel Hill, UNC Charlotte,
Northern Iowa, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Utah, Texas, NASA Jet Propulsion Technology,
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 24th US Airforce Network Operations Centre Lackland
Grumman, US Archives San Francisco (supported by NSF, Library of Congress and others),
Champaign Schools, Sacramento Library, Grace Elementary School District, Upper Merion School
District Pennsylvania.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Free Univ. Brussels, Catholic Univ. Leuven, Ghent, CERN, EPF Lausanne,
ETH Zurich, German Synchrotron Facility, Red Cross Freiburg, KFA Juelich, RWTH Aachen,
Siemens*, TU Chemnitz, TU Darmstadt, Bonn, Hannover*, Karlsruhe, Leipzig, Stuttgart,
Autonomous Barcelona, Complutensian Madrid, Malaga, Hernandez de Elche, National Spanish
Distance Education University, Madrid Polytechnic, Zaragoza, Valladolid, Spanish Xunta
(Parliament), HUT Finland, JYU Finland, IFPEN France, French National Particle Laboratory,
INSA Toulouse, Pierre et Marie Curie, Polytechnique de France, Poitiers, Rennes 1, HCMR
Greece, NTUA Greece, OSSKI Hungary, PTR Irelend, Technion Israel, ICTP Trieste, INFN Padua,
Turin Polytechnic, RP Engineering Italy, Florence, Siena, KTU Latvia, CSS Latvia, University of
the Hague, TU Delft, TU Eindhoven, UIO Norway, AGH Poland, Lodz, Monho Portugal, CEC
Romania, UBBCLUJ Romania, UICCLUJ Romania, MSU Russia, RIKT Russia, yandex Russia,
KACST Saudi Arabia, Laser Physics KTH Stockholm, Kiev*, Bristol*, Churchill College
Cambridge, Applied maths and physics Cambridge, St John’s College Cambridge, Newnham

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar
UNL Argentina, Sydney Australia, FAJ Brazil, UERJ, UFPR, UFSC Brazil, McGill Canada, MUN Canada*, Perimeter Institute, Alberta, Calgary, Laval, Montreal, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterloo*, Univ. Chile, UCN, UFRO Chile, Engineering Univ. Colombia, Espol Ecuador, RCLIL, RRCAT, IMSC, RRI India, IMS Japan, Titech(, Fukui, Tokyo, ITESM Mexico, New Pakistan, Old Pakistan, Quest Pakistan, KACST Saudi Arabia, Chula Thailand, NCTU, Academica Sinica*, Taipei Taiwan, Limpopo South Africa, UFCTC South Africa.